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Abstract

Most of the reasoning we perform in our everyday lives typically involves uncertain, pos-
sibly contradicting, knowledge. Accordingly, any intelligent system that tries to emulate
human reasoning must be able to draw conclusions from uncertain knowledge and uncer-
tain input data, and resolve contradictions when they arise. In this thesis, a weighted
non-monotonic logic we refer to as LogAG for reasoning with uncertainty is presented.
“Log” stands for logic, “A” for algebraic, and “G” for grades. LogAG provides an inter-
esting alternative to the currently-existing approaches in the literature for dealing with
uncertainty. In LogAG, the classical logical formulas could be associated with ordered
grades representing a measure of uncertainty. In this way, LogAG is a logic for reasoning
about graded propositions. The revision of beliefs in LogAG, when contradictions arise,
is done according to the grades of the contradictory propositions. LogAG is algebraic in
that it is a language of only terms, some of which denote propositions. Both propositions
and their grades are taken as first-class individuals in the LogAG ontology. Thus, the
language includes terms denoting graded propositions, grades of propositions, grading
propositions, and graded grading propositions in an arbitrary compositional structure.
This yields a quite expressive language, with a very similar syntax to first-order logic.
Throughout this thesis, the syntax and semantics of LogAG are presented, defining an
infinite sequence of graded logical consequence relations, each corresponding to accepting
graded propositions at some nesting depth. A proof theory for LogAG is also described,
discussing its soundness and completeness. Additionally, a graded version of the SNePS
reasoning and acting system, GSNePS, implementing the LogAG proof theory, is intro-
duced. Finally, an implementation of an agent reasoning with uncertainty is presented
to provide an early warning for plant diseases based on collected data about particular
environmental phenomena across a field. It will be shown how such an agent can use
GSNePS to reason about the uncertain data it acquires from possibly noisy sensors, and
decide whether to notify the farmers to take corrective actions if a disease is likely to
occur.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the days of Aristotle, the study of logics has been focused on exact reasoning, i.e.
reasoning with statements that are either true or false. Despite the simplicity of modelling
exact reasoning, it has very little to say about the way we reason in our everyday lives.
Most of our reasoning typically involves uncertain, possibly contradicting, information.
The uncertainty in the available information can manifest itself in various forms: (1) the
information obtained may only be partial, in that answers to several questions are not
known; (2) the available information may be approximate, in that all the required answers
are known but they are not totally accurate or reliable; or (3) the information obtained
from the knowledge sources could be inconsistent. A hallmark of human intelligence is the
ability to reach conclusions even if the available information is uncertain or contradictory;
for instance, a doctor might not know exactly what is wrong with a patient, yet the doctor
is still able to reach a diagnosis in the majority of the cases. To demonstrate the variety
of situations requiring reasoning with uncertainty, consider the following four problems.
The first problem presents a situation where reasoning with incomplete knowledge is
required, the second problem showcases reasoning with inaccurate information obtained
from multiple knowledge sources, and the third and fourth problems require reasoning
with contradicting information.

The Case of Opus and Tweety. Tweety is a bird and Opus is a penguin. You believe
that penguins are birds. In the absence of other information, you would like to jump
to the conclusion that Tweety flies and Opus does not. How do you do so gracefully
and without succumbing to absurdity?

The Case of Superman. You open the Daily Planet and read a report by Lois Lane
claiming that Superman was seen in downtown Metropolis at noon. You happen
to have seen Clark Kent at his office at noon, and you have always had a feeling
that Superman is Clark Kent. What should you believe about the whereabouts of
Superman if you trust your perception very much, you trust Lois Lane’s honesty, you
only mildly trust the Daily Planet, and you still have your doubts about whether
Superman is indeed Clark Kent?

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

The Case of the Nixon Diamond. You know that Nixon was both a Quaker and a
Republican. You would like to jump to the conclusion that Nixon was a pacifist,
given that he was a Quaker. But you would also like to jump to the conclusion that
he was not a pacifist, given that he was a Republican. What do you do?

The Case of the Liar. The first sentence of the paragraph titled “The Case of the Liar”
in this page is not true. Having read the previous sentence, should you believe it
or not?

Any intelligent agent emulating human reasoning must be able to handle uncertain
knowledge in a way that facilitates drawing reasonable conclusions, and resolve contra-
dictions when they arise. For this reason, considerable research effort has been made over
the years to attempt to understand and model uncertain reasoning. The work presented
in this thesis is one such attempt. Throughout this thesis, a novel theory for uncertain
reasoning will be presented showing its application in a real life problem that requires
representing and handling uncertainty. The above-mentioned problems will be revisited,
showing how they will be handled in the proposed theory. Section 1.1 will start by de-
scribing the primary objectives of this work. An outline of the rest of the thesis will be
presented in Section 1.2.

1.1 Thesis Objectives

The work presented in this thesis has three main objectives: (1) to develop a logical
language capable of representing and dealing with different types of data uncertainty; (2)
to provide a generic implementation of the proposed language to be used by any agent
reasoning with uncertainty; and (3) to show the application of the proposed theory in
a real-life situation where reasoning with uncertainty is required. In what follows, it is
illustrated how each of the three objectives were achieved.

In order to achieve the first objective, a logic we refer to as LogAG was developed [26].
“Log” stands for logic, “A” for algebraic, and “G” for grades. In LogAG, the classical log-
ical formulas could be associated with grades. The grades are taken to represent a variety
of intended meanings including belief degrees, trust degrees, or preference degrees. In this
way, LogAG is a logic for reasoning about graded propositions. LogAG is algebraic in
that it is a language of only terms, some of which denote propositions. Both propositions
and their grades are taken as individuals in the LogAG ontology. Thus, the language in-
cludes terms denoting graded propositions, grades of propositions, grading propositions,
and graded grading propositions in an arbitrary compositional structure. This yields a
quite expressive language on one hand, and on the other hand, quite intuitive and very
similar in syntax to first-order logic. Through out this thesis, the syntax and seman-
tics of LogAG will be presented, extending the classical notion of logical consequence to
handle graded propositions. The utility of LogAG in default reasoning, reasoning about
information provided by a chain of sources of varying degrees of trust, and dealing with
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paradoxical-like sentences will be shown. A proof theory for LogAG will also be carefully
described, discussing its soundness and completeness.

To achieve the second objective, an implementation of LogAG was developed in
SNePS. The name SNePS is an acronym for “The Semantic Network Processing Sys-
tem”. SNePS is a logic-, frame- and network-based knowledge representation, reasoning,
and acting system [4]. The main goal of building SNePS was to produce a semantic
network that would be able to represent everything that can be represented by natural
language. The network will be used to reason about any real-life environment. In this
thesis, a graded version of SNePS, GSNePS, is introduced to represent and reason with
graded propositions. GSNePS extends the currently-existing Lisp-based SNePS 2.7.0.
The presented implementation of GSNePS is generic enough, and could be used by any
system to handle uncertain reasoning.

Finally, to achieve the third objective, the utility of GSNePS is shown in a real life
application involving reasoning under uncertainty. With the booming of Information
Technology, a new farming management technique known as Precision Agriculture (PA)
has emerged to help farmers deal with field variability in crops [35]. Farmers have always
been aware of the effect of environmental phenomena (such as temperature, humidity, soil
wetness, and wind speed) on the successful growth of the crops. However, putting into
consideration that such phenomena vary greatly across fields, farmers have always lacked
the tools to measure, map, and manage these variations precisely to ensure successful
farming. PA employ Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) to monitor the environmental
phenomena precisely across fields. One of the main applications of PA based on envi-
ronmental auditing is epidemic plant disease control. It has been shown that epidemic
diseases are triggered by climate changes that occur unexpectedly in time and space,
making their tracking harder, and impact more severe. Typically, farmers are not well
prepared to react to such diseases which give the diseases the time to spread wider and
get more destructive. Typically, several disease models exist specifying the environmental
conditions triggering different plant diseases. In this thesis, an agent employing precision
agriculture methods will be presented to predict plant diseases based on collected data
about particular environmental phenomena across a field. If a disease is detected, the
agent will notify the farmers at early stages of the disease so that they can take protective
measures (such as applying fungicides). The presented agent is developed as part of a
bigger project aimed at implementing an integrated monitoring system for plant disease
forecast, and funded by the Egyptian Ministry of Scientific Research. The described agent
is implemented as a GLAIR agent. GLAIR stands for “Grounded Layered Architecture
with Integrated Reasoning” and is a multi-layered cognitive architecture for embodied
agents whose mind is implemented in SNePS. It will be shown how the plant disease
forecast agent was modelled as a GLAIR agent that uses GSNePS to handle uncertain
reasoning with the collected data from possibly noisy or faulty sensors.
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1.2 Thesis Outline

The thesis is further divided into five chapters:

• Chapter 2 reviews the existing approaches for representing and handling uncer-
tainty. The problem of belief revision which is closely related to uncertain reason-
ing is also reviewed. Furthermore, the SNePS reasoning and acting system together
with the structure of GLAIR agents are described.

• Chapter 3 presents the syntax, semantics, and proof theory of LogAG. The four
problems presented in the introduction are revisited, showing how they are handled
in LogAG.

• Chapter 4 describes how SNePS was modified to handle uncertain non-monotonic
reasoning with graded propositions.

• Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the GLAIR agent for plant disease fore-
cast. The mind of the agent is implemented in GSNePS to handle uncertain rea-
soning.

• Chapter 6 concludes the outcomes of the thesis including a final discussion of the
research done. In addition, a discussion of the future work that will be carried out
to extend the work presented in this thesis are included.



Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter reviews a variety of topics closely related to implementing an agent reasoning
with uncertainty. Section 2.1 starts by presenting the existing approaches in the literature
for representing and dealing with uncertainty. Typically, reasoning agents acquire new
information during their operation in the world. The problem of changing the agent’s
beliefs to account for the newly acquired information is referred to as Belief Revision
and is discussed in Section 2.2. The rest of the chapter will be dedicated to introducing
the frameworks on which the implementation presented in this thesis is based. Section
2.3 presents the SNePS reasoning and acting system in which the logic presented in this
thesis is implemented. Finally, the GLAIR cognitive architecture, on which the agent
presented in Chapter 5 is based, is presented in Section 2.4.

2.1 Reasoning with Uncertainty

Intelligent agents should be able to make decisions based on uncertain information. The
available information could be uncertain in many ways: (1) it might be incomplete due
to partial observability of the world; (2) it might be inaccurate; (3) it might be vague;
or (4) it might be contradicting or inconsistent. Several theories have been developed
over the years to handle the different types of uncertain information. The theories range
from numerical approaches based on strict probabilistic reasoning to totally non-numeric
approaches based on logical reasoning. Each of these theories is supported by different
assumptions and interpretations of other existing theories. Therefore, the kind of uncer-
tainty best handled by each is quite different. This section will shed light on the most
prominent approaches for handling data uncertainty. Section 2.1.1 starts by reviewing
the oldest approach for dealing with inaccurate data, the probability theory. Next, the
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence for dealing with inaccurate data is reviewed in Sec-
tion 2.1.2. Section 2.1.3 reviews the fuzzy set theory for representing and handling vague
data. Finally, two approaches for handling partial or incomplete data are reviewed. Sec-
tion 2.1.4 sheds light on the possibility theory, and Section 2.1.5 reviews the commonly

5
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used non-monotonic theories. All of the reviewed approaches are considered to be nu-
meric approaches, with the the exception of non-monotonic theories that are based on
strict logical reasoning. The numeric approaches associate with the propositions num-
bers in a specific range. The interpretation of the associated numbers is dependent on
the knowledge model used by each approach. For each of the following approaches, it will
be shown how information will be represented, and how different information acquired
from different knowledge sources can be combined.

2.1.1 Probability Theory 1

[] [] Probability theory is considered to be the oldest approach to represent data uncer-
tainty. To illustrate the utility of probability theory in uncertain domains, consider the
following example.2

Example 2.1.1 We want to diagnose the reason behind a plant’s leaves turning
yellow. We could try to represent the plant’s diagnosis using propositional logic as
follows:

Y ellowLeaves⇒ Infected (2.1)

The problem is that this rule is wrong. Not all plants that have yellow leaves are
infected. There are a lot of reasons behind a plant’s leaves turning yellow including
(but not limited to) poor irrigation, or not receiving enough sunlight. We can try to
represent this in the form of a disjuntion as follows:

Y ellowLeaves⇒ Infected ∨ PoorIrrigation ∨NoSunlight ∨ ... (2.2)

To make this statement true, however, we should exhaustively list all the possible
reasons behind the plant’s leaves turning yellow. Since this is intractable in a lot of
applications, we can try to turn the statement into a causal statement:

Infected⇒ Y ellowLeaves (2.3)

But this statement is still not true. Not all infections cause plants’ leaves to turn
yellow. At this point, it is obvious that the relation between infection and a plant’s
leaves turning yellow is not a logical consequence in either direction. �

To deal with situations like the one presented in the previous example, probabilistic
methods associate with uncertain statements a degree of belief. The degree of belief is a
numerical value between 0 (for statements that are certainly false) and 1 (for statements
that are certainly true). For example, if proposition 2.1 is assigned a degree of belief of
0.5, this means that we believe that there is a 50% chance that a plant having yellow

1The section is based primarily on [45].
2In this thesis, ⇒ represents material implication.
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leaves is actually infected. In this way, probabilities are used to provide a way to represent
uncertainty by assigning to relevant propositions a degree of belief.

Just like logical assertions, probabilistic assertions are about possible worlds. The set
of possible worlds is usually denoted as the sample space Ω. While logical assertions rule
out all the worlds from the sample space in which the assertions are false, probabilistic
assertions represent how probable a world is. The basic axioms of the probability theory
associates a numerical probability between 0 and 1 to each possible world.

p(w) ∈ [0, 1] ∀w ∈ Ω (2.4)

The sum of all probabilities assigned to possible worlds in the sample space should be 1.

Probabilistic assertions might not be about possible worlds only, but can be about
sets of possible worlds. A set of possible worlds is called an event. An event is usually
represented by a proposition. The probability associated with a proposition is defined as
the sum of the probabilities assigned to the worlds in which the proposition is true. In
what follows, [φ] denotes the set of classical models of φ.

p(φ) =
∑
w∈[φ]

p(w) (2.5)

A probability of the form p(φ), such as p(Infected) for example, refers to the degree
of belief in a proposition in the absence of any further information. Such probabil-
ity is known as the prior probability. In some cases, however, we already have access
to some information known as evidence. For example, we might already know that a
plant already turned yellow. In this case, we might not be interested in the uncondi-
tional probability p(Infected), but we are rather interested in the conditional probabil-
ity p(Infected|Y ellowLeaves). A conditional probability is also known as the posterior
probability. The conditional probability p(Infected|Y ellowLeaves) is interpreted as the
probability of the plant being infected given that all we observed is yellow leaves.

For any two events A and B, the posterior probability p(A|B) can be computed from
the prior probability p(A) using Bayes Theorem as follows.

p(A|B) =
p(B|A)p(A)

p(B)
(2.6)

In general, when making decisions, we need to condition on all the evidence we have
already observed. Bayes Theorem could be extended as follows to calculate the probability
of an event A given a series of observations B1, ..., Bn. The following extension of Bayes
rule only applies under the assumption that the observations B1, ..., Bn are mutually
exclusive and exhaustive [14].

p(A|B1, ..., Bn) =

n∏
i=1

p(A)p(Bi|A)

n∑
i=1

p(A)p(Bi|A)
(2.7)
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2.1.2 The Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence

Just like the probabilistic approach, the Dempster- Shafer (D-S) evidence theory is based
on assigning degrees of beliefs to the propositions of interest [21]. A major difference
between the two theories, however, is that the D-S evidence theory presupposes a set of
hypotheses (events) of interest Θ called the frame of discernment.

Θ = {H1, H2, ..., Hn} (2.8)

The frame of discernment Θ is composed of n exhaustive and pair-wise exclusive hypothe-
ses. We define the power set 2Θ as the power set composed of the 2n propositions in Θ.

2Θ = {{}, {H1}, {H2}, ..., {Hn}, {H1, H2}, {H1, H3}, ...,Θ} (2.9)

An observation provides evidence for one or more subsets of the power set 2Θ. The mass
of belief mi assigned to a knowledge source KSi is defined as follows:

mi : 2Θ → [0, 1] (2.10)

The mass of belief in an element of the frame of discernment Θ is a lot similar to a
probability distribution, but differs by the fact that the unit mass is distributed among all
the elements in the power set 2Θ. In other words, the mass of belief is distributed among
composite hypotheses as well as singleton hypotheses. The basic belief assignment(bba)
function has the following properties:

mi({}) = 0 (2.11)

∑
A⊆Θ

mi(A) = 1 (2.12)

The mass of belief mi(A) represents how strongly the available evidence supports A which,
in the case where A is a disjunction of hypotheses, has not been assigned to a subset of
A due to the lack of information. If additional information comes to exist, this mass can
be re-assigned more specifically to one of the subsets of A.

Example 2.1.2 Suppose we are trying to reason about whether it will rain today
or not. In probability theory, we will assign a probability to each possible event.
For example, p(rain) = 0.4, and p(¬rain) = 0.6. In D-S evidential theory, we will
construct a frame of discernment Θ = {rain,¬rain}. The power set 2Θ will be as
follows:

2Θ = {{rain}, {¬rain}, {rain,¬rain}, {}}

Unlike probability theory, masses of belief will be assigned to each set in the power
set. A possible assignment can be as follows:
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m({rain}) = 0.3
m({¬rain}) = 0.1

m({rain,¬rain}) = 0.5
m({}) = 0.1

The masses of belief assigned can be interpreted as follows. There is a 30% chance
that it will rain, a 10% chance that it will not rain, and 50% chance that there
will either be rain or not rain. The mass of belief assigned to {rain,¬rain} reflects
our degree of uncertainty about whether it will rain or not. Such notion might be
represented in probability theory by assigning equal probabilities to both events rain
and ¬rain, however, saying that there is a 50% chance of raining is clearly not that
same as saying that it is unknown whether it will rain or not. A mass of belief is
assigned to the empty set for normalization purposes. �

Evidence in the D-S theory is represented using belief and plausibility functions, rather
than a probability density function. The belief function Beli and the plausibility function
Pli are defined respectively as follows:

Beli(A) =
∑
B⊆A

mi(B) (2.13)

Pli(A) =
∑

A∩B 6=φ

mi(B) (2.14)

The belief function Beli(A) represents a measure of the evidence in favour of proposition
A. It is the sum of the masses of belief in A and all the subsets of A, and forms a lower
bound for a measure of the belief in A. On the other hand, the plausibility function Pli
can be viewed as the total belief that could be placed in A, forming an upper bound for a
measure of the belief in A. In other words, the plausibility of a proposition A implies that
A could possibly be true up to a certain value, only because there is so much evidence
contradicting A. The relation between the belief and plausibility functions is defined as
follows:

Pl(A) = 1−Bel(¬A) (2.15)

Accordingly, the D-S framework allows the belief in any proposition A to be represented
as an interval [Bel(A), P l(A)] where Bel(A) ≤ Pl(A).

The Dempster’s rule of combination is the first combination rule defined within the D-
S framwork to combine data from different knowledge sources [30]. From the basic belief
assignment mi obtained from KSi, it is possible to use Dempster’s rule of combination
in order to compute the combined masses representing the combined knowledge of all
the available knowledge sources. Let m1,...,n denote the belief function resulting from the
combination of n information sources. The combined belief function is defined as follows:

m1,...,n = m1 ⊕ ...⊕mi...⊕mn (2.16)
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where ⊕ represents the combination operator. The combination rule for combining data
from two knowledge sources KS1 and KS2 is defined as follows:

m1,2(A) =

∑
B∩C=A

m1(B)m2(C)

1−
∑

B∩C=∅
m1(B)m2(C)

(2.17)

The numerator of the combination rule represents the accumulated evidence for the sets
B and C which support the hypothesis A. The denominator represents the conflict
between the two sets B and C. In some applications, the following denominator is easier
to calculate [43]:

m1,2(A) =

∑
B∩C=A

m1(B)m2(C)∑
B∩C 6=φ

m1(B)m2(C)
(2.18)

Equation 2.18 can be generalized to combine data from more than two knowledge sources.
The fusion order of the n sources is irrelevant since the combination rule is only concerned
with set intersections. For example, the combination rule for fusing data from three
knowledge sources is as follows [29]:

m1,2,3(A) =

∑
B∩C∩D=A

m1(B)m2(C)m3(D)∑
B∩C∩D 6=φ

m1(B)m2(C)m3(D)
(2.19)

2.1.3 Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Set Theory

Some of the sentences we typically use such as “The weather is cold” or “Adam is tall”
are neither completely true nor completely false. This is not a matter of uncertainty,
we are certain that the weather is cold and that Adam is tall. The problem, however,
is that the linguistic terms “cold” and “tall” are vague. Fuzzy logic provides means to
deal with data vagueness. Unlike classical logics, fuzzy logic assigns to predicates a value
in the interval [0, 1] denoting a truth degree [45]. The fuzzy truth value of a complex
proposition composed of the conjunction, disjunction, or negation of fuzzy propositions
is a function of the fuzzy truth values of the propositions that composed it [27]. For
example, we might define f(A ∧ B) = f∧(f(A), f(B)), f(A ∨ B) = f∨(f(A), f(B)), and
f(¬A) = f¬(¬A) where f∧ = max, f∨ = min, f¬(p) = 1− f(¬p). Different choices of f∧,
f∨, and f¬ lead to different logics. For example, the classical fuzzy logic [28], Lukasiewicz
logic [40], and Kleene logic [17] take the f∧ function to be min.

Fuzzy logic provides a basis for fuzzy set theory. Given an element x and a set A, the
truth value of the proposition x ∈ A is called the membership degree and is represented
by µA(x). Operations on fuzzy sets can be described in terms of fuzzy logical operations,
for instance set intersection correspond to conjuction since µA∩B = f(x ∈ A ∧ x ∈ B) =
f∧(µA(x), µB(x)) [28].
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2.1.4 Possibilistic Theory

Possibilistic logic is based on fuzzy set theory, but was designed to deal with data in-
completeness rather than vagueness [11]. In what follows, let Ω be the set of classical
interpretations or world, and [φ] be the set of classical models of a formula φ. The model
of imperfect data in the possibility theory is the possibility distribution π.

π(w) ∈ [0, 1] ∀w ∈ Ω (2.20)

The possibility distribution π(w) represents the degree of compatibility of w with the
available information about the world. π(w) = 0 means that the interpretation w is
impossible, and π(w) = 1 means that the nothing prevents the interpretation w to be
possible in the world. The less π(w), the less possible w is.

In the possibility theory, formulas are associated with a numerical weight in the in-
terval [0,1] which is a lower bound on the possibility measure, or the necessity measure of
the formula. The possibility measure Π and necessity measure N are defined as follows.

Π(φ) = max{π(w) | w ∈ [φ]} (2.21)

N(φ) = 1− Π(¬φ) (2.22)

The possibility measure evaluates the extent to which φ is consistent with the available
information expressed by the possibility distribution π. The necessity measure evaluates
the extent to which φ is entailed by the available information. It is based on the assump-
tion that a formula is entailed from a set of formulas if its negation is consistent with the
set of formulas.

The combination of data in the possibility theory is similar in spirit to the combination
of data in the fuzzy theories. The difference, however, is that the possibilistic rules are
always normalized [27]. The choice of the combination rules in the possibilistic theory
is based on how agreeable the data from the different knowledge sources is, and the
reliability of the knowledge sources [16].

2.1.5 Non-Monotonic Theories

Non-monotonic logics are an attempt to model a pattern of human defeasible reasoning
that allows making plausible, albeit possibly fallible, assumptions about the world in the
absence of complete knowledge, then revising them when new evidence is acquired. For
example, upon hearing that Tweety is a bird, we might conclude that Tweety flies since all
birds flies. However, once knowing that Tweety is a penguin, we would want to retract our
belief that Tweety flies. The name “non-monotonic” refers to the fact that new evidence
might add or retract previous conclusions. This contrasts with classical logics where new
evidence never invalidates previous conclusions about the world. Several non-monotonic
formalisms have been developed to model defeasible reasoning. The formalisms come in
three main flavours: circumscriptive theories, default theories, and modal theories. The
three formalisms will be briefly discussed in the upcoming sections.
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Circumscription

One of the oldest approaches to deal with non-monotonic defeasible reasoning is the closed
world assumption [32]. The closed world assumption states that what is not derivable
from the knowledge base is not true. This is similar to the negation-by-failure strategy
employed by logic programming languages such as Prolog. The closed world assumption
could be viewed as a kind of minimization of the extension of the predicates as only the
derivable propositions are considered to be true. The idea of minimization is the basis
of the circumscriptive theories. Circumscription formally expresses the minimization of
the extensions of the predicates using second order logic [36]. Given predicates P and Q,
∀x(P (x)⇒ Q(x)) is abbreviated as P ≤ Q. Similarly, P ≤ Q∧¬(Q ≤ P ) is abbreviated
as P < Q. Let Φ(P ) be a formula containing the predicate P , the circumscription Φ∗(P )
of Φ(P ) is the second order sentence [33]:

Φ∗(P ) = Φ(P ) ∧ ¬∃Q[Φ(Q) ∧Q < P ] (2.23)

Φ∗(P ) states that P satisfies Φ, and no other smaller predicate does. Let P (x) be the
predicate “x is abnormal” and let Φ(P ) be the sentence “All birds that are not abnormal
fly”. The sentence “Tweety is a bird” together with Φ∗(P ) imply that ”Tweety flies”
as the circumscription axiom forces the extension of P to be empty, hence ”Tweety is
normal” is considered automatically true.

From an application point of view, however, circumscription has a major shortcoming
that arises from the second-order language in which circumscription is formulated. The
main problem with second-order logic is that it lacks a complete inference procedure.

Default Theories

Default theories are based on first-order logic and has two types of inference rules: stan-
dard first-order inference rules, and special inference rules called default rules [44]. A
default theory is a pair 〈F,D〉 where F is a set of first-order facts, and D is a set of
default rules. A default rule has the form:

α : β1, β2, ..., βn
γ

(2.24)

where α is a precondition of the rule, β1, ..., βn are justifications of the rule, and γ
is the consequent of the rule. A default rule can be interpreted as if α is known,
and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n there in no information that βi is false, then infer γ. For ex-
ample if F = {Bird(Tweety), Bird(Opus), Tweety 6= Opus,¬Flies(Opus)}, and D =
{Bird(x) : Flies(x)/F lies(x)}, we should be able to infer Flies(Tweety) since we have
Bird(Tweety) and we do not have ¬Flies(Tweety).
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Modal Theories

There exist other theories modelling non-monotonic defeasible reasoning that are similar
in spirit to default theories, but are based on modal logic. The two major non-monotonic
modal theories are considered to be Non-Monotonic Logic [37], and Autoepistemic Logic
[39]. In non-monotonic logic, the � operator of modal logic is interpreted as “It is con-
sistent with what is known that”. Non-monotonic logic uses a default rule of the form
α ∧ �β ⇒ γ. In the other words, if we know α, and it is consistent with what is known
that β, then infer γ. Autoepistemic logic, on the other hand, interprets the 2 operator
of modal logic as “I believe that”. Auto-epistemic logic uses a default rule of the form
¬2β ⇒ ¬β. In other words, if I don’t believe that β, then β is not true. This is a form
of negation-by-failure.

2.1.6 Comparing the Approaches

All of the presented approaches offer methods for representing uncertainty that is found
in situations involving problem solving and decision making. However, the type of uncer-
tainty that is best handled by each theory is quite different. The probabilistic approaches
including the probability theory and the D-S theory are best suitable to represent inac-
curate existing information, fuzzy logic is best suitable to represent vague data, and the
possibility and non-monotonic theories are best suited to represent incomplete informa-
tion. The probabilistic, possibilistic, and fuzzy approaches are considered to be numeric
quantitative approaches that assigns to different propositions a numerical value to repre-
sent a type of uncertainty. Each of these approaches is based on a unique mathematical
formalism based on its own set of requirements and assumptions. One requirement shared
by these approaches is that the uncertainty must be expressed in terms of specific num-
bers. In some cases, it is hard to translate beliefs into hard numbers. This gives rise
to the non-numeric qualitative approaches such as the non-monotonic theories that are
based on logical reasoning. However, the non-monotonic theories are only suitable for
representing and handing incomplete information.

In what follows, a brief comparison of the approaches handing the same type of un-
certainty is provided. The possibility and the non-monotonic theories will not be further
compared, as the former take the numeric approach and the latter take the logical ap-
proach. Therefore, the rest of this section will be dedicated to comparing the probabilistic
and D-S theories for handling inaccurate data.

The probabilistic approach does not require the system to have an unknown state; it is
sufficient to assign equal probabilities to all events in cases where we can not distinguish
between the events. The D-S theory, however, allows the definition of an unknown state.
This is useful, as sometimes it is safer to conclude that the state of interest is unknown
than to decide wrongly about a value of a state and act accordingly with what might
have disastrous consequences in several applications. Of course, under the probabilistic
theory, it is possible that we can not decide about the true value of the state of nature and
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conclude that the true value is unknown. However, this is a lot different than introducing
into the theory an unknown state which is always included in the D-S theory.

The major difference between the probabilistic approach and the D-S theory is that
the probabilistic approach uses the standard notion of probability. It associates to each
possible event a rigorously-defined number reflecting the likelihood of the event if the
experiment is performed many times. On the other hand, the D-S theory assigns masses
of beliefs to hypotheses representing the current state of knowledge about the environ-
ment. The notions of beliefs and plausibilities used by the D-S theory contrast with the
probabilistic theory that is only concerned with the classical notions of probability. For
this reason, the pedigree of probability theory might give it an edge over the D-S theory
in terms of being better accepted and understood.

The use of the frame of discernment in the D-S theory allows a much richer represen-
tation of beliefs. However, this comes at a substantial increase in complexity. If there are
n elements in the frame of discernment Θ, there will be 2n sets to which masses of beliefs
must be assigned in a meaningful way. For large n, this is clearly intractable. Further,
when the set is continuous, the set of all subsets is not even countable. The D-S cal-
culations tend to be longer and more computationally intensive than their probabilistic
counterparts which are not required to work on all elements of a power set.

Both theories have an initial requirement. The probabilistic theory requires prior
probabilities, while the D-S theory requires masses to be assigned in a meaningful way
to the various alternatives, including the unknown state. It is worth noting though that
the alternatives to which prior probabilities must be assigned under the probabilistic
theory are more well defined than the alternatives to our state of knowledge under the
D-S theory.

2.2 Belief Revision

Knowledge-bound AI systems maintain a model of their environment to reflect the per-
ceived changes in the environment. The environment model is normally stored in a
knowledge base (KB) on which the AI system performs reasoning to draw reasonable
conclusions. The newly-inferred conclusions, as well as any new facts about the environ-
ment, are typically added to the system’s knowledge base. This is specifically problematic
when the current KB of the system contains the negation of a newly inferred proposition
or a new input leading to a contradiction. In this case, updating the knowledge base
should be preceded by the decision of which proposition is responsible for the contradic-
tion (known as the culprit), and its retraction from the knowledge base together with
all other propositions that the culprit supports [34]. This process is known as Belief
Revision.
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Example 2.2.1 Suppose that we have a knowledge base containing, among other
things, the following propositions:

1. ∀x[Bird(x)⇒ Flies(x)]

2. ∀x[Penguin(x)⇒ Bird(x)]

3. ∀x[Penguin(x)⇒ ¬Flies(x)]

4. Penguin(Opus)

From this knowledge base, we can conclude that Opus flies and does not fly. The main
task of a belief revision system is to discover the possible culprits, and eliminate one
(or more) of them to resolve the contradiction. In this example, the belief revision
system is faced with the choice to eliminate proposition 1,2,3 or 4. �

“The problem of belief revision is that logical considerations alone do not tell
you which beliefs to give up, but this has to be decided by some other means.
What makes things more complicated is that beliefs in a database have logical
consequences, so when giving up a belief you have to decide as well which of
the consequences to retain and which to retract. (Peter Gärdenfors)”[19]

Typically, a belief revision system will explore different alternatives, make choices
to resolve contradictions, and explore the consequences of the choices it makes. If a
contradiction is detected, the belief revision system will revise the KB, changing its
beliefs.

2.2.1 Issues in Belief Revision

According to [34], there are several issues that a belief revision system must put into
consideration to identify possible culprits and remove one of them changing the KB
accordingly. This section will shed light on the most important problems that a belief
revision system must address.

Inference and Dependency Recording

The inference problem studies how new propositions follow from existing ones. Belief
revision systems typically must keep track of the support of each proposition: a record of
where each proposition in the KB came from. The support of each proposition is used in
identifying culprits when contradictions occur, and in revising the KB when a proposition
is disbelieved. Systems that keep track of the supports of the propositions and can recover
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from contradictions in this way are referred to truth maintenance systems. The process
of computing supports is typically carried out by the truth maintenance system as part
of the reasoning process.

In practical reasoning systems, there are generally two ways of recording dependencies:
assumption-based and justification-based. In assumption-based systems, the system keeps
track, for every proposition, the hypotheses (non-derived propositions) that were used in
deriving it. In Example 2.2.1, an assumption based support for the derived proposition
Flies(Opus) is {Penguin(Opus),∀x[Penguin(x)⇒ Bird(x)], ∀x[Bird(x)⇒ Flies(x)]}.
On the other hand, justification-based systems keep track, for every proposition, the
propositions (derived or hypotheses) that were used to directly derive the proposition. In
Example 2.2.1, the justification-based support for Flies(Opus) is
{Bird(Opus),∀x[Bird(x)⇒ Flies(x)]}.

Nonmonotonicity

In systems where decisions have to be made based on incomplete information, it is useful
to be able to tell that one belief depends on the absence of another. If this latter becomes
believed, then the former is disbelieved. This kind of behavior is nonmonotonic. One
way to implement nonmonotonicity is to keep track, for every proposition, of both the
set of propositions that must be believed (the support), and the set of propositions that
must be disbelieved in order for the proposition to be believed.

Disbelief Propagation

The disbelief propagation problem is concerned with how to disbelieve all consequences
of a certain culprit after deciding that this culprit will be eliminated. It is worth noting
that disbelief propagation should only be carried out when a hypothesis, rather than a
derived proposition that can be re-derived, is disbelieved. The resulting belief set after
disbelief propagation must be the same belief set that the system would have had if it
started without the eliminated hypothesis. For instance, in Example 2.2.1, if we decide to
remove proposition 1 to eliminate the contradiction, the derived proposition Flies(Opus)
would have to be removed as well. In assumption-based systems, disbelief propagation
is implemented as a part of the KB retrieval function. The retrieval function looks into
the supports of all the retrieved propositions, if it finds that one of the supports of the
proposition is the recently disbelieved hypothesis, the proposition is disbelieved as well.
In justification-based systems, disbelief propagation is more complicated. When a propo-
sition is disbelieved, the system has to go through the KB to decide which propositions
follow from the disbelieved propositions to disbelieve them as well. This process is not
straightforward as the justification-based support only contains the propositions that
directly derive the proposition.
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2.2.2 The AGM Paradigm

The ability to rationally change ones knowledge base in the face of new information
which possibly contradicts the currently held beliefs is a basic characteristic of intelli-
gent behaviour. For this reason, the field of belief revision has attracted considerable
attention over the years, starting from the work of Alchourrón, Gärdenfors,and Makin-
son (AGM) who proposed a set of rationality postulates which any reasonable revision
operator should satisfy [7]. In the AGM paradigm, information states are taken to be
belief sets, and changes in the information states are regarded as transformations on be-
lief sets. The AGM paradigm defines three possible transformations: expansion, revision
and contraction. The rationality postulates for each of the transformations incorporate
the principle of minimal change according to which a rational agent should change its
beliefs as little as possible in order to accommodate the new information, and to resolve
contradictions [18]. In what follows, the three transformations will be reviewed.

Expansion

The expansion of a belief set B with a formula α is defined as the logical closure of B
and α. That is, B+

α = Cn(B ∪ {α}). Clearly, the expansion operation is a monotonic
operation as in formulas in B will never be retracted by the expansion operation.

Contraction

The contraction of a belief set B with respect to α, B−α is defined as the removal of a set
of formulae from B such that α is no longer logically implied. A contraction operator
maps a belief theory B into B−α , and should satisfy the following postulates:

1. B−α = Cn(B−α ). (Closure)

2. B−α ⊆ B. (Inclusion)

3. If α /∈ Cn(B), then B = B−α . (Vacuity)

4. If α /∈ Cn(∅), then α /∈ Cn(B−α ). (Success)

5. If α ∈ Cn(B), then B ⊆ Cn(B−α )+
α . (Recovery)

6. If Cn(α) = Cn(β), then B−α = B−β . (Preservation)

The closure postulate states that outcome of contracting a belief theory must be logically
closed. The inclusion postulate states that the contraction of belief set can never add new
beliefs to the belief set. The vacuity postulate states that the contraction of a belief set by
a formula that is not implied by the belief set must result in the original belief set itself.
The success postulate states that the closure of the belief set resulting from contracting a
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belief set by a non-tautological proposition will never contain the contracted proposition.
The recovery postulate states that, if we contract a belief set by a proposition in the
belief set, then expand the belief set by the same proposition, the resulting belief set
must imply everything that is implied by the original belief set. Finally, the preservation
postulate states that if we can derive the same conclusion from two logically equivalent
propositions, the result of contracting a belief set by either propositions must be the
same.

Revision

Belief set revision attempts to change a belief set B as little as possible, employing the
principle of minimal change, in order to include a new formula α that can be contradictory
with the belief set. In order to resolve the contradiction, some old beliefs in the belief
set might have to be retracted. The revision operation B∗α is equivalent to (B−¬α)+

α .
The mathematical reduction of revision to contraction and expansion is known as Levi’s
identity [31].

The revision of a belief set by such belief revision operator is referred to as prioritized
revision. A prioritized revision operator will always include the new proposition by which
the belief set is revised into the revised belief set. This is clearly an unrealistic feature. In
some applications, we might want to prefer older beliefs rather than the newly acquired
belief. There are several models of belief revision giving no special priority to the new
information due to its novelty. Such models are called non-prioritized belief revision
models. Non-prioritized belief revision consist of two main steps: first, we decide whether
the newly acquired belief will be accepted or rejected. If we decide that the input will
be accepted, it is incorporated in the current belief state and the belief state is revised
eliminating any contradictions [22].

2.2.3 Selection Functions and Partial Meet Contraction Revi-
sion

Having reviewed the axiomatic representation of contraction and revision functions, this
section is concerned with reviewing constructive models for these functions. Note that
any constructive model for contraction can be used as a constructive model for revision
according to Levi’s identity. Thus, we will focus on reviewing constructive models for
contraction.

Suppose we want to contract a belief set B by a proposition α. The principle of
minimal change suggests that we identify the maximal subset of B that fails to entail
α. In general, there might be more than one such maximal subset, and it is not obvious
how to choose one of them to be the result of the contraction. Such maximal subsets are
referred to as α-remainders. In order to choose between the α-remainders, we have to take
into consideration extra logical factors to identify the most plausible α-remainders. In the
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AGM paradigm, this is implemented using selection functions [18]. A selection function
for a belief set B is any function γ that maps the set of α-remainders to another non-
empty set of most plausible (epistemologically valuable) α-remainders. The contraction
of a belief set B by α must be the set of propositions in B that belong to all maximally
plausible α remainders. We call a selection function γ a transitively relational selection
function if it makes its choices based on some underlying ordering; the best remainder
selected by γ is the most valuable according to the ordering. Any belief revision operator
that employs a transitively relational selection function is a transitive relational partial
meet contraction revision operator [51]. It is worth noting that a transitive relational
partial meet contraction revision operator satisfies all the AGM postulates for contraction.
A transitive relational partial meet contraction revision operator can be used to decide
which of the beliefs to retract in Example 2.2.1 to resolve the contradiction. However, it
is rather impratical to attempt to use any of the AGM operations in their pure form as
the closure of belief sets might be infinite. The next section will present practical means
of revising finite knowledge bases.

2.2.4 Epistemic Entrenchment

As mentioned in the previous section, transitive relational selection functions determines
the most plausible α remainders based on some ordering denoting the epistemic value
of each of α remainders. Epistemic entrenchment provide means of encoding the extra-
logical factors relevant to belief contraction to help us determine which beliefs should be
retracted when a proposition is disbelieved [20] . Intuitively, the epistemic entrenchment
of a belief ψ is the degree of resistance of ψ to change. The more entrenched a belief is,
the less likely it is to be retracted during the contraction of another belief φ. Epistemic
entrenchment is defined as a preorder ≤ on the set of propositions in a belief set B
denoting the retractibility of each belief; if ψ ≤ φ, then ψ is more likely to be retracted
than φ.

2.2.5 Safe Contraction and Kernel Contraction

Safe contraction was introduced in [8] as one of the major alternatives to partial meet
contraction. The main difference between partial meet contraction and safe contraction
is that partial meet contraction is based on a selection among the maximal subsets of a
belief set B that do not imply α, while safe contraction is based on a selection among
the elements of minimal subsets of B that imply α. A safe contraction of belief set B is
based on the definition of an epistemic entrenchment on B. An element β ∈ B is called
safe with respect to α if and only if for all inclusion-minimal subsets A of B that imply
α, either β /∈ A, or there is an element δ ∈ A such that δ ≤ β [22]. The set of minimal
subsets of B that imply α is called the α-kernel set. Kernel contraction is a generalization
of safe contraction that removes at least one element from each α−kernel in the kernel set
when contracting α from B. The most general mechanism to establish that is an incision
function that makes an incision into every α-kernel. Incision functions can be based on
a relational selection function to select sentences to be discarded from kernels.
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2.3 SNePS

Since the implementation of the logic presented in this thesis is done in SNePS, this section
is dedicated to reviewing the current implementation of the SNePS system. SNePS is a
logic-, frame- and network-based knowledge representation, reasoning and acting system
[5]. The name SNePS is an acronym for “The Semantic Network Processing System”.
The system was developed by Stuart C. Shapiro and his research group at the State
University of New York at Buffalo. The main goal of building SNePS is to produce a
network that would be able to represent everything that can be represented by natural
language. The network will be used to reason about any real-life environment. The
SNePS system generally consists of the following components:

• SNePSUL is the SNePS user language. It is the lowest-level language for inter-
acting with SNePS, and has a similar syntax to Common Lisp.

• SNePSLOG is a logic programming interface to SNePS. It provides almost all
the facilities provided by the lower-level SNePSUL interface, and is now the recom-
mended interface to work with SNePS.

• SNIP is the SNePS inference package. It deals with deduction rules to carry out
the reasoning process, and deduce new information from the initial user-supplied
hypotheses to the system. SNIP supports a variety of specially designed connectives
and quantifiers, and performs a kind of combined forward/backward inference called
bi-directional inference [50].

• SNeBR is the belief revision module of SNePS. It is responsible for detecting and
eliminating contradictions.

• SNaLPS is the SNePS Natural Language Processing System. It consists of a
morphological analyzer, a morphological synthesizer, and a Generalized Augmented
Transition Network (GATN) that acts as a grammar interpreter/compiler. Using
these facilities, one can write natural language (and other) interfaces for SNePS.

2.3.1 Basic SNePS Network Notations 3

A semantic network is a labeled graph with nodes representing entities and arcs repre-
senting relations between the entities. In SNePS, each proposition is represented by a
node. Relations represented by arcs are considered a part of the structure of the node
they emanate from.

There are two types of arcs in SNePS: a direct arc representing a relation, and an
inverse arc representing the inverse relation. Inverse arcs will have the same name as the
corresponding arc suffixed by a “-”. The names of the arcs are generally provided by the

3The material in this section is based on the SNePS 2.7 manual [4].
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user, however, there are some predefined arcs to enable the inference engine to identify
propositions involving logical connectives to carry out the reasoning process.

Each entity in SNePS is represented by a unique node. There are four types of nodes in
SNePS: base, variable, pattern, and molecular nodes. A base node represents a particular
entity, individual, or property. A variable node represents an arbitrary individual or
entity in the same manner that logical variables do, and has no arcs emanating from
it. Pattern nodes and molecular nodes can have outgoing arcs. Pattern nodes represent
arbitrary propositions similar to open sentences in predicate logic. They are named as
Pi, where i is a natural number. Molecular nodes represent ground propositions or rules.
A molecular node might be asserted or not asserted. If a molecular node is asserted, it
means that the proposition represented by the node is part of the current belief set of
the system. Molecular nodes are names as Mi, where i is a natural number. We refer to
an asserted molecular node by its name followed by a “!”. Molecular nodes representing
rules will be referred to as rule nodes, and all other molecular nodes as non-rule nodes.

2.3.2 SNIP 4

The basic SNePS deduction system consists of four major parts: (1) the core functions of
building and finding information in the network; (2) a pattern matcher to match a node
against the current network, and do further processing if the match is successful; (3) the
inference package, SNIP, which handles both forward and backward inferences; and (4)
a simulated multi-processing system MULTI carrying out the inference process.

When inference is initiated, MULTI processes are created to carry out the necessary
message passing between the nodes in the network, and to do the calculations necessary
to decide when new information should be inferred. There is one process associated with
each node (rule or non-rule) in the network. Moreover, for each particular inference, there
is a process that initiates the inference and collect the results. We refer to this process as
the user process. The main tasks of node processes are collecting data, performing pat-
tern matching, carrying out rule computations, switching variable contexts, and filtering
undesired data. The scheduling and execution of these processes is controlled by MULTI.
MULTI’s scheduler has two queues of processes: a high priority queue and a low priority
queue. The scheduler schedules all the processes in the high priority queue before the
processes in the low priority queue [50].

The node processes communicate with one another through channels which run par-
allel to rule arcs, or between matched nodes. The operations of the node processes are
based on the contents of the messages they send and receive, and the data stored in
the node itself. There are two types of messages that will be sent and received between
the node processes: requests and reports. A request is sent by a node process to ask
for desired substitutions. A report is a message containing substitutions that represent
instances that have been determined to be true in the network. A report also includes
whether the found instance is positive or negative (a negated instance), the name of the
node sending the report, and the name of the node representing the found instance.

4The material in this section is based primarily on [23].
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Node Process Registers

Each node process has a set of registers acting as private memory and providing a mech-
anism for message passing. All nodes have two registers that are used by the MULTI
scheduler: a PRIORITY register scheduling passing reports before sending requests, and
a QUEUES register keeping track of whether the process is currently in the low or high
priority queue of MULTI. In addition to these two registers, all nodes have the following
set of registers:

• NAME: the name of the process template used to create the process.

• NODE: the node to which the process is attached.

• KNOWN-INSTANCES: the collection of positive and negative instances that are known
to be true.

• REPORTS: the reports received by this process.

• REQUESTS: the requests received by this process.

• INCOMING-CHANNELS: the set of channels that will be providing instance reports
to this process. Whenever a node process sends a request to another process, a
channel to the receiver process will be placed on the INCOMING-CHANNELS register
of the sender process.

• OUTGOING-CHANNELS: the set of channels on which this process will send instance
reports. Whenever a node process sends a request to another process, the sender
process will be placed in the OUTGOING-CHANNELS register of the reciever process.

• PENDING-FORWARD-INFERENCES: temporary storage for received but not requested
reports. Such reports are received due to forward inferences. They are handled
after all requested reports are handled.

A rule node has all the previously mentioned registers in addition to the following
registers.

• RULE-USE-CHANNELS: a set of channels running in the direction of the rule arc
connecting a rule node to its consequents.

• RULE-HANDLER: a function that determines whether enough information has been
received to fire the rule.

• USABILITY-TEST 5: a function that determines based on the sign of the received
instance, and the quantifier used whether the rule can be fired or not.

5At the time of writing this thesis, we did not fully understand the function of the usability test.
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Node Processes Operations

Since reports are the results of deduction requests and should be returned to the user as
fast as possible, all node processes handles passing on reports before handling sending
requests and performing forward inferences. Accordingly, SNIP accomplishes a gradual
propagation of information through the network interrupted only by prompt reports
requesting specific results. When a node process receives a report, it is placed on the
high priority queue. On the other hand, when a node receives a request, it is placed in
the low priority queue. A node receiving reports and requests will be placed on both
queues so that sending the request will not be missed after handling sending the report
in the high priority queue.

A non-rule node will generally receive requests for known instances from one of two
sources: either from matched nodes, or from rule nodes where the non-rule is in an-
tecedent position. If the non-rule node is asserted, then forward inferencing must have
been done with this node before, and the node must already have known instances of
itself. Accordingly, a report is sent straightaway with the known instances of this node.
Otherwise, the non-rule sends requests to all dominating rules for which the node is in
consequent position, and to all matching nodes to try to find instances of itself.

When a non-rule receives a report as a result of a sent request, it checks whether
the report already contains a known instance, in which case the report is discarded. If
the report contains a new instance, the non-rule node process will build a new network
node representing the new node instance. Afterwards, the report is broadcasted on all
outgoing channels of this node-process. When non-requested reports are received, and
thus are actually the results of forward inference, they are placed in the node process’
PENDING-FORWARD-INFERENCES register, and the node is rescheduled on the low priority
queue. This postpones handling forward inferences till after all responses to requests
have been handled. When the process is scheduled from the low priority queue, it will
send all reports in the PENDING-FORWARD-INFERENCES register to all rules for which the
proposition is in antecedent position, and all matched nodes.

Requests received by rule nodes are of two types: either requests for instances just like
non-rules, or requests from consequents asking for substitutions for which the consequent
is true. The reports received by a rule node will either be of inferred instances of the
rule, or from an antecedent. Once a report is received, the rule node process will try to
apply the rule handler. If an unrequested report is received, it is placed in the node’s
PENDING-FORWARD-INFERENCES register. The handling of forward instances is carried out
in a similar manner to non-rule node processes, with the addition of trying to apply any
newly inferred instance of a rule. That is, rule use channels to all nodes in the consequent
position of the newly inferred rule are installed, and corresponding requests are sent to
all antecedents.
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Forward Inference in SNIP

Forward Inference in SNIP is initiated by a call to the top level SNEPSUL function add,
which takes a SNEPSUL node description as an argument. The node is built into the
network, and passed to the helper function add*. add* creates an activation process,
attaches it to the newly-built node, and gives the node a report of its own truth so that
when the report is processed, the node will assert itself. Next, the node is placed on the
MULTI queue. All the nodes built during the inference process is returned by add* to
the top level function add.

Backward Inference in SNIP

Backward Inference in SNIP is initiated by a call to the top level SNEPSUL function
deduce, which takes a SNEPSUL node description and an optional argument indicating
the desired number of results. deduce builds the node corresponding to the SNEPSUL
node description, and passes the result with the desired number of results to deduce*.
deduce* creates a new user process to request, receive, and return the result of the
deduction. deduce* also activates the temporary node passed to it by deduce, and
sends to it a request with an outgoing channel to the user process. The temporary node
is afterwards scheduled on the MULTI queue to start the deduction process.

2.3.3 SNeBR 6

SNeBR is the SNePS belief revision system responsible of recognizing contradictions,
identifying possible culprits, and performing disbelief propagation. The current version
of SNeBR supports automatic contradictions elimination in limited cases, and generally
provides assisted culprit choosing. SNeBR is an assumption-based belief revision system
and is based on a logic developed to support belief revision systems called the SWM logic.
The dependencies among the propositions in SWM systems are computed automatically
by the system itself. SWM is loosely based on relevance logic [13]. In the SWM system
every well-formed formula (wff) is associated with an origin set containing the hypotheses
used to derive the proposition.

Supported Wffs

The knowledge base in SNePS is a set of supported wffs. A supported wff is a wff
associated with a support set. A support set is a set of supports. Each support represents
a unique derivation of the associated wff, and is represented by a triple 〈τ, α, ρ〉 where:

• τ ∈ {hyp, der, ext} is an origin tag. The origin tag is used to differentiate hypotheses
(wffs with τ = hyp), and dervied wffs (wffs with τ = der). The special origin tag ext
is used to represent a special proposition that if treated regularly would introduce
irrelevancies in the KB.

6The material in this section is based primarily on [34] and [4].
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• α is the origin set. The origin set is the set of hypotheses that were used to derive
a wff. The origin set is considered the most important part of a wff’s support
because, in the event of contradiction occurrence, we would not want to identify
an irrelevant wff as the possible culprit leading to unnecessary loss of information.
Also, when looking for possible culprits we would not want to leave out any possible
assumption responsible for the contradiction. The origin set provide means for the
belief revision system to record propositional dependencies. The inference rules
in the SWM system make sure that the origin set of a wff A contains only the
hypotheses used in deriving A.

• ρ is the restriction set. It is a set of sets of wffs, where if any of the sets in ρ is
unioned with the origin set an inconsistent set is produced. ρ is updated whenever
a contradiction is detected. The inference rules in the SWM system make sure to
propagate restriction sets to inferred wffs.

MBR

Martins and Shapiro [34] introduced a model for an SWM-based belief revision system
called Multiple Belief Reasoner (MBR). MBR works with a KB composed of supported-
wffs, and uses the SWM rules of inference to add newly inferred supported-wffs to the
KB.

Among the propositions in a KB, there might be some propositions that the system
believes in, and some others that the system does not. In MBR, a context is a set of
hypotheses determining a belief space. A belief space is the set of hypotheses defining
the context and all the wffs in the KB that can be derived solely from these hypotheses.
Any query or addition to the KB performed using MBR is associated with a particular
context. We refer to the context associated with the currently performed operation as
the current context. The corresponding belief space to the current context is called the
current belief space. A proposition is said to be believed if it belongs to the current belief
space.

Every SNePS node corresponds to a supported wff. The whole SNePS network cor-
responds to an SWM KB, and a context is any set of hypotheses defined by the user.
There are three main operations through which the user can interact with SNePS:

1. Assert hypothesis H. This operation builds a node in the network corresponding
to the supported wff 〈H, {〈hyp, {H}, {}〉}〉.

2. Deduce F. This operation triggers backward inference to try to deduce a node
in the network corresponding to wff F . There are two possible scenarios that can
happen:

(a) New nodes are inferred, built into the network, and added to the KB. If F
belongs to the updated KB, then this is the desired result. This happens when
there are rules in the network allowing the derivation of F .
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(b) During the inference process, some contradictions might be discovered. Ac-
cordingly the restriction sets of some supported wffs might be updated. It
might be discovered the current context is inconsistent, in which case the con-
text will be revised.

3. Add hypothesis H. This operation triggers forward inference in the network.
Any newly inferred nodes will be built into the network. If contradictions are
discovered, some restriction sets of some supported wffs might be updated. If the
resulting context is discovered to be contradictory, it is revised as discussed in the
next section.

Contradiction Detection and Elimination

SNeBR recognizes tht the current belief space is contradictory when a proposition p and
¬p are asserted (in either order). It should be noted that SNeBR does not recognize if a
contradiction could be derived, it only recognizes a contradiction when it is about to be
believed.

When a contradiction is detected, one of two things can happen depending on whether
the contradicting propositions belong to the current belief space or not. If the contra-
dicting propositions do not belong to the current belief space, the contradiction is just
recorded by updating the restriction sets of the involved propositions. On the other hand,
if the contradictory propositions belong to the current belief space, then the current be-
lief space will need to be revised. The revision of beliefs is accomplished by removing a
hypothesis from the set of hypotheses belonging to the current context and supporting
one of the contradicting propositions. Once the hypothesis is removed, one of the con-
tradictory propositions will be removed from the current context too as it will lose one of
its supports. Accordingly, contradiction elimination in SNeBR can be thought of as an
AGM contraction operation by a hypothesis H.

Disbelief Propagation

The assertion state of a proposition is computed dynamically when it is needed. A
proposition is asserted in the current belief space whenever one of its supports has an
origin set that is a subset of the hypotheses in the current context. Accordingly, if a
hypothesis is removed from a context, any derived belief will not be asserted in the
context anymore.
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2.4 The GLAIR Cognitive Architecture

GLAIR (Grounded Layered Architecture with Integrated Reasoning) is a multi-layered
cognitive architecture for embodied agents operating in real, virtual, or simulated en-
vironments containing other agents [49]. The highest layer of the GLAIR architecure
is called the Knowledge Layer (KL). The KL contains the beliefs of the agent, and is
responsible of conscious reasoning, planning, and acting. At the other end, the lowest
layer of the architecture is the Sensori-Actuator Layer (SAL). The SAL contains all the
controllers for the sensors and actuators of the hardware robot. Between KL and the
SAL, there is an intermediate layer: the Perceptuo-Motor Layer (PML). The PML is
responsible of all the necessary communication between the KL and the SAL.

2.4.1 The Layers and Mind-Body Modularity

Figure 2.1: The three layers of a GLAIR agent.

The KL is the layer where all conscious reasoning, planning and action selection takes
place. It contains all the beliefs of the agent including short and long term memory, quan-
tified and conditional beliefs used in the reasoning process, plans for executing complex
actions and achieving goals, beliefs about the preconditions and effects of the different
actions, and policies about conditions under which actions should be performed. The KL
is implemented in SNePS.
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The PML can be thought of as three sub-layers: (1) PMLa which is responsible of
grounding the KL symbols into perceptual structures and subconscious actions. It also
provides the agent with a sense of situatedness (such as the sense of “I”, “You”, and
“Now”) by maintaining a set of deictic registers; (2) PMLb that handles the communi-
cation between PMLa and PMLc; and (3) PMLc that is responsible for abstracting the
hardware sensors and actuators into the basic behaviours of the agent.

The three layers provide mind-body modularity to a GLAIR agent. The KL can be
thought of as the mind of the agent, while the PML and the SAL layers can be thought
of as the body of the agent. The KL and PMLa layers are generally independent of the
body implementation, and can be connected without modification to any hardware or
simulated body.

2.4.2 The Behaviour Cycle

A GLAIR agent is based on reasoning: either thinking about a percept, or answering
some question. The acting module has been added to a GLAIR agent to perform actions
based on the underlying beliefs of the agent. GLAIR agents essentially execute a sense-
reason-act cycle, but not necessarily in this strict order. The basic behaviour cycle of a
GLAIR agent consists of four main steps.

1. Take an input from the external environment. This input can be a natural language
utterance, an input statement, query, or command.

2. Analyze the input. This process might trigger reasoning causing new beliefs to be
added to the KL.

3. If the input is a statement, then the input proposition is added to the KL. This
operation might trigger belief revision if the input contradicts the current belief
state of the agent. If the input is a query, then backward inference is triggered, and
the result of the inference will be returned. If the input is a command, then the
desired act is performed, and a confirmation proposition is output indicating that
the agent successfully performed the act.

4. If the input was a natural language utterance, an output utterance representing the
output proposition(s) is generated.

2.4.3 The Acting Model

GLAIR’s acting model consists of three main components: acts, propositions about acts,
and policies.
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Acts

An act is an action associated with zero or more arguments. For example, the act
find(green) is composed of the action find and an argument green. Acts can be
external, mental, or control acts. External acts are acts that sense or affect the external
world. Mental acts, on the other hand, are acts that affect the beliefs of an agent. Control
acts are acts that are responsible for controlling actions, and the inference and execution
of plans. For the list of available control acts in a GLAIR agent see [49].

Propositions about Acts

There are four predefined propositions about acts for a SNePS agent:

• Precondition(α, φ): representing the proposition “In order for the agent to perform
the act α, φ must hold”.

• Effect(α, φ): representing the proposition “As an effect of performing act α, the
effect φ will hold”.

• ActPlan(α, p): representing the proposition “One way to execute act α is to perform
plan p”.

• GoalPlan(α, p): representing the proposition “One way to achieve goal α is to
perform plan p”.

Policies

Policies define circumstances under which reasoning leads to actions. An example policy
is “When the temperature is hot, turn on the AC”. We say that an agent performs an
act, believes a proposition, and adopts a policy. Policies are represented among conscious
structures as functional terms in the KL. There are three policy-performing function
symbols built into SNePS:

• ifdo(φ, α): represents the policy “to decide whether or not φ, perform α”.

• whendo(φ, α): represents the policy “when φ holds, perform α”.

• wheneverdo(φ, α): represents the policy “whenever φ holds, perform α”.

The difference between whendo and wheneverdo is that whendo is a policy that is adopted
once; it is unadopted once it is fired. wheneverdo, on the other hand, remains adopted
until it is explicitly unadopted.
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2.4.4 The Acting Executive

The procedure a SNePS agent follows to perform an act is the following:

1. Perform backward inference to find the preconditions of the act, whether the pre-
conditions are true, the effects of the act, and the plans that can be used to perform
the act if it is not primitive.

2. After trying to achieve the preconditions of act, perform(act) is called again and
the preconditions are rechecked to make sure that achieving a precondition did not
undo another precondition.

3. After the act is performed, all of its effects are believed.



Chapter 3

Reasoning with Graded Propositions

In the past decades, weighted (or graded) logics have witnessed an increased interest in
the field of AI. Weighted logics are logical formalisms capable of dealing with reasoning
tasks that require some form of representation of weights associated with classical logical
formulas. The weights are taken to represent a diversity of intended meanings including
belief degrees, trust degrees, or preference degrees. In this chapter, a logical weighted
language called LogAG is presented [26]. “Log” stands for logic, “A” for algebraic, and
“G” for grades. LogAG is algebraic in the sense that it consists of only terms, some of
them denoting propositions. Both propositions and their grades are taken as individuals
in the LogAG ontology. Thus, the language includes terms denoting grades, grading
propositions, and graded grading propositions in an arbitrary compositional structure.
This yields a language that is quite expressive on one hand, and on the other hand, quite
intuitive and very similar in syntax to first-order logic.

While all the weighted logics employ non-classical modal logic semantics by assigning
a grade to possible worlds, LogAG is a non-modal logic with classical notions of worlds
and truth values. This is not to say that LogAG is a classical logic, but it is closer in
spirit to classical non-monotonic logics such as default logic [44] and circumscription [36].
However, LogAG is not dependent on special default rules like default theories, nor is it
second-order like circumscriptive theories. Following these formalisms, LogAG assumes
a classical notion of logical consequence on top of which a more restrictive, non-classical
relation is defined selecting only a subset of the classical models. In defining this relation
we take the algebraic, rather than the modal, route.

This chapter starts by a brief overview of Boolean Algebra in Section 3.1 which will
be useful in our presentation of LogAG. Section 3.2 presents the syntax and semantics of
LogAG. Section 3.3 introduces graded filters which are the heart of the extended notion
of logical consequence. Next, Section 3.4 describes LogAG theories. Section 3.5 revisits
the motivating examples presented in Chapter 1 illustrating how each of them is handled
in LogAG. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the chapter by thoroughly describing a proof
theory for LogAG discussing its soundness and completeness.

31
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3.1 A Review of Boolean Algebra 1

Boolean algebra is the branch of algebra in which the values of the variables are the
truth values false and true (denoted as ⊥ and > respectively). The main operators in the
algebra are conjunction, disjunction, and negation (denoted as · , +, and - respectively).
These operators stand in correspondence to the classical propositional logic operators
∧,∨ and ¬. A boolean algebra is a sextuple B =< B,+, ·,−,⊥,> > where B is a non-
empty set where ⊥,> ∈ B. B is closed under +, · , and −. The operators +, ·, and −
satisfy the following conditions.

B1.1: a+ b = b+ a (Commutativity)

B1.2: a · b = b · a
B2.1: a+ (b+ c) = (a+ b) + c (Associativity)

B2.2: a · (b · c) = (a · b) · c
B3.1: a+ (a · b) = a (Absorption)

B3.2: a · (a+ b) = a

B4.1: a · (b+ c) = (a · b) + (a · c) (Distribution)

B4.2: a+ (b · c) = (a+ b) · (a+ c)

B5.1: a+−a = > (Complements)

B5.2: a · −a = ⊥
B6.1: a · a = a (Idempotence)

B6.2: a+ a = a

B7.1: a · ⊥ = ⊥ (>&⊥ rules)

B7.2: a+> = >
B8: a · > = a+⊥ = a

B9: −(−a) = a (Double Negation)

B10.1: −(a · b) = (−a) + (−b) (De Morgan)

B10.2: −(a+ b) = (−a) · (−b)

The following definitions will be useful in the following sections.

Definition 3.1.1 A boolean algebra B =< B,+, ·,−,⊥,> > is complete if, for every
A ⊆ B,

∑
a∈A

a ∈ B and
∏
a∈A

a ∈ B.

Definition 3.1.2 A boolean algebra B =< B,+, ·,−,⊥,> > is degenerate if > = ⊥.
Otherwise, it is non-degenerate.

1This section is based entirely on [46] and [24].
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The elements in B are partially ordered by the relation ≤, where a ≤ b if and only if
a · b = a. Alternatively, a ≤ b if and only if a + b = b (this follows from B3.1 and B3.2).
The partial order relation ≤ is central to the definition of filters and ultrafilters that will
prove useful later on in this chapter.

A filter is analogous to the of the set of logical consequences of a set of propositions
and is defined as follows.

Definition 3.1.3 A filter of B is a subset F of B such that:

F1. > ∈ F
F2. If a, b ∈ F , then a · b ∈ F .

F3. If a ∈ F and a ≤ b, then b ∈ F .

Definition 3.1.4 An ultrafilter U is a filter of a boolean algebra B is a maximal filter
with respect to not including ⊥.

According to the definition of ultrafilters, the following observations hold.

U1. For every a ∈ B, exactly one of a and −a belong to U .

U2. For every a, b ∈ B, a+ b ∈ U if and only if a ∈ U or b ∈ U .

3.2 LogAG Languages

LogAG consists of algebraically constructed terms from function symbols. There are no
sentences in LogAG; instead, we use terms of a distinguished syntactic type to denote
propositions. LogAG is a variant of LogAB [24] and LogAS [25], which are algebraic
languages for reasoning about, respectively, beliefs and temporal phenomena. The inclu-
sion of propositions in the ontology, though non-standard, has been suggested by several
authors [12, 10, 41, 48]. In the LogAG ontology, propositions are structured in a Boolean
algebra giving us all standard truth conditions and classical notions of consequence and
validity. Additionally, grades are introduced as first-class individuals in the ontology.
As a result, propositions about graded propositions can be constructed, which are them-
selves recursively gradable. While some multimodal logics such as [15, 38] may be used
to express graded grading propositions too, the grades themselves are embedded in the
modal operators and are not amenable to reasoning and quantification. Throughout this
chapter, it will be shown that this is not the case in LogAG.
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3.2.1 LogAG Syntax

LogAG is a class of many-sorted languages that share a common set of logical symbols
and differ in a signature of non-logical symbols. The sort σ is identified with a set of
symbols of sort σ. A LogAG language is a set of terms partitioned into three basic sorts:
σP is a set of terms denoting propositions, σD is a set of terms denoting grades, and σI
is a set of terms denoting anything else.

As with any many-sorted language, an alphabet of LogAG is made up of a set of
syncategorematic punctuation symbols and a set of denoting symbols each from a set
σ = {σP , σD, σI}∪{τ1 −→ τ2|τ1 ∈ {σP , σD, σI} and τ2 ∈ σ} of syntactic sorts. Intuitively,
τ1 −→ τ2 is the syntactic sort of function symbols that take a single argument of sort
σP , σD, or σI and produce a functional term of sort τ2. Given the restriction of the first
argument of function symbols to base sorts, LogAG is, in a sense, a first-order language.

A LogAG alphabet is defined as the union of four disjoint sets: Ω ∪ Ξ ∪ Σ ∪ Λ. Ω,
the signature of the language, is a non-empty, countable set of constant and function
symbols each having a syntactic type from σ. The set Ξ = {xi, di, pi}i∈N is a countably
infinite set of variables, where xi ∈ σI , di ∈ σD, and pi ∈ σP , for i ∈ N. Σ is a set of
syncategorematic symbols, including the comma, various matching pairs of brackets and
parentheses, and the symbol ∀. The set Λ is the set of logical symbols of LogAG, defined
as the union of the following sets.

• {¬} ⊆ σP −→ σP

• {∧,∨} ⊆ σP −→ σP −→ σP

• {≺, .=} ⊆ σD −→ σD −→ σP

• {G} ⊆ σP −→ σD −→ σP

A LogAG language with signature Ω is denoted by LΩ. It is the smallest set of terms
formed according to the following rules, where t and ti (i ∈ N) are terms in LΩ.

• Ξ ⊂ LΩ

• c ∈ LΩ, where c ∈ Ω is a constant symbol.

• f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ LΩ, where f ∈ Ω is of type τ1 −→ . . . −→ τn −→ τ (n > 0) and ti is
of type τi.

• ¬t ∈ LΩ, where t ∈ σP .

• (t1 ⊗ t2) ∈ LΩ, where ⊗ ∈ {∧,∨} and t1, t2 ∈ σP .

• ∀x(t) ∈ LΩ, where x ∈ Ξ and t ∈ σP .

• G(t1, t2) ∈ LΩ, where t1 ∈ σP and t2 ∈ σD.

• t1 ≺ t2, where t1, t2 ∈ σD.

• t1
.
= t2, where t1, t2 ∈ σD.
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Note that terms involving⇒,⇔, and ∃ can always be expressed in terms of the above
logical operators and ∀ as follows:

• t1 ⇒ t2 ≡ ¬t1 ∨ t2.

• t1 ⇔ t2 ≡ (¬t1 ∨ t2) ∧ (¬t2 ∨ t1)

• ∃x(t) ≡ ¬∀x(t)

3.2.2 LogAG Semantics

A key element of defining the semantics of LogAG is the notion of a LogAG structure.

Definition 3.2.1 A LogAG structure is a quintuple S = 〈D,B, g, <, e〉, where

• D, the domain of discourse, is a set with two disjoint, non-empty, countable subsets
P denoting a set of propositions, and G denoting a set of grades.

• B = 〈P ,+, ·,−,⊥,>〉 is a complete, non-degenerate Boolean algebra.

• g : P × G −→ P.

• <: G × G −→ P satisfies the following properties for every distinct g1, g2, , g3 ∈ G:

O1. g1 < g2 = −(g2 < g1).

O2. [(g1 < g2) · (g2 < g3)] + g1 < g3 = g1 < g3.

O3. g1 < g1 = ⊥.

O4.
∑
g∈G

g1 < g =
∑
g∈G

g < g1 = >.

• e : G × G −→ {⊥,>}, where for every g1, g2 ∈ G

e(g1, g2) =

{
> if g1 = g2

⊥ otherwise

The domain of discourse D consists of three disjoint sets: (i) a set of propositions P
structured as a boolean algebra, (ii) a set of grades G, and (iii) a set P ∪ G. The three
sets stand in correspondence to the three basic syntactic sorts σP , σD, and σI respectively.
g is a function that maps a proposition p ∈ P and a grade g ∈ G to the proposition that
the grade of p is g. By not imposing any further restrictions on g, we allow any reasonable
notion of grading. < is an ordering function on the grades in G. It maps two grades g1

and g2 to the proposition that g1 is less than g2. The properties O1-O4 imposes an
irreflexive, linear order on G which is serial in both directions. The rigid definition of e
gives rise to the identity relation on G.
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The notion of a LogAG structure S is used as follows to define a valuation V for a
LogAG language.

Definition 3.2.2 A valuation V of a LogAG language LΩ is a triple 〈S,VΩ,VΞ〉, where

• S = 〈D,B, g, <, e〉 is a LogAG structure;

• VΩ is a function that assigns to each constant of sort τ in Ω an element of Dτ , and
to each function symbol f ∈ Ω of sort τ1 −→ . . . −→ τn −→ τ an n-adic function

VΩ(f) :
n×
i=1

Dτi −→ Dτ ; and

• VΞ : Ξ −→ D is a function (a variable assignment), where, for every i ∈ N,
vΞ(pi) ∈ P, vΞ(di) ∈ G, and vΞ(xi) ∈ P ∪ G.

In what follows, for a valuation V = 〈S,VΩ,VΞ〉 with x ∈ Ξ of sort τ and a ∈ Dτ ,
V [a/x] = 〈S,VΩ,VΞ[a/x]〉, where VΞ[a/x](x) = a, and VΞ[a/x](y) = VΞ(y) for every
y 6= x.

Definition 3.2.3 Let LΩ be a LogAG language and let V be a valuation of LΩ. An
interpretation of the terms of LΩ is given by a function [[·]]V :

• [[x]]V = VΞ(x), for x ∈ Ξ

• [[c]]V = VΩ(c), for a constant c ∈ Ω

• [[f(t1, . . . , tn)]]V = VΩ(f)([[t1]]V , . . . , [[tn]]V), for an n-adic (n ≥ 1) function symbol
f ∈ Ω

• [[(t1 ∧ t2)]]V = [[t1]]V · [[t2]]V

• [[(t1 ∨ t2)]]V = [[t1]]V + [[t2]]V

• [[¬t]]V = −[[t]]V

• [[∀x(t)]]V =
∏
a∈Dτ

[[t]]V[a/x]

• [[G(t1, t2)]]V = g([[t1]]V , [[t2]]V)

• [[t1 ≺ t2]]V = [[t1]]V < [[t2]]V

• [[t1
.
= t2]]V = e([[t1]]V , [[t2]]V)

In LogAG, logical consequence |= is defined in pure algebraic terms without alluding
to the notion of truth. This is achieved using the natural partial order ≤ associated with
B.
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Definition 3.2.4 Let LΩ be a LogAG language. For every φ ∈ σP and Γ ⊆ σP , φ is a

logical consequence of Γ, denoted Γ |= φ, if, for every LΩ valuation V,
∏
γ∈Γ

[[γ]]V ≤ [[φ]]V . 2

According to Definition 3.1.3 of filters and Definition 3.2.4, the following alternative
definition of logical consequence could be deduced.

Definition 3.2.5 Let LΩ be a LogAG language. For every φ ∈ σP and Γ ⊆ σP , φ is a
logical consequence of Γ, denoted Γ |= φ, if, for every LΩ valuation V, [[φ]]V ∈ F ([[Γ]]V)

where [[Γ]]V =
∏
γ∈Γ

[[γ]]V .

By the above definitions, and the algebraic properties of S, we can easily verify the
validity of the following typical examples of logical consequence:

{φ ∧ ψ} |= φ, {φ} |= φ ∨ ψ, {φ⇒ ψ, φ} |= ψ, {⊥} |= φ, {φ} |= >

3.3 Graded Filters

In what follows, for every p ∈ P and g ∈ G, g(p, g) will be taken to represent a grading
proposition that grades p. Moreover, if g(p, g) ∈ Q ⊆ P , then p is graded in Q. The set of
p graders in Q is defined to be the set G(p,Q) = {q|q ∈ Q and q grades p}. Throughout,
a LogAG structure S = 〈D,A, g, <, e〉 is assumed.

According to Definition 3.2.5, the set of logical consequences of a set Γ of terms in
σP is the filter F ([[Γ]]). According to the definition of classical filters presented in Section
3.1, any graded proposition p ∈ [[Γ]] will not be included in F ([[Γ]]). For this reason, we
extend our classical notion of filters into a more liberal notion of graded filters to admit
to the set of logical consequences some of the graded propositions in [[Γ]]. In deciding
which of the graded propositions in [[Γ]] will be included in the set of logical consequences
without introducing ⊥, we allude to the grades of the propositions in [[Γ]]. The intuition is
constructing all subset minimal X of [[Γ]] such that F (X ) is improper (contains ⊥). The
extended set of logical consequences will contain all non-graded propositions in [[Γ]], in
addition to all graded propositions p in [[Γ]] such that there is another graded proposition
q in X and the grade of q is less than the grade of p. In this way, only graded propositions
that have the least grades are discarded from all kernels that entail ⊥. Recall that the
syntax of LogAG allows the nesting of grading propositions, so there must be a way to
calculate the grade of a proposition in a grading chain. In Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, issues
related to the nesting of grading propositions as well as the computation of the grade of
the embedded graded proposition in a grading chain are discussed. Next, the construction
of a graded filter is carefully presented in Section 3.3.3.

2In [24], it is shown that |= has the distinctive properties of classical Tarskian logical consequence
and that it satisfies a counterpart of the deduction theorem.
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3.3.1 Embedding of Graded Propositions

As a building step towards developing the notion of a graded filter, the structure of graded
propositions should be carefully examined. For this reason, the following notion of an
embedded proposition is defined.

Definition 3.3.1 Let Q ⊆ P. A proposition p ∈ P is embedded in Q if (i) p ∈ Q (ii) or
if, for some g ∈ G, g(p, g) is embedded in Q. Henceforth, let E(Q) = {p|p is embedded
in Q}.

Since the syntax of LogAG did not restrict the nesting of grading propositions, a
graded proposition p might be embedded at any depth n ∈ N. The degree of embedding
of a graded proposition p is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3.2 For Q ⊆ P, let the degree of embedding of p in Q be a function δQ :
E(Q) −→ N, where

1. if p ∈ Q, then δQ(p) = 0; and

2. if p /∈ Q, then δQ(p) = e+ 1, where e = minq∈G(p,E(Q)){δQ(q)}.

For notational convenience, we let the set of embedded propositions at depth n be
En(Q) = {p ∈ E(Q) | δQ(p) ≤ n}, for every n ∈ N.

Example 3.3.1 Consider Q = {g(g(g(p, 2), 3), 4), g(g(g(r, 2), 3), 5),
g(g(g(p, 2), 3), 5), g(g(p, 2), 6), q}.

• E0(Q) = Q.

• E1(Q) = E0(Q) ∪ {g(g(p, 2), 3), {g(g(r, 2), 3), g(p, 2)}.

• E2(Q) = E1(Q) ∪ {g(p, 2), g(r, 2), p}.

• E3(Q) = E2(Q) ∪ {r}.

• E(Q) = E3(Q).

• The degree of embedding δQ(q) = 0.

• The degree of embedding δQ(p) = 2.

• The degree of embedding δQ(r) = 3. �
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3.3.2 Grading Chains

Having carefully defined the notions of embedding and the degree of embedding of a
graded proposition, grading chains are introduced as follows.

Definition 3.3.3 A grading chain of p ∈ P is a non-empty finite sequence 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉
of grading propositions such that qn grades p and qi grades qi+1, for 0 ≤ i < n. 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉
is a grading chain if it is a grading chain of some p ∈ P.

The following observation follows directly from the definitions of embedding and grading
chains.

Observation 1 Let Q ⊆ P.

1. If 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉 is a grading chain of p with q0 ∈ E(Q), then (i) qi ∈ E(Q), for
0 ≤ i ≤ n, and (ii) p ∈ E(Q).

2. If δQ(p) = n+ 1, for some n ∈ N, then there is a grading chain 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉 with
q0 ∈ Q.

Proof 1

1. We prove the result by induction on the length l of the chain. If l = 1, then the
chain is of the form 〈q0〉 where q0 grades p. By Definition 3.3.1, since q0 ∈ Q and
q0 grades p, then {q0, p} ⊆ E(Q). Now, assume that the observation holds for every
grading chain of length k ≥ 1. Consider a chain C = 〈q0, . . . , qk−1, qk〉 of length
k + 1. Since q0 ∈ Q, then, by the induction hypothesis, qi ∈ E(Q), for 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
Finally, since qk grades p, then, by Definition 3.3.1, p ∈ E(Q).

2. We prove the result by induction on n. If n = 0, then δQ(p) = 1. By Definition
3.3.2, there is some q ∈ G(p, E(Q)) with δQ(q) = 0. Hence, 〈q〉 is a grading chain of
p. Moreover, q ∈ Q, by Definition 3.3.2. Now, assume that the statement holds for
some k ∈ N and let δQ(p) = k+1. Hence, there must be some qk ∈ G(p, E(Q)) with
δQ(qk) = k. By the induction hypothesis, there is a grading chain 〈q0, q1, . . . , qk−1〉
of qk with q0 ∈ Q. But, then, 〈q0, q1, . . . , qk−1, qk〉 is a grading chain of p with
q0 ∈ Q.

�

The following notion of extensions of grading chains will prove useful in defining some
properties of grading chains.
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Definition 3.3.4 A grading chain C2 = 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉 extends a grading chain C1 if C1

is a grading chain of q0. The grading chain C1 � C2 is said to be an extension of C1

(where � denotes sequence concatenation).

It intuitively follows that a grading chain C has no extension if and only if p is not a
grading proposition, for every p ∈ P of which C is a grading chain.

C is said to be a grading chain in Q, if every proposition in C is in Q. Given that no
special restrictions are imposed on the function g and the proposition algebra, grading
chains in a setQmay, in general, be quite counter-intuitive. For example, Q could contain
a term denoting a grading proposition q = g(p, 5), and another term denoting a grading
proposition p = g(q, 5). To deal with such unintuitive chains, some especially interesting
sets of propositions need to be introduced. To be able to introduce these propositions,
the following properties of grading chains should be defined first.

Definition 3.3.5 Let Q ⊆ P.

1. A grading chain C = 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉 is well-founded if every extension C ′ of C is
well-founded. Q is well-founded if every grading chain in Q is well-founded.

2. A grading chain 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉 is acyclic if, for every 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, qi = qj only if
i = j. Q is acyclic if every grading chain in Q is acyclic.

3. Q is depth-bounded if there is some d ∈ N such that every grading chain in Q has
at most d distinct grading propositions.

4. Q is fan-out-bounded if there is some fout ∈ N such that every grading proposition
in Q grades at most fout propositions.

5. A graded proposition p ∈ Q has bounded fan-in if G(p,Q) is finite. Q is said to be
fan-in bounded if there is some fin ∈ N where |G(p,Q)| ≤ fin, for every p ∈ Q.

6. Q is non-explosive if for every R ⊆ Q, if R has finitely-many grading propositions,
then so does F (R).

Given the above notions, if p ∈ E(Q), then a grading chain C of p in Q is a longest
grading chain of p in Q if C is acyclic; and if C extends a grading chain C ′, then C ′ �C
is not acyclic.
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Figure 3.1: This figure shows some pathological structures of grading chains given that
no restrictions are imposed on g. If Q contains a grading chain like (a), then Q is not
depth-bounded. If Q contains a grading chain like (b), then Q is not well-founded. If Q
contains a grading chain like (c), then Q is not acyclic. If Q contains a grading chain like
(d), then Q is not fan-out-bounded. If Q contains a grading chain like (e), then Q is not
fan-in-bounded.

Proposition 3.3.1 Let Q ⊆ P.

1. If P is depth-bounded, then it is not acyclic.

2. If Q is depth-bounded and acyclic, then Q is well-founded.

3. If E(Q) is depth-bounded, then there is some n ∈ N such that δQ(p) ≤ n, for every
p ∈ E(Q).

4. If P is fan-out-bounded and Q is non-explosive with finitely-many grading propo-
sitions, then En(F (Q)) has finitely-many grading propositions, for every n ∈ N.
Further, if E(F (Q)) is depth-bounded, then it has finitely-many grading proposi-
tions.

5. If Q is depth-bounded, then every graded p ∈ Q has a longest grading chain in Q.
Further, if Q is fan-in-bounded, then every graded p ∈ Q has finitely-many longest
grading chains in Q.

Proof 2

1. Follows from the pigeon-hole principle and from g’s being a function on P.

2. Let C be a chain in Q, and let d be the bound given in Definition 3.3.5. Since C
is acyclic then, by the pigeon-hole principle, C’s length can be at most d. Now, we
prove the statement by strong induction on 0 ≤ l ≤ d, where d− l is the length of a
grading chain. For l = 0, we have a chain C of length d. Since every extension of
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C will have a length greater than d, then C has no extension. By Definition 3.3.5,
C is well-founded. Assume that, for some 0 ≤ k ≤ d, every chain of length d − j,
where j ≤ k, is well-founded. Consider a chain C of length d−(k+1) = (d−k)−1.
If C has no extension, then it is well-founded. Otherwise, an extension of C has
length d − j for some 0 ≤ j ≤ k. By the induction hypothesis, all extensions of C
are well-founded and, hence, C is well-founded.

3. Let Q be depth-bounded and let d be the bound given in Definition 3.3.5. Suppose
that δQ(p) = d + k, for k > 0 and p ∈ Q. By Observation 1, there is a grading
chain 〈q0, . . . , qd+k〉 of p. But, then, there must be some 0 ≤ i < j ≤ d+k such that
qi = qj. Thus, the chain 〈q0, . . . , qi, qj+1, . . . , qd+k〉 is a grading chain of p, implying
δQ(p) < d+ k. Hence, a contradiction. It follows that, for every p ∈ Q, δQ(p) ≤ d.

4. Since Q is non-explosive with finitely-many grading propositions, then so is F (Q).
We establish the finiteness of the number of grading propositions in En(F (Q)) by
induction on n. The basis, for n = 0, is obvious. Assuming the statement is true
of Ek(F (Q)), we now show that it is true for Ek+1(F (Q)). Suppose that m ∈ N
is the number of grading propositions in Ek(F (Q)). Since P is fan-out-bounded,
then each of said m grading propositions grades at most fout propositions, where
fout is as indicated in Definition 3.3.5. Hence, the number of grading propositions
in Ek+1(F (Q)) is at most mfout + m. Further, if E(F (Q)) is depth-bounded then,
by the third clause above, it follows that E(F (Q)) = En(F (Q)), for some n ∈ N .
Hence, E(F (Q)) has finitely-many grading propositions.

5. Since Q is depth-bounded, then there is some grading chain 〈q0, . . . , qk〉 of p, for
some k < d (where d is as indicated in Definition 3.3.5), which is acyclic. Let C
be the longest such chain. Note that (i) C is acyclic and, by designation, (ii) if
C extends any chain, the resulting extension is not acyclic. Hence, C is a longest
grading chain of p. If, further, Q is fan-in-bounded then, by a simple combinatorial
argument, the number of longest grading chains of p is at most (fin)d, where fin is
as indicated in Definition 3.3.5. �

Since the nesting of grading chains is allowed, it is necessary to define the fused grade of
a graded proposition p in a chain C.

Definition 3.3.6 Let ⊗ :
⋃∞
i=1 Gi −→ G, and let C = 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉 be a grading chain

of p ∈ P. The fused ⊗-grade of p with respect to C is the grade f⊗(p, C) = ⊗(〈g0, . . . , gn〉),
where qi = g(qi+1, gi), for 0 ≤ i < n, and qn = g(p, gn).

Recall that a graded proposition p might be graded by more than one grading chain.
Accordingly, we define the notion of the fused grade of p across all the chains grading it
in some Q ⊆ P . The intuition is to calculate the fused grade of p in all the chains that
grades it, then combine them together.
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Definition 3.3.7 Let Q ⊆ P be fan-in-bounded , then the fused grade of p in Q is defined
as

f⊕(p,Q) =
⊕
〈f⊗(p, Ck)〉nk=1

where ⊕ :
⋃∞
i=1 Gi −→ G is commutative in the sense that ⊕(t) = ⊕(π(t)) (where π(t) is

any permutation of the tuple t), and 〈Ck〉nk=1 is a permutation of the set of longest grading
chains of p in Q. 3

3.3.3 Telescoping

The key to defining graded filters is the intuition that the set of consequences of a propo-
sition set Q may be further enriched by telescoping Q and accepting some of the proposi-
tions embedded therein. For this, we need to define (i) the process of telescoping, which
is a step-wise process that considers propositions at increasing degrees of embedding, and
(ii) a criterion for accepting embedded propositions which, as mentioned before, depends
on the grades of said propositions. A key step to defining graded filters is the notion of
telescoping structures.

Definition 3.3.8 Let S be a LogAG structure with a depth- and fan-out-bounded P. A
telescoping structure for S is a quadruple T = 〈T ,O,⊗,⊕〉, where

• T ⊆ P, referred to as the top theory;

• O is an ultrafilter of the subalgebra induced by Range(<);

• ⊗ :
⋃∞
i=1 Gi −→ G; and

• ⊕ :
⋃∞
i=1 Gi −→ G.

Recasting the familiar notion of a kernel of a belief base discussed in Section 2.2.5
into the context of LogAG structures, we say that a kernel of Q ⊆ P is a subset-minimal

X ⊆ Q such that F (X ) is improper (= P). Let Q� ⊥ be the set of Q kernels that entails
⊥ (⊥-kernels). A proposition p ∈ X survives X in T if p is not graded in Q, or if p is
graded in Q and there is another proposition q ∈ X graded in Q, and the fused grade of
q is less than the fused grade of p in Q.

3Note that f⊕(p,Q) is well-defined given the fan-in-boundedness of Q and the final clause of Propo-
sition 3.3.1.
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Definition 3.3.9 For a telescoping structure T = 〈T ,O,⊗,⊕〉 and a fan-in-bounded
Q ⊆ P, if X ⊆ Q, then p ∈ X survives X given T if

1. G(p,Q) = ∅; or

2. there is some q ∈ X such that q /∈ F (T ) and if G(q,Q) 6= ∅, then (fT(q,Q) <
fT(p,Q)) ∈ O.

The set of kernel survivors of Q given T is the set

κ(Q,T) = {p ∈ Q| if p ∈ X ∈ Q� ⊥ then p survives X given T}.

The notion of a proposition p being supported in Q is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3.10 Let Q, T ⊆ P. We say that p is supported in Q given T if

1. p ∈ F (T ); or

2. there is a grading chain 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉 of p in Q with q0 ∈ F (R) where every
member of R is supported in Q.

The set of propositions supported in Q given T is denoted by ς(Q, T ).

The following simple observation will prove useful later.

Observation 2 ς(Q, T ) = F (T ) ∪G, for some set G of propositions graded in Q.

The concepts of supported propositions and kernel survivors are utilized to define the
T-induced telescoping of Q as the set of proposition supported given T in the set of
kernel survivors of the embedded propositions at depth 1 of the filter of Q.

Definition 3.3.11 Let T be a telescoping structure for S. If Q ⊂ P such that E1(F (Q))
is fan-in-bounded, then the T-induced telescoping of Q is given by
τT(Q) = ς(κ(E1(F (Q)),T), T ).

Proposition 3.3.2 For a telescoping structure T, τT is a function from fan-in-bounded
sets in 2P to sets in 2P .

If Q is non-explosive with finitely-many grading propositions, then τT(Q) is defined,
for every telescoping structure T. On the other hand, if F (Q) is improper, then τT(Q) is
undefined. In what follows, provided that the right-hand side is defined, let

τnT (Q) =

{
Q if n = 0
τT(τn−1

T (Q)) otherwise

Finally, the notion of a graded filter of a top theory T is defined as the filter of the
T-induced telescoping of T at degree n.

Definition 3.3.12 Let T be a telescoping structure. We refer to F (τnT (T )) as a degree
n(∈ N) graded filter of T, denoted Fn(T).
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Example 3.3.2 Consider Q = {g(p, 2), g(¬p, 3), g(g(p, 5), 6)}, T = Q, and T =
〈T ,O,⊗,⊕〉 where ⊕ = max and ⊗ = mean.

• τ 0
T = Q

• τ 1
T = τT(τ 0

T) = ς(κ(E1(F (Q)),T), T )
F (Q) = Q∪ {g(p, 2) ∧ g(¬p, 3), g(g(p, 5), 6) ∨ g(¬p, 3), ....}
E1(F (Q)) = F (Q) ∪ {p,¬p, g(p, 5)}
κ(E1(F (Q),T) = F (Q) ∪ {¬p, g(p, 5)}
τ 1
T = ς(κ(E1(F (Q),T), T ) = F (Q) ∪ {¬p, g(p, 5)}
F1(T) = F (τ 1

T)

Upon telescoping to level 1, the only subset-minimal ⊥-kernel X = {p,¬p}.
p does not survive telescoping since it has fused grade (2) less than the fused
grade of ¬p (3).

• τ 2
T = τT(τ 1

T)
E1(F (τ 1

T)) = F (τ 1
T) ∪ {p}

κ(E1(F (τ 1
T)),T) = E1(F (τ 1

T))− {¬p}
τ 2
T = ς(κ(E1(F (τ 1

T)),T), T ) = κ(E1(F (τ 1
T)),T)

F2(T) = F (τ 2
T)

Upon telescoping to level 2, the set of kernel survivors changes since we can
extract p out of g(g(p, 5), 6). The fused grade p (5.5) is greater than the fused
grade of ¬p (3). Accordingly, ¬p does not survive telescoping, while p survives.

• τ 3
T = τT(τ 2

T)
E1(F (τ 2

T)) = F (τ 2
T)

κ(E1(F (τ 2
T)),T) = F (τ 2

T)
τ 3
T = ς(κ(E1(F (τ 2

T)),T), T ) = κ(E1(F (τ 2
T)),T)

F3(T) = F (τ 3
T)

F2(T) = F3(T) reaching a fixed point.

�
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Example 3.3.3 Consider Q = {q, q ⇒ p, g(p, 2), g(¬p, 3), g(g(p, 5), 6)}, T = Q, and
T = 〈T ,O,⊗,⊕〉 where ⊕ = max and ⊗ = mean.

• τ 0
T = Q

• τ 1
T = τT(τ 0

T) = ς(κ(E1(F (Q)),T), T )
F (Q) = Q∪ {g(p, 2) ∧ g(¬p, 3), g(g(p, 5), 6) ∨ g(¬p, 3), ....}
E1(F (Q) = F (Q) ∪ {p,¬p, g(p, 5)}
κ(E1(F (Q),T) = E1(F (Q)− {p,¬p}
τ 1
T = ς(κ(E1(F (Q),T), T ) = κ(E1(F (Q),T) ∪ {p}
F1(T) = F (τ 1

T)

Upon telescoping to level 1, there are two ⊥-kernels X = {p,¬p}, and
X = {q, q ⇒ p,¬p}. p does not survive the first kernel since it has less fused
grade that ¬p. ¬p does not survive the second kernel since it is the only graded
proposition in the kernel with two members from T . Hence, the set of kernel
survivors contains neither p nor ¬p. However, p comes back when computing
the set of supported propositions in the kernel survivors since it is in F (T ).
Accordingly, the graded filter at level 1 contains p and does not contain ¬p,
inspite of ¬p having a higher fused grade.

• τ 2
T = τT(τ 1

T)
E1(F (τ 1

T)) = F (τ 1
T) ∪ {p}

κ(E1(F (τ 1
T)),T) = F (τ 1

T)− {¬p}
τ 2
T = ς(κ(E1(F (τ 1

T)),T), T ) = κ(E1(F (τ 1
T)),T)

F2(T) = F (τ 2
T)

Upon telescoping to level 2, p survives telescoping since it survives X = {p,¬p}
having a higher fused grade than ¬p similar to Example 3.3.2. ¬p does not
survive X = {q, q ⇒ p,¬p}. Accordingly, the graded filter at level 2 contains p.

• τ 3
T = τT(τ 2

T)
E1(F (τ 2

T)) = F (τ 2
T)

κ(E1(F (τ 2
T)),T) = F (τ 2

T)
τ 3
T = ς(κ(E1(F (τ 2

T)),T), T ) = κ(E1(F (τ 2
T)),T)

F3(T) = F (τ 3
T)

F2(T) = F3(T) reaching a fixed point.

�
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In the remaining of this section, we will prove some interesting properties of graded
filters. As will be shown later, even with a finite and fan-in-bounded T , the existence of
a fixed-point for graded filters is not secured. We can only prove a weaker property for a
special class of telescoping structures.

Theorem 3.3.1 Let T be a telescoping structure where T is finite. There is some n ∈ N
such that if F i(T) is defined and F i(T)∩Range(g) = τ i(T )∩Range(g) for every i ≤ n,
then for every j ∈ N, there is some k ≤ n such that Fn+j(T) = Fk(T).

We need the following lemma in order to prove 3.3.1.

Lemma 3.3.1 If T is a telescoping structure then, for every n ∈ N, if F i(T) is defined
and F i(T) ∩ Range(g) = τ i(T ) ∩ Range(g) for every i ≤ n, then Fn(T) = F (Q), for
some Q ⊆ E(T ) and Fn(T) ∩Range(g) ⊆ En(T ).

Proof 3 We prove the lemma by induction on n. For n = 0, F0(T ) = F (T ), where
T ⊆ E(T ). Further, F0(T ) ∩ Range(g) = τ 0(T ) ∩ Range((g)) = T ∩ Range(g) ⊆
E0(T ). Now assume that the statement holds for some k ∈ N. By the induction hy-
pothesis, Fk(T) ∩ Range(g) ⊆ Ek(T ). Therefore, all propositions graded in E1(Fk(T))
are in Ek+1(T ). Moreover, E1(Fk(T)) ∩ Range(g) ⊆ Ek+1(T ). By Observation 2,
τ k+1
T (T ) = τT(Fk(T)) = ς(κ(E1(Fk(T))),T), T ) = F (T )∪G, where G is a set of proposi-

tions graded in κ(E1(Fk(T))). By Definition 3.3.9, κ(E1(Fk(T))) ⊆ E1(Fk(T)). Hence,
G ⊆ Ek+1(T ). Thus, Fk+1(T) = F ([F (T ) ∪ G]) = F (T ∪ G), where T ∪ G ⊆ E(T ).
Moreover, Fk+1(T) ∩Range(g) = τ k+1(T ) ∩Range(g) ⊆ Ek+1(T ). �

We now proceed to proving the theorem.

Proof 4 By Definition 3.3.8 and Clause 4 of Proposition 3.3.1, E(T ) has finitely-many
grading propositions. In fact, since T is finite, then E(T ) is finite. Let b = |E(T )|.
Now, taking n = 2b + 1, suppose that, for every i ≤ 2b + 1, F i(T) is defined and F i(T) ∩
Range(g) = τ i(T ) ∩Range(g). By Lemma 3.3.1, F i(T) = F (Qi), for some Qi ⊆ E(T ).
Since there are only 2b subsets of E(T ), then Fn(T) = F j(T), for some j ≤ 2b. Further,
by Proposition 3.3.2, for every j ∈ N, there is some k ≤ n such that Fn+j(T) = Fk(T).
�

A fixed-point is guaranteed if, under the same conditions in Theorem 3.3.1, we happen
to stumble upon a maximal graded filter in the following sense.

Corollary 1 If, in Theorem 3.3.1, Fn(T) = F (E(T )) for some n < 2|E(T )| + 1, then
Fn+k(T) = Fn(T), for every k ∈ N.
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Proof 5 We prove the case of k = 1 and the result follows by the same argument for all
k ∈ N.

Fn+1(T)
= F (ς(κ(E1(Fn(T)),T), T )) (Definitions 3.3.11 and 3.3.12)
= F (ς(κ(E1(F (E(T ))),T), T ))
= F (ς(κ(F (E(T ))),T), T )) (Definition of E and the assumption of Theorem 3.3.1)
= F (ς(F (E(T )), T )) (Since F (E(T )) is proper given that Fn+1(T)

is defined)
= F (F (E(T ))) (Since every p ∈ F (E(T )) is supported given that

F (E(T )) = Fn(T) and Definitions 3.3.11 and 3.3.12)
= F (E(T ))

�

3.4 LogAG Theories

Given the definition of a LogAG structure, some reasonable constraints are imposed on
which sets of LogAG terms qualify as LogAG theories. A LogAG theory is a finite set
T ⊆ σP such that E ∪O ⊆ T, where

• E is the smallest set containing the following terms:

1. ∀d[d
.
= d]

2. ∀d1, d2[d1
.
= d2 ⇒ d2

.
= d1]

3. ∀d1, d2, d3[(d1
.
= d2 ∧ d2

.
= d3)⇒ d1

.
= d3]

4. ∀p, d1, d2[(d1
.
= d2 ∧G(p, d1))⇒ G(p, d2)]

and

• O is the smallest set containing the following terms:

1. ∀d1, d2[¬(d1 ≺ d2)⇔ (d2 ≺ d1 ∨ d2
.
= d1)]

2. ∀d1, d2, d3[(d1 ≺ d2 ∧ d2 ≺ d3)⇒ d1 ≺ d3]

Given a LogAG theory T and a valuation V = 〈S,VΩ,VΞ〉, let V(T) = {[[p]]V | p ∈ T}.
Further, for a LogAG structure S, an S grading canon is a triple C = 〈⊗,⊕, n〉 where
n ∈ N and ⊗ and ⊕ are as indicated in Definition 3.3.8.

Definition 3.4.1 Let T be a LogAG theory and V = 〈S,VΩ,VΞ〉 a valuation, where S
has a set P which is depth- and fan-out-bounded, for some LogAG language LΩ. For
every p ∈ σP and S grading canon C = 〈⊗,⊕, n〉, p is a graded consequence of T with
respect to C, denoted T |'C p, if Fn(T) is defined and [[p]]V ∈ Fn(T), for every telescoping
structure T = 〈V(T),O,⊗,⊕〉 for S, where O extends F (V(T)∩Range(<)).(An ultrafilter
U extends a filter F , if F ⊆ U .)
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It should be clear that |'C, where C = 〈⊗,⊕, n〉, reduces to |= if n = 0 or if F (E(V(T)))
does not contain any grading propositions. Further, for n > 0, no p is a graded
consequence of T with respect to C if F (V(T)) is not proper. In what follows, let
TC = {p | T |'C p}. When we are considering a set of canons which only differ in
the value of n, we write Tn instead of TC. Unlike |=, |'C is, in general, non-monotonic.

3.5 Introduction Examples Revisited

This section is dedicated to revisiting the four problems mentioned in Chapter 1. It
will be shown how each of the examples is handled in LogAG, illustrating the process
of computing the graded filter at different degrees described formally in the preceding
section.

Example 3.5.1 (Opus and Tweety) We can represent the case of Opus and
Tweety from Chapter 1 using a LogAG theory TOT1 = E ∪ O ∪ ΓOT1, where ΓOT1 is
made up of the following terms.

1. ∀x[Bird(x)⇒ G(Flies(x), 5)]

2. ∀x[Penguin(x)⇒ G(¬Flies(x), 10)]

3. ∀x[Penguin(x)⇒ Bird(x)]

4. Penguin(Opus)

5. Bird(Tweety)

Figure 3.2 displays the relevant graded consequences of TOT1 with respect to a series
of canons, with 0 ≤ n ≤ 1.

n = 0 0.1. TOT1

0.2. Bird(Opus)
0.3. G(Flies(Tweety), 5)
0.4. G(Flies(Opus), 5)
0.5. G(¬Flies(Opus), 10)

n = 1 1.1. T0
OT1

1.2. F lies(Tweety)
1.3. ¬Flies(Opus)

Figure 3.2: Graded consequences of the LogAG theory TOT1 from Example 3.5.1
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Upon telescoping to n = 1, we believe that Tweety flies and Opus does not fly. The
embedded proposition that Opus flies does not survive telescoping since we trust that
Opus does not fly, being a penguin, more than we trust that it flies, being a bird. T1

OT1

is a fixed point. Now, consider the theory TOT2 = E∪O∪ΓOT2, where ΓOT2 is similar to
ΓOT1, but with propositions (1) and (2) replaced by “G(∀x[Bird(x)⇒ Flies(x), 5)”
and “G(∀x[Penguin(x)⇒ ¬Flies(x), 10)”, respectively. Thus, we trade the “de re”
representation of TOT1 for the “de dicto” representation in TOT2. This change results
in a change in the fixed point that we reach. In T1

OT2, as in T1
OT1, we end up believing

that Opus does not fly. Unlike T1
OT1 however, we give up our belief in the proposition

that birds fly and, hence, cannot conclude that Tweety flies. �

Example 3.5.2 (Superman) Recalling the case of Superman from Chapter 1, we
can describe the situation using LogAG in at least two theories. Consider the theory
TSM1 = E ∪O ∪ ΓSM1, where ΓSM1 is made up of the following terms.

1. ∀p[Source(p, LL)⇒ G(p, 11)]

2. ∀p[Source(p,DP )⇒ G(p, 4)]

3. ∀p[Perceive(p)⇒ G(p, 15)]

4. ∀l, t[G(At(KC, l, t)⇔ At(SM, l, t), 10.5)]

5. ∀l1, l2, t, x[(Disjoint(l1, l2) ∧ At(x, l1, t))⇒ ¬At(x, l2, t)]

6. Perceive(Source(Source(At(SM,DT, 12 : 00), LL), DP ))

7. Perceive(At(KC,Office, 12 : 00))

8. Disjoint(Office,DT )

Figure 3.3 displays relevant members of TnSM1 with respect to a series of canons, with
⊗ = mean and ⊕ = max, and with 0 ≤ n ≤ 3. Note that, for 1 ≤ n ≤ 2, we trust the
proposition that Superman was at the office at noon (1.6). However, upon telescoping
to n = 3, we lose our trust in said proposition, since we trust what Lois Lane says
more than we trust our belief in the identity of Superman and Clark Kent (1.3).
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n = 0 0.1. TSM1

0.2. G(Source(Source(At(SM,MDT, 12 : 00), LL), DP ), 15)
0.3. G(At(KC,Office, 12 : 00)⇔ At(SM,Office, 12 : 00), 10.5)
0.4. G(At(KC,Office, 12 : 00), 15)

n = 1 1.1. T0
SM1

1.2. Source(Source(At(SM,DT, 12 : 00), LL), DP )
1.3. At(KC,Office, 12 : 00)⇔ At(SM,Office, 12 : 00)
1.4. At(KC,Office, 12 : 00)
1.5. G(Source(At(SM,DT, 12 : 00), LL), 4)
1.6. At(SM,Office, 12 : 00)
1.7. ¬At(SM,DT, 12 : 00)

n = 2 2.1. T1
SM1

2.2. Source(At(SM,DT, 12 : 00), LL)
2.3. G(At(SM,DT, 12 : 00), 11)

n = 3 3.1. Everything at n = 2 except 1.3, 1.6, and anything they support
3.2. At(SM,DT, 12 : 00)

Figure 3.3: Graded consequences of the LogAG theory TSM1 from Example 3.5.2

Alternatively, consider the theory TSM2 = E ∪ O ∪ ΓSM2, where ΓSM2 is made up
of the following terms.

1. G(G(G(At(SM,DT, 12 : 00), 11), 4), 15)

2. G(At(KC,Office, 12 : 00), 15)

3. ∀l, t[G(At(KC, l, t)⇔ At(SM, l, t), 10.5)]

4. ∀l1, l2, t, x[(Disjoint(l1, l2) ∧ At(x, l1, t))⇒ ¬At(x, l2, t)]

5. Disjoint(Office,DT )

Figure 3.4 displays the different consequences with respect to the same canons em-
ployed with TSM1. In this case, we get a different fixed point; we end up (at n = 2)
believing that Superman was at the office at noon, contrary to what has been reported
by Lois Lane in the Daily Planet. The reason is that, due to the nesting of grading
propositions, the fused grade of “AT (SM,DT, 12 : 00)” is now only 10 (which is less
than 10.5, the grade of (1.4)), being pulled down by the low grade attributed to the
Daily Planet.
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n = 0 0.1. TSM2

0.2. G(At(KC,Office, 12 : 00)⇔ At(SM,Office, 12 : 00), 10.5)

n = 1 1.1. T0
SM2

1.2. G(G(At(SM,DT, 12 : 00), 11), 4)
1.3. At(KC,Office, 12 : 00)
1.4. At(KC,Office, 12 : 00)⇔ At(SM,Office, 12 : 00)
1.5. At(SM,Office, 12 : 00)
1.6. ¬At(SM,DT, 12 : 00)

n = 2 2.1. T1
SM2

2.2. G(At(SM,DT, 12 : 00), 11)

n = 3 3.1. T2
SM2

Figure 3.4: Graded consequences of the LogAG theory TSM2 from Example 3.5.2

�

Example 3.5.3 (Nixon’s Diamond) We can represent the case of Nixon’s Dia-
mond from Chapter 1 using a LogAG theory TND1 = E ∪ O ∪ ΓND1, where ΓND1

consists of the following terms.

1. ∀x[Quaker(x)⇒ G(Pacifist(x), 10)]

2. ∀x[Republican(x)⇒ G(¬Pacifist(x), 7)]

3. G(Quaker(Nixon), 6)

4. G(Republican(Nixon), 10)

n = 0 0.1 TND1

0.2 Quaker(Nixon)⇒ G(Pacifist(Nixon), 10)
0.3 Republican(Nixon)⇒ G(¬Pacifist(Nixon), 7)

n = 1 1.1. T0
ND1

1.2. Quaker(Nixon)
1.3. Republican(Nixon)
1.4. G(Pacifist(Nixon), 10)
1.5. G(¬Pacifist(Nixon), 7)

n = 2 2.1. T1
ND1

2.2 Pacifist(Nixon)

Figure 3.5: Graded consequences of the LogAG theory TND1
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In Figure 3.5 we see relevant graded consequences of the theory. At n = 1, we
believe that Nixon is both a Quaker and a Republican, but we do not take any stand
regarding his pacifism. When forced to take a stand, we telescope to n = 2, choosing
to believe the (higher graded) proposition that Nixon is a pacifist.

It is interesting to note that in TND1 we ended up believing that Nixon is a pacifist
since he is a Quaker, a proposition that we trust less than we trust his being a
republican. This fixed point can be different, however. Consider the alternate theory
TND2 = E ∪O ∪ ΓND2, where ΓND2 is as follows.

1. ∀x[G(Quacker(x)⇒ Pacifist(x), 10)]

2. ∀x[G(Republican(x)⇒ ¬Pacifist(x), 7)]

3. G(Quacker(Nixon), 6)

4. G(Republican(Nixon), 10)

n = 0 0.1 TND2

0.2 G(Quacker(Nixon)⇒ Pacifist(Nixon), 10)
0.3 G(Republican(Nixon)⇒ ¬Pacifist(Nixon), 7)

n = 1 1.1. T0
ND2

1.2. Republican(Nixon)
1.3 Quacker(Nixon)⇒ Pacifist(Nixon)
1.4 Republican(Nixon)⇒ ¬Pacifist(Nixon)
1.5 ¬Pacifist(Nixon)

Figure 3.6: Graded consequences of the LogAG theory TND2

As per Figure 3.6, this time we end up believing that Nixon is not a pacifist. By
grading the material implications (0.2) and (0.3) rather than only their consequents
(as in TND1), we reveal their role in the inconsistency generated at n = 2. Accordingly,
we filter-out the proposition that Nixon is a Quaker, depriving Nixon’s pacifism from
its only support. �
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Example 3.5.4 (The Liar) The sentence “The Case of the Liar” is not true. Hav-
ing read the previous sentence, should we believe it or not? The closest we get within
LogAG to represent this case is by considering the theory TL = E∪O∪{G(p, 5), p⇔
G(¬p, 5)}. Given the non-degeneracy of the Boolean algebra, we can never have the
situation where [[p]]V = −[[p]]V ( cf. [24]). Figure 3.7 shows what happens as n in-
creases, given any grading canon. In such a problematic situation, we never reach a
fixed point, indefinitely iterating through T0

L and T1
L. But this is just as well, for it

fairly captures the dilemma one is in when encountering liar-like sentences.

n = 0 0.1. TL

n = 1 1.1. T0
L

1.2. p
1.3. G(¬p, 5)

n = 2 2.1. T0
L

Figure 3.7: Graded consequences of the LogAG theory TL from Example 3.5.4

Note that if we change the grade of p in T from 5 to 4, for instance, we get the
exact sequence of theories shown in Figure 3.7. Telescoping T2, we choose to filter-out
p from the problematic kernel since it has the lower grade. As a result, G(¬p, 5)}
is no longer supported and is, hence, filtered-out as well. On the other hand, if we
raise the grade of p to, say, 6, we reach a fixed point at T1. This seems sound, since
p is basically saying that it is more preferred over its negation, providing no reason
to suspect it. �
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3.6 LogAG Proof Theory

In this section, a proof theory for LogAG is presented. According to Definition 3.4.1, a
propositional term p is said to be a graded consequence of a LogAG theory if it is a member
of the graded filter according to a grading canon C = 〈⊗,⊕, n〉. In order to compute the
graded filter at degree n, all the subset-minimal ⊥-kernels of Q are computed, and the
propositions with the minimal grade from each ⊥-kernel are discarded. Since there are
2|Q| possible subsets of Q, all of them must be checked for inconsistency (or validity
of the negation of the conjunction of the propositions in each subset). Since LogAG is
based on first-order logic, this reduces to deciding validity in first-order logic which is
semi-decidable according to Church’s Theorem [42]. For this reason, the proposed proof
theory takes an alternative approach to computing the ⊥-kernels. A list of supports
is kept track of for every support enabling the computation of some of the ⊥-kernels.
Further, the natural deduction rules of classical logic are modified to update the supports
of the inferred propositions, and a special derivation rule of telescoping is added. This
special rule of inference will extract any graded proposition in any grading chain. It is
worth noting that this is different from our semantic notion of telescoping presented in
the last section. As will be shown, this new derivation rule can introduce contradictions.
Hence, a way of handling said contradictions is proposed.

Section 3.6.1 starts by introducing the notion of supported knowledge bases to facili-
tate keeping track of the supports of the propositions. Section 3.6.2 presents the notion
of contexts, and what it means for a proposition to be believed. A general schema of the
Fitch-style inference rules is described in Section 3.6.3. Section 3.6.4 presents how con-
tradictions are handled in the proposed proof theory. Graded derivation, the counterpart
to graded consequence, is defined in Section 3.6.5. Finally, Section 3.6.6 discusses the
soundness and completeness of the proof theory we showcased.

3.6.1 Supported Knowledge Bases

In order to facilitate the computation of ⊥-kernels we define the notion of the support of
a propositional term in σP . Each proposition will be associated with a set of supports,
where each support corresponds to a unique derivation of the proposition. The support
of a proposition p is defined as follows.

Definition 3.6.1 A support of a proposition p is a triple s = 〈α,O, T 〉 where:

• α ∈ {hyp, der, tel} is an origin tag. The origin tag is used to differentiate hypotheses
(α = hyp), derived propositions (α = der), and telescoped propositions (α = tel);

• O is an origin set. The origin set keeps track of the hypotheses from which p is
derived, or will contain p itself if p is a hypothesis; and
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• T is the set of telescoped propositions that supports p. T will keep track of the
graded supports of a proposition p, and thus will contain only propositions that has
a support with the tag “tel”.

To accommodate the supports of propositions, the notion of a supported knowledge base
is defined as follows:

Definition 3.6.2 A Knowledge base (KB) is defined as a triple 〈P,S,G〉 where:

• P is a set of propositional terms in the syntactic sort σP .

• S is a function mapping each propositional term p ∈ P to a set of supports of p.

• G is a function mapping each propositional term p ∈ P to a set of sequences of
grade terms in the syntactic sort σD.

Each sequence in the set of sequences of grade terms contains the grades associated with
the propositional term in a particular chain. The set of sequences of grades associated
with a propositional term p will facilitate computing the fused grade of p. The functions
described in Definitions 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 are overloaded as shown below to compute the
fused grade of a proposition p ∈ P.

Definition 3.6.3 Let KB = 〈P,S,G〉, for any proposition p ∈ P, the fused grade of p is

defined as f⊕(p) =
⊕

(f⊗(Gi)
length(G(p))
i=1 ) for every Gi ∈ G(p).

3.6.2 Contexts and Assertability

Let a supported knowledge base KB = 〈P,S,G〉. At any point of time, there will be
some propositional terms in P that are believed, and some others that are not. To define
what it means for a propositional term to be believed (or asserted), it is necessary to
define the notion of a context. A context is a tuple C = {HS, TS} where HS is a set of
hypotheses, and TS is a set of telescoped propositions. A context represents, in a way, a
belief space. The context where the current inference is done is referred to as the current
context. The following definition shows what it means for a propositional term p ∈ P to
be asserted in a context.

Definition 3.6.4 Let a supported knowledge base KB = 〈P,S,G〉. A propositional term
p ∈ P is said to be asserted in a context C = 〈HS, TS〉 if there is a support 〈α,O, T 〉 ∈ S(p)
where O ⊆ HS and T ⊆ TS.
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3.6.3 The Inference Rules

The proposed proof theory is similar in spirit to the Fitch-style natural deduction rules.
However, it does not enforce specific inference rules for the classical rules of inference
(the introduction and elimination rules for ¬,⇒,∧,∨, and ∀) for the sake of generality.
Any inference rule I will be applied to a supported KB, and will result in an updated
supported KB (I(KB = 〈P,S,G〉) = KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉). We can think of any classical
inference rule as one of the following two types 4:

1. Rules that require a particular set of premises to be in the set of propositions
belonging to the KB ({p1, p2, ..., pn} ⊆ P) to derive a proposition p. The updated
knowledge base KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {p},
S′(p) = S(p) ∪ CombineSups({p1, p2, ..., pn}), and G′(p) = G(p) ∪ {〈〉}.
In order to define CombineSups, two helper functions need to be defined. The set
of origin sets of a premise pi is defined as O(pi) = {o | 〈α, o, t〉 ∈ S(pi)}. Similarly,
the set of telescoped propositions supporting a proposition pi is defined as T (pi) =
{t | 〈α, o, t〉 ∈ S(pi)}. CombineSups({p1, p2, ..., pn}) = {〈der,O, T 〉 |
O = {o | o =

⋃n
i=1 oi where (o1, o2, ..., on) ∈×n

i=1 O(pi) and

T = {t | t =
⋃n
i=1 ti where (t1, t2, ..., tn) ∈×n

i=1 T (pi)}.
2. Rules that add an assumption δ to the KB generating an updated temporary KB′′ =
〈P′′,S′′,G′′〉 where P′′ = P ∪ {δ}, S′′(δ) = {〈hyp, {δ}, {}〉}, and G′′(δ) = {〈〉}. If ψ
is derived from KB′′, then some proposition p will be added to KB. The updated
knowledge base KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {p}, S′(p) = S(p) ∪ (S′′(ψ) −
{〈hyp, {δ}, {}〉}, and G′(p) = G(p) ∪ {〈〉}〉

Example 3.6.1 (Classical Inference Rules Examples) In what follows, exam-
ples of classical inference rules belonging to the previously discussed two types are
presented showing their operation on supported knowledge bases. The ∧,∨ and ∀
introduction and elimination rules, as well as the ⇒ elimination and ¬ introduction
rules belong to the first type of classical inference rules. The ⇒ introduction and ¬
introduction rules belong to the second type. In what follows, let the KB = 〈P, S,G〉.

And Introduction (∧I) :
If p, q ∈ P, then infer p ∧ q. The updated supported knowledge base KB′ =
〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {p ∧ q}, S′(p ∧ q) = S(p ∧ q) ∪ CombineSups(p, q),
and G′(p ∧ q) = G(p ∧ q) ∪ {〈〉}.

And Elimination (∧E) :
If p ∧ q ∈ P, then infer p (or q). The updated supported knowledge base
KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {p (or q)}, S′(p (or q)) = S(p (or q)) ∪
CombineSups({p ∧ q}), and G′(p (or q)) = G(p (or q)) ∪ {〈〉}.

4The presented rules assume a single context.
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Or Introduction (∨I) :
If p ∈ P, then infer p ∨ q. The updated supported knowledge base KB′ =
〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {p ∨ q}, S′(p ∨ q) = S(p ∨ q) ∪ CombineSups(p, q),
and G′(p ∨ q) = G(p ∨ q) ∪ {〈〉}.

Or Elimination (∨E) :
If p ∨ q,¬p (or ¬q) ∈ P, then infer q (or p). The updated supported knowledge
base KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {q (or p)}, S′(q (or p)) = S(q (or p)) ∪
CombineSups({p ∨ q,¬p (or ¬q)}), and G′(q (or p)) = G(q (or p)) ∪ {〈〉}.

Implication Introduction (⇒ I) :
Add an assumption p to KB. The updated temporary knowledge base KB′′ =
〈P′′,S′′,G′′〉 where P′′ = P∪ {p}, S′′(p) = {〈hyp, {p}, {}〉}, and G′′(p) = {〈〉}. If
q is derived from KB′′, then infer p ⇒ q. The updated supported knowledge
base KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {p ⇒ q}, S′(p ⇒ q) = S(p ⇒ q) ∪
(S′′(q)− {〈hyp, {p}, {}〉}), and G′(p ∧ q) = G(p ∧ q) ∪ {〈〉}.

Modus Ponens-Implication Elimination (MP ) :
If p ⇒ q, p ∈ P, then infer q. The updated supported knowledge base KB′ =
〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {q}, S′(q) = S(q) ∪ CombineSups({p ⇒ q, p}), and
G′(q) = G(q) ∪ {〈〉}.

Negation Introduction (¬I) :
Add an assumption p to KB. The updated temporary knowledge base KB′′ =
〈P′′,S′′,G′′〉 where P′′ = P∪ {p}, S′′(p) = {〈hyp, {p}, {}〉}, and G′′(p) = {〈〉}. If
q ∧ ¬q is derived from KB′′, then infer ¬p. The updated supported knowledge
base KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {¬p}, S′(¬p) = S(¬p) ∪ (S′′(q ∧ ¬q) −
{〈hyp, {p}, {}〉}), and G′(¬p) = G(¬p) ∪ {〈〉}.

Negation Elimination (¬E) :
If ¬¬p ∈ P, then infer p. The updated supported knowledge base KB′ =
〈P′, S′,G′〉 where P′ = P ∪ {p}, S′(p) = S(p) ∪ CombineSups({¬¬p}), and
G′(p) = G(p) ∪ {〈〉}.

Universal Introduction (∀I) :
If p{t/x} ∈ P, where t is a term in p that does not occur free (if t is a variable)
in any of the hypotheses or in the conclusion, and any skolem constant in p is
introduced to the derivation before t, then infer ∀x[p]. The updated supported
knowledge base KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P∪{∀x[p]}, S′(∀x[p]) = S(∀x[p])∪
CombineSups({p{t/x}}), and G′(∀x[p]) = G(∀x[p]) ∪ {〈〉}.

Universal Elimination (∀E) :
If ∀x[p] ∈ P, then infer p{t/x} where t is an arbitrary term. The updated sup-
ported knowledge base KB′ = 〈P′,S′,G′〉 where P′ = P∪{p{t/x}}, S′(p{t/x}) =
S(p{t/x}) ∪ CombineSups({∀x[p]}), and G′(p{t/x}) = G(p{t/x}) ∪ {〈〉}. �
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In addition to the classical rules of inference, the proposed proof theory adds a special
inference rule of telescoping (Tel). Tel will extract a graded proposition from a grad-
ing proposition, and result in a new updated supported knowledge base. Tel will also
change the TS set of the current context. The TS set of the current context will contain
the propositional terms telescoped using the telescoping rule of inferences from grading
propositional terms in HS, or derivable from HS using any of the inference rules. Tel is
defined as follows:

Telescoping (Tel) :
If G(p, g) ∈ P, the updated knowledge base KB′ = 〈P′,S′,T′〉 where P′ = P ∪
{p}, S′(p) = S(p) ∪ TelSup(p), and G′(p) = G(p) ∪ TelGrades(p). TelSup(p) =
{〈tel, O, T ∪{p}〉 | 〈α,O, T 〉 ∈ S(p)} and TelGrade(p) = {Gi�〈g〉 | Gi ∈ G(G(p, g))
and � denotes sequence concatenation}. The current context will be updated as
follows C = {HS, TS ∪ {p}}.

Example 3.6.2 The following is a valid proof given the inference rules in Example
3.6.1 and the telescoping rule of inference. Consider an initial KB = 〈P,S,G〉 where:

• P = {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4),G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5), q ⇒ G(p, 2), r ⇒ G(p, 2), q, r} ,

• S(G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)) = {〈hyp, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)}, {}〉},
S(G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5)) = {〈hyp, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5)}, {}〉},
S(q ⇒ G(p, 2)) = {〈hyp, {q ⇒ G(p, 2)}, {}〉},
S(r ⇒ G(p, 2)) = {〈hyp, {r ⇒ G(p, 2)}, {}〉},
S(q) = {〈hyp, {q}, {}〉},
S(r) = {〈hyp, {r}, {}〉},
S(φ) = {} for every φ /∈ P and

• G(G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)) = {〈〉},
G(G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5)) = {〈〉},
G(q ⇒ G(p, 2)) = {〈〉},
G(r ⇒ G(p, 2)) = {〈〉},
G(q) = {〈〉},
G(r) = {〈〉},
G(φ) = {} for every φ /∈ P.

Every derivation step will apply to the updated KB resulting from the preceding
step. In each of the following derivation steps, assume that Si+1(φ) = Si(φ) and
Gi+1(φ) = Gi(φ) for all φ ∈ P such that φ is not the derived proposition in the
derivation step. The update of the S and G will be shown for only the derived
proposition.
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1. Apply Tel on G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4) in KB. The updated knowledge base KB1 =
〈P1,S1,G1〉 where:
P1 = P ∪ {G(G(p, 2), 3)},
S1(G(G(p, 2), 3)) = {〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3)}〉}, and
G1(G(G(p, 2), 3)) = {〈4〉}.

2. Apply Tel on G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5) in KB1. The updated knowledge base KB2 =
〈P2, S2,G2〉 where: P2 = P1 ∪ {G(G(p, 2), 3)},
S2(G(G(p, 2), 3)) = {〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3)}〉,
〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3)}〉}, and
G2(G(G(p, 2), 3)) = {〈4〉, 〈5〉}.

3. Apply Tel on G(G(p, 2), 3) in KB2. The updated knowledge base KB3 =
〈P3, S3,G3〉 where: P3 = P2 ∪ {G(p, 2)},
S3(G(p, 2)) = {〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3),G(p, 2)}〉,
〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3),G(p, 2)}〉}, and
G3(G(p, 2)) = {〈4, 3〉, 〈5, 3〉}.

4. Apply MP on q and q ⇒ G(p, 2) in KB3. The updated knowledge base KB4 =
〈P4, S4,G4〉 where: P4 = P3 ∪ {G(p, 2)},
S4(G(p, 2)) = {〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3),G(p, 2)}〉,
〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3),G(p, 2)}〉,
〈der, {q, q ⇒ G(p, 2)}, {}〉}, and
G4(G(p, 2)) = {〈4, 3〉, 〈5, 3〉, 〈〉}.

5. Apply MP on r and r ⇒ G(p, 2) in KB4. The updated knowledge base KB5 =
〈P5, S5,G5〉 where: P5 = P4 ∪ {G(p, 2)},
S5(G(p, 2)) = {〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3),G(p, 2)}〉,
〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3),G(p, 2)}〉,
〈der, {q, q ⇒ G(p, 2)}, {}〉,
〈der, {r, r ⇒ G(p, 2)}, {}〉}, and
G5(G(p, 2)) = {〈4, 3〉, 〈5, 3〉, 〈〉}.

6. Apply Tel on G(p, 2) in KB5. The updated knowledge base KB6 = 〈P6, S6,G6〉
where: P6 = P5 ∪ {p},
S6(p) = {〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 4)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3),G(p, 2), p}〉,
〈tel, {G(G(G(p, 2), 3), 5)}, {G(G(p, 2), 3),G(p, 2), p}〉,
〈tel, {q, q ⇒ G(p, 2)}, {p}〉,
〈tel, {r, r ⇒ G(p, 2)}, {p}〉}, and
G5(p) = {〈4, 3, 2〉, 〈5, 3, 2〉, 〈2〉}.

�
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Example 3.6.3 Unfortunately, the primitive form of applying the telescoping rule of
inference could easily introduce contradictions to the KB. To illustrate this, consider
an initial KB = 〈P,S,G〉 where:

• P = {G(p, 2),G(¬p, 3)} ,

• S(G(p, 2)) = {〈hyp, {G(p, 2)}, {}〉},
S(G(¬p, 3)) = {〈hyp, {G(¬p, 3)}, {}〉},
S(φ) = {} for every φ /∈ P, and

• G(G(p, 2)) = {〈〉},
G(G(¬p, 3)) = {〈〉},
G(φ) = {} for every φ /∈ P.

Consider the following proof using the telescoping rule of inference:

1. Apply Tel on G(p, 2) in KB. The updated knowledge base KB1 = 〈P1, S1,G1〉
where: P1 = P ∪ {p},
S1(p) = {〈tel, {G(p, 2)}, {p}〉},
G1(p) = {〈2〉}.

2. Apply Tel on G(¬p, 3) in KB1. The updated knowledge base KB2 =
〈P2,S2,G2〉 where: P2 = P1 ∪ {¬p},
S2(¬p) = {〈tel, {G(¬p, 3)}, {¬p}〉},
G2(¬p) = {〈3〉},

Both p and ¬p belong to P2 resulting in a contradictory KB. In the next section, it
will be shown how such a case is handled. The basic intuition is that since p has a
grade which is less than ¬p, then we should believe ¬p and discard p to resolve the
contradiction. �

3.6.4 Handling Contradictions

As shown in the previous section, derivation using the telescoping rule of inference can
introduce contradictions in the KB. In this section, an algorithm will be presented to
resolve such contradictions. In the sequel, we assume a non-contradictory KB such that
any contradictions are only derived by applying the rule of telescoping, or by applying any
sequence of inference rules on a minimal set containing a telescoped proposition. Once
p and ¬p are derived (as in Example 3.6.3), some ⊥ kernels are constructed using the
support sets S(p) and S(¬p). The fused grade of all the propositions in the constructed
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kernels are computed. For each kernel, the propositions with the least fused grade are
removed from the set of telescoped supports of the current context, disbelieving the
propositions. This follows from Definition 3.6.4.

Algorithm 1 Handling Contradictions

Input: - Current supported knowledge base KB = 〈P,S,G〉
- Contradictory propositions p ∈ P and ¬p ∈ P
- Current context C = 〈HS, TS〉
- Grade fusion operators ⊗ and ⊕.

⊥-kernels = ∅

if Both p and ¬p are graded then
⊥-kernels = ⊥-kernels ∪{{p,¬p}}

end
if Either p or ¬p is graded then

if p is graded then
For each s = {der,O, T} ∈ S(¬p) do {
⊥-kernels = ⊥-kernels ∪ {{T ∪ p}}
}

else
For each s = {der,O, T} ∈ S(p) do {
⊥-kernels = ⊥-kernels ∪ {{T ∪ ¬p}}
}

end

end
For each s1 = {der,O1, T1} ∈ S(p) and s2 = {der,O2, T2} ∈ S(¬p) do {
⊥-kernels = ⊥-kernels ∪ {{T1 ∪ T2}}
}
ComputeGrades(⊥− kernels,⊗,⊕)
//computes the fused grades of each proposition in each kernel in ⊥-kernels according to
//Definition 3.6.3.

For each kernel k in ⊥-kernels do {
min = MinimumGrade(k)
// gets the propositions with the minimum fused grade in k
TS = TS −min
}

The complexity of the handling contradictions algorithm is in O(m×n) where m is the
number of derivations of p and n is the number of derivations of ¬p. This is exponential
in the number of propositional terms in the KB in the worst case.
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3.6.5 Graded Derivation

In order to define a notion of graded derivation corresponding to the notion of graded
consequence described in Definition 3.4.1, an order must be enforced between applying the
rules of classical inference, applying the rule of telescoping, and handling contradictions.
Just like graded consequence, graded derivation is defined at a nesting level n.

Definition 3.6.5 A supported knowledge base KB = 〈P,S,G〉 |∼n φ iff φ is asserted in
the current context after performing the following three steps n times:

1. Forward chain with every proposition p ∈ P on the classical rules of inference.

2. Apply the rule of telescoping once to all graded propositions in the resulting KB
after the forward chaining.

3. Handle the contradictions according to the handling contradictions algorithm.

The first step approximates computing the filter of the propositions in the knowledge
base, the second step corresponds to extracting the graded propositions at level 1, and
the third step corresponds to computing the set of supported propositions in the kernel
survivors.

3.6.6 Soundness and Completeness of the Proof Theory

In this section, the discussion of soundness and completeness will be restricted to the
class of finite and fan-in bounded LogAG theories. The proposed inference rules are
modified versions of the inference rules of natural deduction to update the supports of
propositions as part of the derivation process, with the addition of the rule of telescoping
and a procedure for handling contradictions. Given the soundness and completeness of the
classical rules of inference, this section will discuss the effect of adding the telescoping rule
of inference and the handling contradictions procedure on the soundness and completeness
of the proof theory.

A proof theory is said to be sound if everything that is derivable using the rules of
inference is logically implied by the propositions in the KB. In general, the proposed proof
theory using |∼ is not sound. The main reason behind that is the uncomputability of all
the ⊥-kernels as a side effect of the undecidability of proving validity in first-order logic.
The proof theory provides an alternative way to computing all the ⊥-kernels by making
use of the supports of the propositions. Since not all the ⊥-kernels can be constructed
from the set of supports, some propositions might be derived using |∼ but are not logically
implied using |' from a LogAG theory.
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On the other hand, a proof theory is said to be complete if everything that is logically
implied by the propositions in the KB is derivable by the proof theory. The proposed
proof theory is not complete either. Since not all the ⊥-kernels can be computed, some
propositions will be derived but not logically implied. These propositions can block the
derivation of other propositions that are logically implied at successive nesting levels. In
this case, some propositions might be logically implied by the propositions in the KB,
but will not be derived |∼.



Chapter 4

An Implementation: GSNePS

In Chapter 3, a logic that facilitates reasoning under uncertainty by utilizing graded
propositions was defined. In this chapter, the use of this logic in practical applications is
demonstrated. For this reason, a particular implementation of the proof theory presented
in the previous chapter in the SNePS semantic network processing system [4] is described.
The implementation described is called Graded SNePS or GSNePS in short. It extends
the currently existing Lisp-based SNePS 2.7.0 system to handle reasoning with graded
propositions. Accordingly, this chapter will make of terminology presented in the previous
chapter. SNePS is suitable for implementing the LogAG proof theory as it already keeps
track with each proposition a support which is the heart of the LogAG proof theory.
The support structure, however, was modified to accommodate the support structure
presented in the preceding chapter.

This chapter starts by describing the modifications made to the elements of the cur-
rently existing SNePS network in Section 4.1 to handle the representation of grading
propositions and graded supports. Next, the graded version of the SNePS inference
package is presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the graded version of the SNePS
belief revision system that alludes to the grades associated with the propositions to pro-
vide automatic contradiction elimination. Finally, some running examples in the modified
SNePS system are shown in Section 4.4.

4.1 The Modified SNePS Network

The basic SNePS network elements had to be modified to facilitate representing graded
propositions and graded supports. This section is dedicated to presenting the modi-
fications made in the currently existing SNePS network elements and data structures.
Section 4.1.1 starts by describing how graded propositions are represented in the SNePS
network. Then, we discuss the modifications added to the node data structure to allow
the representation of graded propositions, and to the context data structure to represent
grading (or telescoped) supports in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.

65
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4.1.1 Representation of Graded Propositions

As described in Section 2.3, the SNePS semantic network is a labelled directed graph
in which nodes represent intensional concepts, and arcs represent non-conceptual binary
relations between concepts.

A grading proposition is represented as a special type of non-rule node with two arcs
emitting from it: prop and grade. The prop arc points to the graded proposition, and
the grade arc points to the grade associated with the graded proposition. It is important
to note that only grading propositions are allowed to use arcs named prop and grade in
the SNePS network. Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show example representations of graded
propositions, and grading chains (as described in Section 3.3.2) in the SNePS network.
Figure 4.1 shows how the proposition G(Flies(Tweety), 5) is represented. Figure 4.2
shows how a grading chain of the same proposition is represented. Figure 4.3 shows how
different grading chains of the same proposition are represented. Note that the SNePS
network employs a uniqueness principle where each propsition is represented by only one
node.

Figure 4.1: The representation of the
proposition G(Flies(Tweety), 5).

Figure 4.2: The representation of the
grading chain
G(G(Flies(Tweety), 5), 2).

Figure 4.3: The representation of two grading chains of the proposition Flies(Tweety).
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4.1.2 Representation of Nodes

As described before, some nodes in the SNePS network represents a (graded or non-
graded) proposition. Since nodes can be graded by more than one grading chain, the
notion of the fused grade of the node across all its grading chains according to Definition
3.6.3 was introduced. To facilitate calculating the fused grade of a SNePS node, the node
data structure has been modified to include two hash tables: contexts-gprops, and
contexts-grades. The added hash tables are both indexed by a context ID (a unique
ordinal used to index contexts in SNePS). Recall that each derivation associated with
any node is represented by a context, hence, each entry in both hash tables corresponds
to a particular derivation of the node (through classical derivation, or telescoping from a
grading chain). Throughout the inference process, the hash table contexts-gprops will
contain the propositions grading this node. The other hash table contexts-grades will
contain the fused grade of the node in each grading chain of the node. The fused grade of
the node will be calculated by fusing the grades of the node in all the grading chains in
the current context by utilizing the contexts-grades hash table. The file node0.lisp

inside the sneps package has been modified to reflect these modifications.

4.1.3 Representation of Contexts

In the existing SNePS system, a context is represented by a set of nodes, each representing
a hypothesis. Each context is associated with a set of names by which a context can be
referred to, and a context order. Following our definition of contexts in the proof theory,
the context data structure in context0.lisp inside the sneps package was modified to
include an additional set of nodes tel-props, each representing a telescoped proposition
supporting the node.

Supports of propositions are implemented in SNePS 2.7.0 by associating with each
node in the SNePS network an assumption-based support. A support is represented as
a set of pairs consisting of an origin tag and a set of contexts. Accordingly, the support
associated with any node will contain a maximum of three pairs (since we allow three
origin tags (hyp, der, and tel). Each context in the context set associated with any origin
tag represents a particular derivation of the node. Hence, according to our modified
representation of contexts, each derivation is composed of a set of hypotheses, and a set
of telescoped supports. The set of telescoped supports will contain all graded propositions
by grading propositions in the set of hypotheses, or grading propositions derivable from
the set of hypotheses.

The context where the current inference is being made is referred to as the current
context and has the special name DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT. Following Definition 3.6.4 of what
it means for a supported node to be asserted in a context, is-assert.n in context3.lisp

has been updated. A supported node is asserted in a context if it has a derivation where
the set of hypotheses is a subset of the set of hypotheses belonging to the context, and
the set of telescoped supports is a subset of the set of telescoped supports belonging to
the context.
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4.2 Graded SNIP: GSNIP

SNIP, the SNePS inference package [23], is responsible for the reasoning process inferring
new information from the user-supplied hypotheses. It does so by implementing inference
rules for various connectives and the universal quantifier. In Section 2.3.2, the process
of inference by message passing was thoroughly described. Recall that in order for a
node to assert an instance of itself, it sends requests for known instances and receives
reports containing the acquired instances that are known to be true from other nodes in
the network. In order to provide for reasoning with grading propositions, the processes
of handling requests and reports were modified. The graded variant of the inference
package is called GSNIP. Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 carefully describe the changes made
to the message passing system, providing an implementation for the telescoping rule of
inference discussed in Section 3.6.3. Next, the implementation of the rest of the inference
rules is described in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Handling Requests

As described in Section 2.3.2, non-rule nodes in SNIP send requests for known instances
to matching nodes, or to rule nodes where the non-rule node is in consequent position. In
order to handle reasoning with graded propositions, nrn-requests.lisp inside the SNIP
package was modified such that a non-rule node sends requests to all of its grading nodes,
in addition to the before-mentioned requests. The list of grading nodes are acquired by
getting all nodes that have prop arcs pointing to the non-rule.

4.2.2 Handling Reports

Since the requests handling procedure was modified to forward requests to grading nodes,
once a known instance is acquired, a report of the known instance will be sent back to
the graded node. In SNIP, the updating of the supports of the nodes is done during the
process of sending the reports. In particular, updating the support of a node is carried
out in message.lisp inside the switch-one-report function. If the sent instance in
the report is not previously known, a new node is built. This guarantees the building
of telescoped nodes from grading propositions as described by the presented proof the-
ory. The switch-one-report function was further modified to create the support of
telescoped nodes. First, we check if the report is being sent from a grading node to a
graded node. If this is the case, generate-tel-support in support.lisp is called. The
generate-tel-support function is mainly responsible for generating the support of a
telescoped node, and updating the context-gprops hash table of the telescoped node
from which the node’s grade will be calculated when needed. This provides an imple-
mentation for the telescoping inference rule presented in Section 3.6.3. The following
algorithm shows the operation of generate-tel-support in more details. It starts by
generating the telescoped support newsupport of the telescoped node from the support
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of the grading node srcn. Then, the context-gprops hash table is updated according
to whether the sent supports from the grading node to the graded node are telescoped
supports or derived supports.

Algorithm 2 Generate-tel-support

Input: - The telescoped node n. - The grading node srcn from which n is telescoped.
- Support sup of the grading node srcn. - The current context crntct.

Insert n in the set of telescoped propositions of crntct.

newsupport = nil // the support of the telescoped node

derSupports=0 // counts the number of derived supports

//generate the telescoped support of the telescoped node n

For each (ot,ctset) in sup

{
For each context ct in ctset do {
ct2 = build-new-context(hyps(ct), tel-props(ct)∪ n)

Insert ct2 in newsupport in the context set associated with the tag tel

if ot = tel then
// add the grading node to the grading nodes of n.
Add to the hash table context-gprops associated with the node n with the key
context-order(ct2) the value srcn.

// add the nodes grading srcn to the grading nodes of n.
Add to the value in context-gprops associated with the node n with the key
context-order(ct2) the value stored in context-gprops associated with the node
srcn with the key context-order(ct).

else
//the sent support is a derived support of srcn
/*since all the derived supports correspond to the same grading chain, add srcn only
for the first der */
derSupports++

if derSupports== 1 then
Add to the hash table context-gprops associated with the node n with the key
context-order(ct2) the value srcn.

end

end
}
}
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4.2.3 Modification of the SNePS Connectives

The classical logical connectives are simple enough making the task of defining a logic
properties easier, however, they lack expressive power [47]. For this reason, SNePS uses a
set of non-standard connectives, defined in terms of the standard connectives. This section
will review the non-standard SNePS connectives, presenting how SNIP was modified to
propagate the telescoped supports through rules.

SNePS has four non-standard connectives: (1) And-Entailment; (2) Or-Entailment;
(3) And-Or; and (4) Thresh. The next sections will be dedicated to reviewing how the
four non-standard connectives where modified to handle telescoped supports.

And-Entailment

The And-Entailment, written as ∧⇒, is a generalization of classical logical implication.
It takes two sets of propositions: a set of antecedents, and a set of consequents. The
proposition (A1, A2, ..., An)∧⇒ (C1, C2, ..., Cm) asserts that the conjunction of the an-
tecedents (A1, A2, ..., An) imply the conjunction of the consequents (C1, C2, ..., Cm). The
function compute-new-support1.and-ent in and-ent.lisp inside the snip package was
updated to combine the set of telescoped supports of the rule with the set of telescoped
supports of the antecedents in the same way it combines their origin sets.

Or-Entailment

The Or-Entailment, written as ∨⇒, is yet another generalization of classical implication.
The proposition (A1, A2, ..., An)∨⇒ (C1, C2, ..., Cm) asserts that any antecedent imply
the conjunction of the consequents (C1, C2, ..., Cm). The function
compute-new-support1.or-ent in or-ent.lisp inside the snip package was updated
to combine the set of telescoped supports of the rule with the set of telescoped supports
of the antecedents in the same way it combines their origin sets.

And-Or

And-or is a non-standard connective that generalizes ¬,∧,∨, exclusive or, nand, and nor.
And-or, written as n

∧∨i
j, takes a set of n proposition. The proposition n

∧∨i
j(P1, ..., Pn)

asserts that from (P1, ..., Pn) there must be at least i propositions and at most j proposi-
tions that must be true. The function compute-new-support1.and-or in and-or.lisp

inside the snip package was updated to combine the set of telescoped supports of the
propositions in the and-or rule in the same way it combines their origin sets.
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Thresh

Thresh generalizes equivalence to a set of arguments. Thresh, written as nΘi, takes a set
of n propositions like and-or. The proposition nΘi(P1, ..., Pn) asserts that there must be
fewer than i true propositions, or all must be true. If there are at least i true propositions,
then all must be true. The function compute-new-support1.thresh in thresh.lisp

inside the snip package was updated to combine the set of telescoped supports of the
propositions in the thresh rule in the same way it combines their origin sets.

4.3 Graded SNeBR: GSNeBR

The current implementation of belief revision in SNePS, SNeBR, is responsible of detect-
ing and eliminating contradictions. The current version of SNeBR supports automatic
contradictions elimination in limited cases, and generally provides assisted culprit choos-
ing. GSNeBR, the graded version of SNeBR, utilizes the grades associated with the
propositions to provide automatic contradiction elimination. The function
ck-contradiction(node ct) in contrad.lisp inside the SNeBR package is called after
each node is built in the SNePS network to check if the newly built-node contradicts an-
other previously existing node in the context ct. This function was modified to provide
an implementation for the contradiction handling algorithm presented in Section 3.6.4. If
the contradicting nodes are graded or have graded supports, the contradictions handling
algorithm will eliminate the contradiction by disasserting one of the contradicting nodes.
However, if both contradicting nodes are neither graded nor have grading supports, the
original contradiction handling function is called to ask the user to manually eliminate
the contradiction.

As mentioned in Section 3.6.4, the handling contradictions algorithm uses the nodes’
fused grades to identify the culprits to be removed. In our implementation, a node’s
fused grade is calculated from its context-gprops hash table. Calculating the fused
grade of a node according to Definition 3.6.3 is implemented by compute-node-grade in
contrad.lisp. The function initially loops over the non-empty entries in the
context-gprops hashtable applying the ⊗ operator on all the chains that grades the node
in the current context. Once the fused grade of the node is each chain is calculated, it is
stored in the context-grades hash table. To calculate the fused grade of the node, the
function loops one final time of the entries in the context-grades hash table applying
the ⊕ operator on the fused grades of the nodes in the grading chains in the current
context. Currently, the ⊗ operator is implemented as an averaging operator, and the ⊕
is implemented as a maximum operator.
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4.4 Running Examples

In this section, the examples previously discussed in Section 3.5 will be revisited showing
running traces from the GSNePS implementation. A full trace of the inference process for
each example is provided in Appendix A. In all of the presented examples, the SNePSLOG
interface to the SNePS system is used. mode-3 of SNePSLOG is used to allow naming
the arcs associated with the nodes.

Example 4.4.1 (Opus and Tweety Revisited) Similar to Example 3.5.1, we test
the two different representations of the Opus and Tweety example. We start with the
de-re representation of the rules.

: set-mode-3

Net reset

In SNePSLOG Mode 3.

Use define-frame <pred> <list-of-arc-labels>.

: define-frame g (nil prop grade)

G(x1, x2) will be represented by {<PROP, x1>, <GRADE, x2>}

: define-frame Bird (class member)

BIRD(x1) will be represented by {<CLASS, BIRD>, <MEMBER, x1>}

: define-frame Flies (ability member)

FLIES(x1) will be represented by {<ABILITY, FLIES>, <MEMBER, x1>}

: define-frame Penguin (class member)

PENGUIN(x1) will be represented by {<CLASS, PENGUIN>, <MEMBER, x1>}

: all(x)(Bird(x)=>g(Flies(x),5)).

WFF1!: all(X)(BIRD(X) => G(FLIES(X),5))

: all(x) (Penguin(x)=> Bird(x)).

WFF2!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => BIRD(X))

: all(x)(Penguin(x)=> g(~Flies(x),10)).

WFF3!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => G(~FLIES(X),10))
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: Bird(Tweety).

WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY)

: Penguin(Opus).

WFF5!: PENGUIN(OPUS)

Finally, backward inferencing is triggered by asking who flies. The output is similar
to the fixed point we obtained in Example 3.5.1 shown in Figure 3.2.

: Flies(?x)?

WFF14!: ~FLIES(OPUS)

WFF7!: FLIES(TWEETY)

Suppose we replace WFF1 and WFF3 by the de-dicto representations of the rules
g(all(x) (Bird(x) =>Flies(x)),5) and
g(all(x) (Penguin(x) => ~Flies(x)),10). As expected, to eliminate the contra-
diction, WFF1 is disasserted since it has the least grade. Hence, in contrast to the
de-re representation, we stop believing that Tweety flies. A non-asserted proposition
is shown without “!” next to the WFF number in SNePS.

: Flies(?x)?

WFF17!: ~FLIES(OPUS)

WFF11: FLIES(TWEETY)

�

Example 4.4.2 (Superman Revisited) This example shows the running traces of
both representations presented in Example 3.5.2. We start by the first representation
of the example.

: set-mode-3

Net reset

In SNePSLOG Mode 3.

Use define-frame <pred> <list-of-arc-labels>.
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: define-frame g (nil prop grade)

G(x1, x2) will be represented by {<PROP, x1>, <GRADE, x2>}

: define-frame At (r a1 a2 a3)

AT(x1, x2, x3) will be represented by

{<R, AT>, <A1, x1>, <A2, x2>, <A3, x3>}

: define-frame Disjoint (r a1 a2)

DISJOINT(x1, x2) will be represented by

{<R, DISJOINT>, <A1, x1>, <A2, x2>}

: define-frame Source(r a1 a2)

SOURCE(x1, x2) will be represented by

{<R, SOURCE>, <A1, x1>, <A2, x2>}

: define-frame Perceive (r a1)

PERCEIVE(x1) will be represented by

{<R, PERCEIVE>, <A1, x1>}

: all(p) (Source(p,LL) => g(p, 11)).

WFF1!: all(P)(SOURCE(P,LL) => G(P,11))

: all(p) (Source(p,DP) => g(p, 4)).

WFF2!: all(P)(SOURCE(P,DP) => G(P,4))

: all(p) (Perceive(p) => g(p, 15)).

WFF3!: all(P)(PERCEIVE(P) => G(P,15))

: g(all(l,t)(At(KC,l,t)=> At(SM,l,t)),10.5).

WFF5!: G(all(T,L)(AT(KC,L,T) => AT(SM,L,T)),10.5)

: all(l1,l2,x,t)((Disjoint(l1,l2) and At(x,l1,t)) => ~At(x,l2,t)).

WFF6!: all(T,X,L2,L1)((AT(X,L1,T) and DISJOINT(L1,L2))

=> (~AT(X,L2,T)))

: Perceive(Source(Source(At(SM,DT,12),LL),DP)).
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WFF10!: PERCEIVE(SOURCE(SOURCE(AT(SM,DT,12),LL),DP))

: Perceive(At(KC,Office,12)).

WFF12!: PERCEIVE(AT(KC,OFFICE,12))

: Disjoint(Office,DT).

WFF13!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT)

Backward inference is now triggered by asking whether superman was at downtown
at 12. Similar to Example 3.5.2 we get the same fixed point.

: AT(SM,DT,12)?.

WFF7!: AT(SM,DT,12)

The following illustrates the utility of nesting grading chains similar to the second
representation of Example 3.5.2. As expected, a different fixed point is reached.

: g(g(g(At(SM,DT,12),11),4),3).

WFF4!: G(G(G(AT(SM,DT,12),11),4),3)

: g(At(KC,Office,12),15).

WFF6!: G(AT(KC,OFFICE,12),15)

: g(all(l,t)(At(KC,l,t)<=>At(SM,l,t)),10.5).

WFF8!: G(all(T,L)(AT(SM,L,T) <=> AT(KC,L,T)),10.5)

: all(l1,l2,x,t)((Disjoint(l1,l2) and At(x,l1,t)) => ~At(x,l2,t)).

WFF9!: all(T,X,L2,L1)((AT(X,L1,T) and DISJOINT(L1,L2))

=> (~AT(X,L2,T)))

: Disjoint(Office,DT).

WFF10!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT)

When backward chaining is triggered this time, only ~At(SM,DT,12) is asserted.
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: AT(SM,DT,12)?

WFF11!: ~AT(SM,DT,12)

WFF1: AT(SM,DT,12)

Example 4.4.3 (Nixon’s Diamond Revisited) The following shows the running
trace of Example 3.5.3 illustrating the utility of forward inferencing in SNePS. We
show both the de-re and de-dicto representations of the rules just like the previous
example.

: set-mode-3

Net reset

In SNePSLOG Mode 3.

Use define-frame <pred> <list-of-arc-labels>.

: define-frame g (nil prop grade)

G(x1, x2) will be represented by {<PROP, x1>, <GRADE, x2>}

: define-frame Quacker (r a1)

QUACKER(x1) will be represented by {<R, QUACKER>, <A1, x1>}

: define-frame Pacifist (r a1)

PACIFIST(x1) will be represented by {<R, PACIFIST>, <A1, x1>}

: define-frame Republican (r a1)

REPUBLICAN(x1) will be represented by {<R, REPUBLICAN>, <A1, x1>}

In this example, forward inferencing is triggered with the following WFFs. In
SNePS forward inferencing is triggered by adding a “!” at the end of the WFF. The
results of the forward chaining is shown after each WFF.

: g(Quacker(Nixon), 6)!

WFF2!: G(QUACKER(NIXON),6)

WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON)

: g(Republican(Nixon),10)!
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WFF5!: G(REPUBLICAN(NIXON),10)

WFF4!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON)

: all(x)(Quacker(x) => g(Pacifist(x), 10))!

WFF11!: G(PACIFIST(NIXON),10)

WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON)

WFF7!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => G(PACIFIST(X),10)) {<HYP,{WFF7},{}>}

: all(x)(Republican(x) => g(~Pacifist(x),7))!

WFF17!: G(~PACIFIST(NIXON),7)

WFF16: ~PACIFIST(NIXON)

WFF13!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => G(~PACIFIST(X),7))

WFF4!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON)

The following shows the effect of using the de-dicto representations of the rules. As
expected, we reach a different fixed point.

: g(all(x)(Quacker(x) => Pacifist(x)),10)!

WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON)

WFF6!: G(all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X)),10)

WFF5!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X))

WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

: g(all(x)(Republican(x) => ~Pacifist(x)),7)!

WFF17!: ~PACIFIST(NIXON)

WFF13!: G(all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X))),7)

WFF12!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X)))

WFF3!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF3}>}
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Example 4.4.4 (The Case of the Liar Revisited) Finally, we revisit the case of
the liar presented in Example 3.5.4.

: set-mode-3

Net reset

In SNePSLOG Mode 3.

Use define-frame <pred> <list-of-arc-labels>.

: define-frame g (nil prop grade)

G(x1, x2) will be represented by {<PROP, x1>, <GRADE, x2>}

: define-frame Bird (class member)

BIRD(x1) will be represented by {<CLASS, BIRD>, <MEMBER, x1>}

: Bird(Tweety)=>g(~Bird(Tweety),5)!

WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY) => G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5)

: g(Bird(Tweety),5)!

WFF3!: G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5)

WFF2: ~BIRD(TWEETY)

WFF1: BIRD(TWEETY)

Similar to Example 3.5.4, we end up believing neither Bird(Tweety) nor
~Bird(Tweety). However, unlike Example 3.5.4, we reach a fixed point in GSNePS.
The reason is that SNePS remembers that the rule WFF4 was fired before with the
substitution {Tweety/x}. Hence, the rule will not be fired again with the same
substitution.



Chapter 5

A GLAIR Agent for Plant Disease
Forecast

Farmers have always been aware of the effect of environmental phenomena (such as tem-
perature, humidity, soil wetness, and wind speed) on the successful growth of the crops.
However, putting into consideration that such phenomena vary greatly across fields, farm-
ers have always lacked the tools to measure, map, and manage these variations precisely
to ensure successful farming. With the booming of information technology, a new farming
management technique known as precision agriculture (PA) has emerged to help farmers
deal with field variability in crops [35]. Traditionally, agriculture is practiced by per-
forming a particular task, such as planting or harvesting, against a predetermined fixed
schedule regardless of the field-specific environmental conditions. By collecting real-time
data on weather, soil and air quality, crop maturity and even equipment and labor costs
and availability, predictive analytics can be used to make smarter decisions. With pre-
cision agriculture, control centers collect and process data in real time to help farmers
make the best decisions with regard to planting, fertilizing, spraying fungicides, and har-
vesting crops. Wireless sensors placed throughout the fields are used to measure specific
environmental phenomena. The collected data from the sensors over time are used to
build models and simulations that can predict future conditions and help farmers make
proactive decisions [9].

One of the main applications of PA based on environmental auditing is epidemic plant
disease control. Epidemic diseases have severe impacts on crop production. It has been
shown that epidemic diseases are triggered by climate changes that occur unexpectedly
in time and space, making their tracking harder and their impact more severe. Typically,
farmers are not well prepared to react to such diseases which give the diseases the time
to spread wider and get more destructive. If disease models are developed specifying the
environmental conditions triggering different plant diseases, PA techniques can be used to
collect and process data about the environmental conditions, providing an early forecast
of the occurrence of a disease.

79
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The main aim of this chapter is to present an agent employing precision agriculture
methods to predict plant diseases based on collected data about particular environmental
phenomena across a field, and notify the farmers at early stages of the disease so that
they can take protective measures (such as applying fungicides). The presented agent is
developed as part of a bigger project aimed at implementing an integrated monitoring
system for plant disease forecast and funded by the Egyptian Ministry of Scientific Re-
search. We start by presenting the overall system overview in Section 5.1. Section 5.2
presents how the plant disease forecast agent was implemented as a GLAIR agent whose
mind uses GSNePS. This agent is a practical application of the theory presented in this
thesis for reasoning with graded propositions in uncertain environments.

5.1 System Overview

Figure 5.1: The three basic modules of the proposed plant disease forecast system.

With the objective of taking a step forward in the national strategy of plant disease
control and management by applying precision agriculture techniques, the system’s goal
is to develop the first integrated Egyptian Agro-weather monitoring station, and the
software that models the plant diseases affecting the major crops in Egypt. The monitor-
ing station will provide the software with different readings of particular environmental
phenomena at fixed intervals of time. The software will use the readings to predict air-
borne disease infections at an early stage based on an input disease model specifying the
environmental conditions under which diseases are likely to occur, and notify the farmers.

Similar monitoring systems exist in practice such as [1, 2], however, the details of their
underlying technologies are not available neither for public nor research centers as they
are controlled by international companies. Further, most of the existing environmental
monitoring systems are built for specific environments with prices that are generally
not within the capability of a regular farmer. In this project, we aim at developing
a monitoring system using off-the-shelf components with reasonable prices. The used
hardware will be flexible enough to be used with different plants in the monitored fields.
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Moreover, the implemented software will be generic enough to handle different disease
models. As shown in Figure 5.1, our proposed system consists of three main modules:
an agriculture module, a hardware module, and a software module. The agriculture and
hardware modules are developed by researchers in Cairo University. Thus, the main focus
of this thesis will be on the software module. In what follows, we provide a brief overview
of the main functions of the three modules. The details of the implementation of the
software module will be discussed in the next section.

5.1.1 The Agriculture Module

The main job of the agriculture module is to develop the disease models specifying the
environmental conditions under which epidemic diseases are likely to occur. An example
epidemic disease that is frequently experienced in Egypt is late blight. A disease model
for late blight has been developed in [6] and is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: The disease model of Late Blight according to [6].

The model relates hourly collected data of micro-climatological factors such as tem-
perature, relative humidity (RH), leaf wetness, precipitation of global radiation, and wind
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speed to the likeliness of occurrence of late blight. Once the crop has emerged, the model
proceeds to detect Event A. Event A is detected when the RH stabilizes above 90 for
X hours with the temperature between Y and Z (where X, Y and Z are according to
Table 5.1). Once Event A is detected, the model proceeds to detect Event B which is
defined as X continuous hours of RH > 90%, leaf wetness> 50U, radiation precipitation
> 0.1mm/hour and temperature between the same value of Y and Z detected in Event
A. Event B must be detected no more than 24 hours after Event A is detected. If Event
B is detected within 24 hours of Event A and it is currently the harvest phase, or the
treatment is already active, the model goes back to trying to detecting Event A. Other-
wise, the treatment is recommended and the farmers are notified until the treatment is
actually performed.

Y Z X = 6 hours X = 8 hours X = 10 hours
7◦ 10◦ Event A detected
11◦ 17◦ Event A detected
18◦ 20◦ Event A detected

Table 5.1: The rules to detect Event A according to the disease model proposed in [6].

5.1.2 The Hardware Module

The hardware module is concerned with: (i) building the monitoring stations containing
the different sensors and the agro-weather station, and (ii) the wireless communication
between the monitoring stations and the agro-weather station, and between the agro-
weather station and the software module. The monitoring stations are implemented as
a wireless sensor network collecting data from the environment and sending it wirelessly
every fixed amount of time to the agro-weather station via a transceiver. The agro-
weather station is connected to the main agriculture research lab computer on which
the software module will be running. The agro-weather stations and the sensors are
powered mainly by solar panels and an optional backup battery. Figure 5.3 shows the
block diagram of the hardware module components.

Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the hardware module components.
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5.1.3 The Software Module

The software module is considered the heart of the integrated monitoring system. As
shown in Figure 5.1, it is composed of three main components: an application interface,
a data logging module, and an artificial intelligence (AI) Module. The application inter-
face is a graphical user-interface (GUI), through which users (primarily plant pathology
researchers) may interact with the system. The GUI will allow users to inspect sensor
data, set system parameters describing sensors connected to the system, and inspect and
modify disease models. The data logging module is the interface between the software
module and the agro-weather station. Since the station will send sensor data wirelessly
to a file, the data logging module only needs to parse said file and extract relevant data.
The AI module is the heart of the software system and is mainly responsible for process-
ing and analyzing the extracted data by the data logger in light of the disease models to
provide an early warning for the occurrence of the diseases, and suggest suitable actions
(such as applying fungicides, for instance).

5.2 The Plant Disease Forecast Agent

In this section, we will shed light on the details of the implementation of the software
module of the system described in the previous section. We will focus on the AI and
data logger modules of the system. The GUI is to be implemented in a later phase of the
project.

5.2.1 The Plant Disease Forecast Agent as a GLAIR Agent

The AI module is modelled as a GLAIR agent. As discussed in Section 2.4, a GLAIR
agent is an intelligent agent based on the GLAIR cognitive architeture whose mind is
implemented in SNePS. The GLAIR agent will be responsible for collecting sensory data
from the agro-weather station (through the data logger), fusing the data over time and
space using Bayes theorem described in Section 2.1.1 to achieve a reasonable estimate of
the actual weather conditions [27], and representing said information as graded statements
of a formal language over which logical reasoning can take place. Since the mind of
the GLAIR agent is implemented in SNePS, all the statements will be represented in
SNePSLOG. By representing the disease model in SNePSLOG too, the agent can reason
about preventive actions to be taken should the need arise. To illustrate the probabilistic
fusion process over time and space, consider the following example.
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Example 5.2.1 Equation 2.7 can be used to combine data obtained from a single
sensor at different intervals of time. As an example of data fusion using the probability
theory, consider a temperature sensor making observations about the current temper-
ature at various intervals. The environment is modelled as single state of nature x
which can take one of three possible values:

• x1: The temperature is low.

• x2: The temperature is high.

• x3: The temperature is unknown.

For simplicity, the sensor observations is assumed to also take one of three possible
values:

• y1: The temperature observed is low.

• y2: The temperature observed is high.

• y3: The temperature observed is unknown.

Suppose that the sensor model has been constructed, and is given by the following
likelihood matrix. The sensor model can be constructed by fixing the values that the
state of nature x can take, and computing for each possible value the corresponding
probability of an observation y being made.

y1 y2 y3

x1 0.45 0.45 0.1
x2 0.45 0.45 0.1
x3 0.1 0.1 0.8

Initially, we have no prior knowledge p(x). Accordingly we set p(x) =
[0.33 0.33 0.33]. Suppose that we make a first observation y = y1. The likelihood
p(y1|x) can be obtained from the first column of the likelihood matrix. We can now
compute the posterior density p(x|y1) according to equation 2.6 as follows (the ⊗
operator denotes pairwise product):

p(x|y1) = α

0.45
0.45
0.1

 ⊗
0.33

0.33
0.33

 = α

0.45× 0.33
0.45× 0.33
0.1× 0.33

 =

0.45
0.45
0.1


where

α =
1

p(y)
=

1

(0.45× 0.33) + (0.45× 0.33) + (0.1× 0.33)
=

1

0.33

where α = p(y) and is a normalizing term ensuring that the all the posterior proba-
bilities add up to 1.
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Now suppose that the sensor makes another observation y = y1. Since we have now
prior beliefs about the state of nature x due to the previous fusion iteration, p(x) be-
comes equal to [0.45 0.45 0.1]. p(y1|x) = [0.45 0.45 0.1] from the likelihood matrix.
The new posterior probability p(x|y1y1) becomes:

p(x|y1y1) = α

0.45
0.45
0.1

 ⊗
0.45

0.45
0.1

 = α

0.45× 0.45
0.45× 0.45
0.1× 0.1

 =

0.488
0.488
0.024


where

α =
1

p(y)
=

1

(0.45× 0.45) + (0.45× 0.45) + (0.1× 0.1)
=

1

0.415

Note that the last fusion iteration resulted in an increase in the probability of both
events that the temperature is low and the temperature is high at the expense of the
unknown temperature event. This is dependant on the sensor model. Although the
sensor is good at detecting temperatures, it is not very good at distinguishing the
difference between low and high temperatures.

We now add another sensor that makes the same observations as the first sensor,
but has a different likelihood matrix described as follows:

y1 y2 y3

x1 0.45 0.1 0.45
x2 0.1 0.45 0.45
x3 0.45 0.45 0.1

In contrast with the first sensor that is good at detecting temperature but not at
distinguishing between low and high temperature, the second sensor has poor overall
temperature detection probabilities but good capabilities to distinguish between the
two classes of temperatures.

Now suppose that both sensors initially make observations y = y1
1 and y = y2

1

respectively. According to equation 2.7, p(x|y1
1y

2
1) becomes:

p(x|y1
1y

2
1) = α p(y1

1|x)p(y2
1|x)p(x) = α

0.45
0.45
0.1

 ⊗
0.45

0.1
0.45

⊗
0.33

0.33
0.33

 =

0.6924
0.1538
0.1538


It is obvious from the fused posterior likelihoods that the second sensor two adds
temperature discrimination power at the cost of a slight loss of temperature detection
performance for the same number of observations. �

Since the fusion process results in statements annotated with a degree of uncertainty, the
GLAIR agent will use GSNePS (presented in Chapter 4) to reason with graded proposi-
tions. For instance, in the previous example the graded propositions g(temp(low), 0.6924),
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g(temp(high), 0.1538), and g(temp(unknown), 0.1538) will be constructed. In this way,
the fusion process provide a way to compute the grades associated with the different
ranges.

The design of the AI module as a GLAIR agent is guided by the following principles:

P1. The design of the module is to be independent of the types, numbers, and accuracies
of the sensors used in the agro-weather station.

P2. The module is to provide a reasonable estimate of actual weather conditions, given
sensor data from the agro-weather station and information about the accuracies of
the sensors.

P3. The module design is to be independent of any particular disease model.

We claim that our design fairly meets the three design principles P1, P2, and P3 listed
above. P1 is met by a generic implementation of the GLAIR agent which only assumes
the existence of different sensor types, with each type instantiated by some number of
actual sensors each with some accuracy. Through the GUI, users may define different
assortments of sensors (in monitoring stations) which the agent can maintain and reason
about separately. P2 is observed by the GLAIR agents employing sensor data fusion
techniques to arrive at relatively accurate information about weather conditions given
noisy sensor date transferred through possibly lossy wireless channels. P3 is met by
choosing to represent the agent’s beliefs declaratively as a set of logical sentences in the
knowledge base of the GLAIR agent. This choice allows us to fairly painlessly revise the
model if needed.

In the following sections, we will describe the KL and PML of our GLAIR agent. The
presented KL and PML implementations are independent of the implementation of the
hardware module.

5.2.2 The Knowledge Level

The KL of the GLAIR agent is responsible for conscious reasoning and action selection.
The disease model supplied from the agriculture module is represented in SNePSLOG
and is loaded to the GLAIR agent as part of the KL once it is started. The SNePSLOG
file containing the disease model will be generated by the GUI when it is implemented.
Figure 5.4 shows the disease model depicted in Figure 5.2 written in SNePSLOG.

The propositions temp(low), temp(mod), temp(high) represent that the temperature
is in one of the three ranges shown in Table 5.1 respectively. Since the model distinguishes
between only two ranges for RH, radiation precipitation, and leaf wetness we have two
ranges for each phenomenon, low and high. The first four propositions assert that a
value of a phenomena must be in only one range at any point of time. The next three
rules detect the occurrence of Event A as described in Section 5.1.1. The following three
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propositions detect the occurrence of Event B. Once both events are detected at any two
points of time, the rule at line 18 checks whether the duration between the two events is
24 hours. It does so by triggering a primitive action ck-dur. ck-dur(t1,t2,h) asserts
the proposition hours(t1,t2) if the difference between t1 and t2 is no more than h

hours. Finally, the rule at line 20 triggers the primitive action spray if both events are
detected with the same range of temperatures with at most 24 hours separating between
them, it is not the harvest season, and treatment is not active.

Figure 5.4: The disease model shown in Figure 5.2 in SNePSLOG

5.2.3 The Perceptuo-Motor Level

The PML of our proposed GLAIR agent is implemented in both Java and Lisp, with the
majority of its implementation in Java. The Lisp-PML provide implementations for the
primitive actions ck-dur and spray used in the KL. The action spray currently invokes
a method in the Java-PML to print a warning. This warning will later be displayed in
the GUI.

The Java-PML is mainly responsible for interacting with the data logger to extract
the readings of the sensors at different points in time.As mentioned previously, the agro-
weather station will send the collected data from the sensors in the monitoring stations
to an xml file stored on the main computer of the agriculture lab. Figure 5.5 shows an
excerpt from the sensor readings xml file to illustrate its structure. The shown excerpt
shows readings from two temperature sensors with IDs temp_1 and temp_2, and two RH
sensors with IDs rh_1 and rh_2. Each reading contains the read value from the sensor
timestamped with a date and a time. The readings xml file contains successive sensor
readings with the same structure.

After parsing the data in the readings xml file, the Java-PML fuses the readings over
space and time (as illustrated in Example 5.2.1) to arrive at more accurate information
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about the weather conditions given noisy sensors. The Java-PML provides an implemen-
tation of Bayesian fusion discussed in Section 2.1.1. We chose to implement the Bayesian
approach, rather than the D-S approach discussed in Section 2.1.2. The strength of the
D-S theory lies in its the ability to represent an unknown state, which is not required in
this application. At any point of time we will have a particular sensor reading that can
be classified to a particular hypothesis. For the same reason, there is no need to represent
the degree of uncertainty in sets of two or more hypotheses in the frame of discernment
of the D-S theory. It is worth noting that the D-S rule of combination will produce the
same result as Bayesian fusion if there is no mass of belief allocated to the unknown
state or to sets of two or more hypotheses in the frame of discernment. However, fusion
using the Bayesian is much simpler and faster to apply than the D-S combination rule.
Before starting the fusion process, the PML must acquire information about the types

Figure 5.5: An excerpt from the xml file where the sensor readings are stored.

and numbers of sensors, relevant ranges of sensor readings, the likelihood matrices of
the sensors, the duration of the time interval separating two consecutive readings, and
the duration of the time interval separating two fusion iterations. Such information is
acquired by parsing a configuration xml file. Parameters of the configuration file are to
be set through the GUI when it is implemented. Figure 5.6 shows a sample configuration
file specifying the starting date and time of the fusion process, two temperature sensors
and two RH sensors, the relevant ranges of the sensor readings for each phenomena,
the duration between each two successive readings and the duration between the fusion
iterations.

The Java-PML starts by parsing the configuration file and initializes an object of type
Sensor for each specified sensor. Each Sensor has an id, a likelihood matrix, a priors list,
and a posteriors list that will be used by the fusion process. Once new readings arrive,
fusion over time is done for each of the sensors to combine the newly obtained reading with
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the previous readings of the same sensor updating the priors and posteriors lists of the
sensors. After a fixed amount of time specified by the configuration file, fusion over space
is done to combine the readings of the sensors of the same phenomena. Statements,
annotated with confidence degrees obtained by the fusion process, are sent to the KL
indicating likelihoods of different possible weather conditions. The KL will use GSNePS
to reason with graded propositions, resolve contradictions and arrive at the correct range
for each phenomena according to the fused sensors readings. The PML will later ask
the KL for the correct range of each of the phenomena after resolving the contradictions
to update the durations of each. Statements representing the durations over which the
ranges of each phenomena has stabilized are constructed and sent to the KL. The PML
also reads from another xml file whether we are in the harvest season and whether the
treatment is already active, and construct corresponding SNePSLOG statements. These
statements will be used by the KL together with the statements representing the disease
model to detect the occurrence of a disease. Once a disease is detected, the spray action
will be triggered. The communication between the Lisp-KL and the Java-PML is done
through JLinker which offers library functions for lisp functions to call java methods and
vice versa [3]. The communication in the other direction between the Java-PML and the
Lisp-KL is done through the JavaSNePSAPI developed by the SNePS research group.

Figure 5.6: A sample configuration file



Chapter 6

Conclusion

Uncertainty is a fundamental and unavoidable feature in our everyday life. In order to
deal with uncertainty intelligently, we must be able to represent it and reason about it.
For this reason, considerable research effort has been dedicated to attempt to understand
and model uncertain reasoning. The work presented in this thesis is one such attempt.
The primary objectives of this thesis were threefold. First, a logical language capable of
representing and dealing with different types of data uncertainty was developed. Second,
a generic implementation of the proposed language was provided to be used by any agent
reasoning with uncertainty. Third, an agent reasoning using the proposed theory under
uncertainty was implemented to provide an early warning for plant diseases based on
collected weather data from possibly noisy sensors.

This chapter starts by concluding the outcomes of the thesis in Section 6.1 including
a final discussion of the research done. Section 6.2 presents the future work that will be
carried out to extend the work presented.

6.1 Thesis Summary

In this thesis, a weighted non-monotonic logic we refer to as LogAG for reasoning with
uncertainty was presented. LogAG provides an interesting alternative to the currently-
existing approaches in the literature for dealing with uncertainty. Uncertain propositions
are represented in LogAG as graded propositions. As a result of including propositions
and their grades in the LogAG ontology, the LogAG language contains terms denoting
graded propositions, grades of propositions, grading propositions, and graded grading
propositions in an arbitrary compositional structure. While having non-classical seman-
tics, LogAG is arguably quite expressive, semantically intuitive, and syntactically sim-
ilar to first-order logic. In addition to handling uncertain propositions, LogAG is also
demonstrably useful in reasoning with defaults, information provided by multiple chains
of sources, and paradoxical sentences.

90
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In order to handle reasoning with graded propositions, LogAG extends the classical
notion of logical consequence to admit graded propositions at different nesting levels
without introducing contradictions. The extended set of logical consequences is referred
to as a graded filter. Since the syntax of LogAG allows the nesting of grading propositions,
graded filters come in degrees depending on the nesting depth of the admitted graded
propositions. In general, the sequence of graded filters at increasing degrees may have no
fixed point.

Computing the graded filter at degree n of a set of propositions Q requires the com-
putation of all the subset-minimal inconsistent sets in Q, and the propositions with the
minimal grade from each inconsistent set are discarded. Computing the subset-minimal
inconsistent sets require the computation of all the possible subsets of Q, and deciding
which of them are unsatisfiable. The problem, however, is that LogAG is based on first-
order logic and unsatisfiability in first-order logic is semi-decidable. For this reason, the
proposed proof theory takes an alternative approach to computing the subset-minimal
inconsistent sets. A list of supports is kept track of for every proposition. The rules
of inference are modified to update the supports of the inferred propositions as part of
the derivation process. Once a contradiction occurs, the supports of the contradicting
propositions will be used to construct some of the inconsistent sets approximating the
computation of the graded filters. This approach, however, results in the proof theory
which is, in general, neither sound nor complete.

A SNePS-based implementation of LogAG was developed to showcase the utility of
LogAG in practical applications. We refer to the graded version of SNePS as GSNePS.
Output runs from GSNePS showed results as expected according to the semantics of
LogAG.

The utility of GSNePS was shown in a real-life application of reasoning with un-
certainty. The implementation of an agent employing precision agriculture methods to
predict plant diseases based on collected data about particular environmental phenom-
ena across a field was presented. Whenever a disease is detected, the agent will notify
the farmers at an early stage so that they can take protective measures. This agent was
modelled as a GLAIR agent whose mind was implemented in GSNePS. The GLAIR agent
is responsible for collecting sensory data from the agro-weather station, fusing the data
over time and space to achieve a reasonable estimate of the actual weather conditions,
and representing said information as graded statements of GSNePS. All the statements
were represented in SNePSLOG. By representing the disease model in SNePSLOG too,
the agent was able to reason about preventive actions to be taken should the need arise.
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6.2 Future Work

The work presented in this thesis could be extended in the following number of ways.

1. Compare LogAG to the existing formalisms for handling uncertainty.
On a first pass, LogAG is believed to subsume probabilistic logics, possibilistic logic,
circumscription, and default theories with at most one justification per default.
However, a more careful examination of how LogAG relates to existing graded
logics and non-monotonic formalisms is called for.

2. Identify conditions under which the LogAG proof theory will be sound
and complete.
This could be accomplished by identifying decidable fragments of first-order logic
and/or imposing additional restrictions on LogAG theories and the function g.

3. Enhance the runtime of the graded derivation algorithm.
One problem with the graded derivation algorithm is the use of forward chaining
which could run forever in general. This could be solved by imposing a cut-off on
the depth of the forward chaining. A good point to tackle, however, is identifying
a suitable cut-off. The runtime of the handling contradictions algorithm , which is
currently exponential in the number of propositions in the knowledge base in the
worst case, could also be improved.

4. Revisit GSNePS.
The current version of GSNePS applies the telescoping rule of inference on all
the graded propositions in the knowledge base until a contradiction is detected,
then resolves contradictions. This is different from the graded derivation algorithm
presented in the LogAG proof theory that considers the derivation of graded propo-
sitions at increasing nesting levels, resolving the contradictions at each level. For
this reason, GSNePS could output different results in some cases. GSNePS could
be modified to implement the graded derivation algorithm, but this will require a
modification of the requests and reports handling in SNIP.
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Appendix A

A.1 GSNePS Running Examples

The same running examples presented in Section 4.4 are presented showing full trace of
the inference process and the supports of all the propositions. The results of applying
the telescoping rule of inference, as well as the operation of the contradiction elimination
function are shown.

Example A.1.1 (Opus and Tweety Revisited)
: expert

CPU time : 0.00

: trace inference

Tracing inference.

CPU time : 0.00

: set-mode-3

Net reset

In SNePSLOG Mode 3.

Use define-frame <pred> <list-of-arc-labels>.

CPU time : 0.12

: define-frame g (nil prop grade)

G(x1, x2) will be represented by {<PROP, x1>, <GRADE, x2>}

CPU time : 0.02

: define-frame Bird (class member)

BIRD(x1) will be represented by {<CLASS, BIRD>, <MEMBER, x1>}

94
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CPU time : 0.00

: define-frame Flies (ability member)

FLIES(x1) will be represented by {<ABILITY, FLIES>, <MEMBER, x1>}

CPU time : 0.00

: define-frame Penguin (class member)

PENGUIN(x1) will be represented by {<CLASS, PENGUIN>, <MEMBER, x1>}

CPU time : 0.00

: all(x)(Bird(x)=>g(Flies(x),5)).

WFF1!: all(X)(BIRD(X) => G(FLIES(X),5)) {<HYP,{WFF1},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: all(x) (Penguin(x)=> Bird(x)).

WFF2!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => BIRD(X)) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: all(x)(Penguin(x)=> g(~Flies(x),10)).

WFF3!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => G(~FLIES(X),10)) {<HYP,{WFF3},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: Bird(Tweety).

WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: Penguin(Opus).

WFF5!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00
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: Flies(?x)?

I wonder if P10: FLIES(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P1: BIRD(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

Since WFF1!: all(X)(BIRD(X) => G(FLIES(X),5)) {<HYP,{WFF1},{}>}

and WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

I infer WFF8: G(FLIES(TWEETY),5) {}

I know P3: G(FLIES(X),5) {}

Hence, I infer WFF7!: FLIES(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF4},{WFF7}>}

I wonder if P6: PENGUIN(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P4: PENGUIN(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF5!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

Since WFF2!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => BIRD(X)) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

and WFF5!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

I infer WFF11: BIRD(OPUS) {}

Since WFF3!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => G(~FLIES(X),10)) {<HYP,{WFF3},{}>}

and WFF5!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

I infer WFF15: G(~FLIES(OPUS),10) {}

I know P9: G(~FLIES(X),10) {}

Hence, I infer WFF14!: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF3,WFF5},{WFF14}>}

I know it is not the case that WFF13: FLIES(OPUS) {}

Since WFF1!: all(X)(BIRD(X) => G(FLIES(X),5)) {<HYP,{WFF1},{}>}

and WFF11!: BIRD(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF5},{}>}

I infer WFF17: G(FLIES(OPUS),5) {<DER,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF5},{}>}
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I know P3: G(FLIES(X),5) {}

Hence, I infer WFF13!: FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF5},{WFF13}>}

Contradiction derived between

WFF13!: FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF5},{WFF13}>}

and

WFF14!: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF3,WFF5},{WFF14}>}

Both contradicting nodes are graded.

The grade of WFF13!: FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF5},{WFF13}>} is 5.

The grade of WFF14!: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF3,WFF5},{WFF14}>} is 10.

The construced bottom kernels are ((M14! M13!)).

Removing the proposition with the least grade from each of the kernels from

the telprops of the crntct.

From (M14! M13!), (M13!) will be removed.

WFF14!: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF3,WFF5},{WFF14}>}

WFF7!: FLIES(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF4},{WFF7}>}

CPU time : 0.10

: list-wffs

WFF17!: G(FLIES(OPUS),5) {<DER,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF5},{}>}

WFF15!: G(~FLIES(OPUS),10) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF5},{}>}

WFF14!: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF3,WFF5},{WFF14}>}

WFF13: FLIES(OPUS) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF5},{WFF13}>}

WFF11!: BIRD(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF5},{}>}

WFF8!: G(FLIES(TWEETY),5) {<DER,{WFF1,WFF4},{}>}

WFF7!: FLIES(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF4},{WFF7}>}

WFF5!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

WFF3!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => G(~FLIES(X),10)) {<HYP,{WFF3},{}>}

WFF2!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => BIRD(X)) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

WFF1!: all(X)(BIRD(X) => G(FLIES(X),5)) {<HYP,{WFF1},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: describe-context
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((ASSERTIONS (WFF5 WFF4 WFF3 WFF2 WFF1)) (TELPROPS (WFF14 WFF7))

(NAMED (DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT)))

CPU time : 0.00

Suppose we replace WFF1 and WFF3 by the de-dicto representations of the rules
g(all(x) (Bird(x) =>Flies(x)),5) and g(all(x) (Penguin(x) => ~Flies(x)),10).

: Flies(?x)?

I wonder if P8: FLIES(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF2!: G(all(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X)),5) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF1!: all(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X)) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

I wonder if P1: BIRD(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF5!: G(all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => (~FLIES(X))),10) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF4!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => (~FLIES(X))) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

I know WFF6!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

Since WFF1!: all(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X)) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

and WFF6!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

I infer WFF11: FLIES(TWEETY) {}

I wonder if P5: PENGUIN(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P3: PENGUIN(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF7!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF7},{}>}

Since WFF3!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => BIRD(X)) {<HYP,{WFF3},{}>}

and WFF7!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF7},{}>}

I infer WFF14: BIRD(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF7},{}>}

Since WFF4!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => (~FLIES(X))) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

and WFF7!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF7},{}>}
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I infer WFF17: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF5,WFF7},{WFF4}>}

I know it is not the case that WFF16: FLIES(OPUS) {}

Since WFF1!: all(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X)) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

and WFF14!: BIRD(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF7},{}>}

I infer WFF16: FLIES(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF3,WFF7},{WFF1}>}

Contradiction derived between

WFF16!: FLIES(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF3,WFF7},{WFF1}>}

and

WFF17!: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF5,WFF7},{WFF4}>}

The construced bottom kernels are ((M4! M1!)).

Removing the proposition with the least grade from each of the kernels from

the telprops of the crntct.

From (M4! M1!), (M1!) will be removed.

WFF17!: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF5,WFF7},{WFF4}>}

WFF11: FLIES(TWEETY) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF6},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.10

: list-wffs

WFF17!: ~FLIES(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF5,WFF7},{WFF4}>}

WFF16: FLIES(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF3,WFF7},{WFF1}>}

WFF14!: BIRD(OPUS) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF7},{}>}

WFF11: FLIES(TWEETY) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF6},{WFF1}>}

WFF7!: PENGUIN(OPUS) {<HYP,{WFF7},{}>}

WFF6!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

WFF5!: G(all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => (~FLIES(X))),10) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

WFF4!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => (~FLIES(X))) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

WFF3!: all(X)(PENGUIN(X) => BIRD(X)) {<HYP,{WFF3},{}>}

WFF2!: G(all(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X)),5) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

WFF1: all(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X)) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.02

: describe-context

((ASSERTIONS (WFF7 WFF6 WFF5 WFF3 WFF2)) (TELPROPS (WFF4))

(NAMED (DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT)))
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Example A.1.2 (Superman Revisited) This example shows the running traces of
both representations presented in Example 3.5.2. We start by first representation of the
example. As tracing the inference of this example is lengthy, we just show the final output
and the supports of the propositions.

: AT(SM,DT,12)?.

WFF7!: AT(SM,DT,12) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF3,WFF10},{WFF7,WFF8,WFF9}>}

CPU time : 288.68

: list-wffs

WFF82: AT(SM,OFFICE,12) and DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT)

{<DER,{WFF3,WFF5,WFF12,WFF13},{WFF4,WFF11}>}

WFF80!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT) and AT(KC,OFFICE,12)

{<DER,{WFF3,WFF12,WFF13},{WFF11}>}

WFF78: AT(SM,OFFICE,12) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF5,WFF12},{WFF4,WFF11}>}

WFF75!: G(AT(KC,OFFICE,12),15) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF12},{}>}

WFF72!: G(AT(SM,DT,12),11) {<DER,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF3,WFF10},{WFF8,WFF9}>}

WFF70!: G(SOURCE(AT(SM,DT,12),LL),4) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF3,WFF10},{WFF9}>}

WFF68!: G(SOURCE(SOURCE(AT(SM,DT,12),LL),DP),15) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF10},{}>}

WFF19!: ~AT(KC,DT,12) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF6,WFF12,WFF13},{WFF11}>}

WFF14: ~AT(SM,DT,12) {<DER,{WFF3,WFF5,WFF6,WFF12,WFF13},{WFF4,WFF11}>}

WFF13!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT) {<HYP,{WFF13},{}>}

WFF12!: PERCEIVE(AT(KC,OFFICE,12)) {<HYP,{WFF12},{}>}

WFF11!: AT(KC,OFFICE,12) {<TEL,{WFF3,WFF12},{WFF11}>}

WFF10!: PERCEIVE(SOURCE(SOURCE(AT(SM,DT,12),LL),DP)) {<HYP,{WFF10},{}>}

WFF9!: SOURCE(SOURCE(AT(SM,DT,12),LL),DP) {<TEL,{WFF3,WFF10},{WFF9}>}

WFF8!: SOURCE(AT(SM,DT,12),LL) {<TEL,{WFF2,WFF3,WFF10},{WFF8,WFF9}>}

WFF7!: AT(SM,DT,12) {<TEL,{WFF1,WFF2,WFF3,WFF10},{WFF7,WFF8,WFF9}>}

WFF6!: all(T,X,L2,L1)((AT(X,L1,T) and DISJOINT(L1,L2)) => (~AT(X,L2,T)))

{<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

WFF5!: G(all(T,L)(AT(KC,L,T) => AT(SM,L,T)),10.5) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

WFF4: all(T,L)(AT(KC,L,T) => AT(SM,L,T)) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

WFF3!: all(P)(PERCEIVE(P) => G(P,15)) {<HYP,{WFF3},{}>}

WFF2!: all(P)(SOURCE(P,DP) => G(P,4)) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

WFF1!: all(P)(SOURCE(P,LL) => G(P,11)) {<HYP,{WFF1},{}>}

CPU time : 0.32

: describe-context
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((ASSERTIONS (WFF13 WFF12 WFF10 WFF6 WFF5 WFF3 WFF2 WFF1))

(TELPROPS (WFF11 WFF9 WFF8 WFF7))

(NAMED (DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT)))

CPU time : 0.02

The following illustrates the utility of nesting grading chains similar to the second repre-
sentation of Example 3.5.2. As expected, we reach a different fixed point.

: g(g(g(At(SM,DT,12),11),4),3).

WFF4!: G(G(G(AT(SM,DT,12),11),4),3) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: g(At(KC,Office,12),15).

WFF6!: G(AT(KC,OFFICE,12),15) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: g(all(l,t)(At(KC,l,t)<=>At(SM,l,t)),10.5).

WFF8!: G(all(T,L)(AT(SM,L,T) <=> AT(KC,L,T)),10.5) {<HYP,{WFF8},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: all(l1,l2,x,t)((Disjoint(l1,l2) and At(x,l1,t)) => ~At(x,l2,t)).

WFF9!: all(T,X,L2,L1)((AT(X,L1,T) and DISJOINT(L1,L2)) => (~AT(X,L2,T)))

{<HYP,{WFF9},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: Disjoint(Office,DT).

WFF10!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT) {<HYP,{WFF10},{}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: AT(SM,DT,12)?

I wonder if WFF1: AT(SM,DT,12) {}
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holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF4!: G(G(G(AT(SM,DT,12),11),4),3) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF3!: G(G(AT(SM,DT,12),11),4) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF3}>}

I know WFF3!: G(G(AT(SM,DT,12),11),4) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF3}>}

Hence, I infer WFF2!: G(AT(SM,DT,12),11) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF2,WFF3}>}

I know WFF2!: G(AT(SM,DT,12),11) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF2,WFF3}>}

Hence, I infer WFF1!: AT(SM,DT,12) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF1,WFF2,WFF3}>}

I know WFF8!: G(all(T,L)(AT(SM,L,T) <=> AT(KC,L,T)),10.5)

{<HYP,{WFF8},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF7!: all(T,L)(AT(SM,L,T) <=> AT(KC,L,T))

{<TEL,{WFF8},{WFF7}>}

I wonder if WFF16: AT(KC,DT,12) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P11: DISJOINT(L1,DT) and AT(SM,L1,12) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P9: AT(SM,L1,12) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P10: DISJOINT(L1,DT) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF1!: AT(SM,DT,12) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF1,WFF2,WFF3}>}

I know WFF10!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT) {<HYP,{WFF10},{}>}

I wonder if P17: AT(KC,L,12) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P20: AT(KC,L1,12) and DISJOINT(L1,DT) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P21: AT(SM,L1,12) and DISJOINT(L1,L2) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT
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I wonder if P18: AT(KC,L1,12) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I wonder if P3: DISJOINT(L1,L2) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF6!: G(AT(KC,OFFICE,12),15) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF5!: AT(KC,OFFICE,12) {<TEL,{WFF6},{WFF5}>}

Since WFF7!: all(T,L)(AT(SM,L,T) <=> AT(KC,L,T)) {<TEL,{WFF8},{WFF7}>}

and WFF5!: AT(KC,OFFICE,12) {<TEL,{WFF6},{WFF5}>}

I infer WFF21: AT(SM,OFFICE,12) {<DER,{WFF6,WFF8},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

Since WFF21!: AT(SM,OFFICE,12) {<DER,{WFF6,WFF8},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

and WFF10!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT) {<HYP,{WFF10},{}>}

I infer WFF22!: AT(SM,OFFICE,12) and DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT)

{<DER,{WFF6,WFF8,WFF10},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

Since WFF9!: all(T,X,L2,L1)((AT(X,L1,T) and DISJOINT(L1,L2)) => (~AT(X,L2,T)))

{<HYP,{WFF9},{}>}

and WFF22!: AT(SM,OFFICE,12) and DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT)

{<DER,{WFF6,WFF8,WFF10},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

I infer WFF11: ~AT(SM,DT,12) {<DER,{WFF6,WFF8,WFF9,WFF10},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

Contradiction derived between

WFF11!: ~AT(SM,DT,12) {<DER,{WFF6,WFF8,WFF9,WFF10},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

and

WFF1!: AT(SM,DT,12) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF1,WFF2,WFF3}>}

The construced bottom kernels are ((M7! M5! M1!)).

Removing the proposition with the least grade from each of the kernels from

the telprops of the crntct.

From (M7! M5! M1!), (M1!) will be removed.

WFF11!: ~AT(SM,DT,12) {<DER,{WFF6,WFF8,WFF9,WFF10},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

WFF1: AT(SM,DT,12) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF1,WFF2,WFF3}>}

CPU time : 2.78

: list-wffs
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WFF24!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT) and AT(KC,OFFICE,12)

{<DER,{WFF6,WFF10},{WFF5}>}

WFF22!: AT(SM,OFFICE,12) and DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT)

{<DER,{WFF6,WFF8,WFF10},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

WFF21!: AT(SM,OFFICE,12) {<DER,{WFF6,WFF8},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

WFF17!: ~AT(KC,DT,12) {<DER,{WFF6,WFF9,WFF10},{WFF5}>}

WFF11!: ~AT(SM,DT,12) {<DER,{WFF6,WFF8,WFF9,WFF10},{WFF5,WFF7}>}

WFF10!: DISJOINT(OFFICE,DT) {<HYP,{WFF10},{}>}

WFF9!: all(T,X,L2,L1)((AT(X,L1,T) and DISJOINT(L1,L2)) => (~AT(X,L2,T)))

{<HYP,{WFF9},{}>}

WFF8!: G(all(T,L)(AT(SM,L,T) <=> AT(KC,L,T)),10.5) {<HYP,{WFF8},{}>}

WFF7!: all(T,L)(AT(SM,L,T) <=> AT(KC,L,T)) {<TEL,{WFF8},{WFF7}>}

WFF6!: G(AT(KC,OFFICE,12),15) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

WFF5!: AT(KC,OFFICE,12) {<TEL,{WFF6},{WFF5}>}

WFF4!: G(G(G(AT(SM,DT,12),11),4),3) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

WFF3!: G(G(AT(SM,DT,12),11),4) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF3}>}

WFF2!: G(AT(SM,DT,12),11) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF2,WFF3}>}

WFF1: AT(SM,DT,12) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF1,WFF2,WFF3}>}

CPU time : 0.20

: describe-context

((ASSERTIONS (WFF10 WFF9 WFF8 WFF6 WFF4)) (TELPROPS (WFF7 WFF5 WFF3 WFF2))

(NAMED (DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT)))

CPU time : 0.02

Example A.1.3 (Nixon’s Diamond Revisited)
: expert

CPU time : 0.00

: trace inference

Tracing inference.

CPU time : 0.00

: set-mode-3

Net reset

In SNePSLOG Mode 3.

Use define-frame <pred> <list-of-arc-labels>.
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CPU time : 0.12

: define-frame g (nil prop grade)

G(x1, x2) will be represented by {<PROP, x1>, <GRADE, x2>}

CPU time : 0.02

: define-frame Quacker (r a1)

QUACKER(x1) will be represented by {<R, QUACKER>, <A1, x1>}

CPU time : 0.00

: define-frame Pacifist (r a1)

PACIFIST(x1) will be represented by {<R, PACIFIST>, <A1, x1>}

CPU time : 0.00

: define-frame Republican (r a1)

REPUBLICAN(x1) will be represented by {<R, REPUBLICAN>, <A1, x1>}

CPU time : 0.00

: g(Quacker(Nixon), 6)!

I know WFF2!: G(QUACKER(NIXON),6) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

WFF2!: G(QUACKER(NIXON),6) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: g(Republican(Nixon),10)!

I know WFF5!: G(REPUBLICAN(NIXON),10) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF4!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

WFF5!: G(REPUBLICAN(NIXON),10) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

WFF4!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

CPU time : 0.00
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: all(x)(Quacker(x) => g(Pacifist(x), 10))!

I wonder if P1: QUACKER(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

Since WFF7!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => G(PACIFIST(X),10)) {<HYP,{WFF7},{}>}

and WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

I infer WFF11: G(PACIFIST(NIXON),10) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1}>}

I know WFF11!: G(PACIFIST(NIXON),10) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1}>}

Hence, I infer WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1,WFF10}>}

WFF11!: G(PACIFIST(NIXON),10) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1}>}

WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1,WFF10}>}

WFF7!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => G(PACIFIST(X),10)) {<HYP,{WFF7},{}>}

WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.02

: all(x)(Republican(x) => g(~Pacifist(x),7))!

I wonder if P6: REPUBLICAN(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF4!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

Since WFF13!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => G(~PACIFIST(X),7)) {<HYP,{WFF13},{}>}

and WFF4!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

I infer WFF17: G(~PACIFIST(NIXON),7) {}

I know WFF17!: G(~PACIFIST(NIXON),7) <DER,{WFF5,WFF13},{WFF4}>{}

Hence, I infer WFF16!: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5,WFF13},{WFF4,WFF16}>}

Contradiction derived between

WFF16!: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5,WFF13},{WFF4,WFF16}>}

and

WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1,WFF10}>}

Both contradicting nodes are graded.

The grade of WFF16!: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5,WFF13},{WFF4,WFF16}>}
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is 7.

The grade of WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1,WFF10}>}

is 10.

The construced bottom kernels are ((M16! M10!)).

Removing the proposition with the least grade from each of the kernels from

the telprops of the crntct.

From (M16! M10!), (M16!) will be removed.

WFF17!: G(~PACIFIST(NIXON),7) {<DER,{WFF5,WFF13},{WFF4}>}

WFF16: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5,WFF13},{WFF4,WFF16}>}

WFF13!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => G(~PACIFIST(X),7)) {<HYP,{WFF13},{}>}

WFF4!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

CPU time : 0.06

: list-wffs

WFF17!: G(~PACIFIST(NIXON),7) {<DER,{WFF5,WFF13},{WFF4}>}

WFF16: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5,WFF13},{WFF4,WFF16}>}

WFF13!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => G(~PACIFIST(X),7)) {<HYP,{WFF13},{}>}

WFF11!: G(PACIFIST(NIXON),10) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1}>}

WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2,WFF7},{WFF1,WFF10}>}

WFF7!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => G(PACIFIST(X),10)) {<HYP,{WFF7},{}>}

WFF5!: G(REPUBLICAN(NIXON),10) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

WFF4!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF4}>}

WFF2!: G(QUACKER(NIXON),6) {<HYP,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.02

: describe-context

((ASSERTIONS (WFF13 WFF7 WFF5 WFF2)) (TELPROPS (WFF10 WFF4 WFF1))

(NAMED (DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT)))

CPU time : 0.02

The following shows the effect of using the de-dicto representations of the rules. As
expected, we reach a different fixed point.

: g(all(x)(Quacker(x) => Pacifist(x)),10)!

I know WFF6!: G(all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X)),10) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}
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Hence, I infer WFF5!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X)) {<TEL,{WFF6},{WFF5}>}

I wonder if P1: QUACKER(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF2!: G(QUACKER(NIXON),6) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

Since WFF5!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X)) {<TEL,{WFF6},{WFF5}>}

and WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

I infer WFF10: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF6},{WFF1,WFF5}>}

WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF6},{WFF1,WFF5}>}

WFF6!: G(all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X)),10) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

WFF5!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X)) {<TEL,{WFF6},{WFF5}>}

WFF1!: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.00

: g(all(x)(Republican(x) => ~Pacifist(x)),7)!

I know WFF13!: G(all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X))),7)

{<HYP,{WFF13},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF12!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X)))

{<TEL,{WFF13},{WFF12}>}

I wonder if P5: REPUBLICAN(X) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

I know WFF4!: G(REPUBLICAN(NIXON),10) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

I know WFF4!: G(REPUBLICAN(NIXON),10) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF3!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF3}>}

Since WFF12!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X)))

{<TEL,{WFF13},{WFF12}>}

and WFF3!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF3}>}

I infer WFF17!: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<DER,{WFF4,WFF13},{WFF3,WFF12}>}

Contradiction derived between

WFF17!: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<DER,{WFF4,WFF13},{WFF3,WFF12}>}
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and

WFF10!: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF6},{WFF1,WFF5}>}

The construced bottom kernels are ((M12! M5! M3! M1!)).

Removing the proposition with the least grade from each of the kernels from

the telprops of the crntct.

From (M12! M5! M3! M1!), (M1!) will be removed.

WFF17!: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<DER,{WFF4,WFF13},{WFF3,WFF12}>}

WFF13!: G(all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X))),7) {<HYP,{WFF13},{}>}

WFF12!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X))) {<TEL,{WFF13},{WFF12}>}

WFF3!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF3}>}

CPU time : 0.02

: list-wffs

WFF17!: ~PACIFIST(NIXON) {<DER,{WFF4,WFF13},{WFF3,WFF12}>}

WFF13!: G(all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X))),7) {<HYP,{WFF13},{}>}

WFF12!: all(X)(REPUBLICAN(X) => (~PACIFIST(X))) {<TEL,{WFF13},{WFF12}>}

WFF10: PACIFIST(NIXON) {<DER,{WFF2,WFF6},{WFF1,WFF5}>}

WFF6!: G(all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X)),10) {<HYP,{WFF6},{}>}

WFF5!: all(X)(QUACKER(X) => PACIFIST(X)) {<TEL,{WFF6},{WFF5}>}

WFF4!: G(REPUBLICAN(NIXON),10) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

WFF3!: REPUBLICAN(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF4},{WFF3}>}

WFF2!: G(QUACKER(NIXON),6) {<HYP,{WFF2},{}>}

WFF1: QUACKER(NIXON) {<TEL,{WFF2},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.02

: describe-context

((ASSERTIONS (WFF13 WFF6 WFF4 WFF2))

(TELPROPS (WFF12 WFF5 WFF3))

(RESTRICTION NIL) (NAMED (DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT)))

CPU time : 0.02
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Example A.1.4 (The Case of the Liar Revisited)
: expert

CPU time : 0.00

: trace inference

Tracing inference.

CPU time : 0.00

: set-mode-3

Net reset

In SNePSLOG Mode 3.

Use define-frame <pred> <list-of-arc-labels>.

CPU time : 0.12

: define-frame g (nil prop grade)

G(x1, x2) will be represented by {<PROP, x1>, <GRADE, x2>}

CPU time : 0.02

: define-frame Bird (class member)

BIRD(x1) will be represented by {<CLASS, BIRD>, <MEMBER, x1>}

CPU time : 0.00

: Bird(Tweety)=>g(~Bird(Tweety),5)!

I wonder if WFF1: BIRD(TWEETY) {}

holds within the BS defined by context DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT

WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY) => G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

CPU time : 0.02

: g(Bird(Tweety),5)!

I know WFF5!: G(BIRD(TWEETY),5) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

Hence, I infer WFF1!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF1}>}

Since WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY) => G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

and WFF1!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF1}>}
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I infer WFF3: G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5) {}

I know WFF3!: G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5) {<DER,{WFF4,WFF5},{WFF1,WFF2}>}

Hence, I infer WFF2!: ~BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF4,WFF5},{WFF1,WFF2}>}

Contradiction derived between

WFF2!: ~BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF4,WFF5},{WFF1,WFF2}>}

and

WFF1!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF1}>}

Both contradicting nodes are graded.

The grade of WFF2!: ~BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF4,WFF5},{WFF1,WFF2}>} is 5.

The grade of WFF1!: BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF1}>} is 5.

The constructed bottom kernels are ((M2! M1!)).

Removing the proposition with the least grade from each of the kernels from

the telprops of the crntct.

From (M2! M1!), (M2! M1!) will be removed.

WFF3!: G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5) {<DER,{WFF4,WFF5},{WFF2}>}

WFF2: ~BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF4,WFF5},{WFF1,WFF2}>}

WFF1: BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.02

: list-wffs

WFF5!: G(BIRD(TWEETY),5) {<HYP,{WFF5},{}>}

WFF4!: BIRD(TWEETY) => G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5) {<HYP,{WFF4},{}>}

WFF3!: G(~BIRD(TWEETY),5) {<DER,{WFF4,WFF5},{WFF2}>}

WFF2: ~BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF4,WFF5},{WFF1,WFF2}>}

WFF1: BIRD(TWEETY) {<TEL,{WFF5},{WFF1}>}

CPU time : 0.02

: describe-context

((ASSERTIONS (WFF5 WFF4)) (TELPROPS NIL)

(NAMED (DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT)))

CPU time : 0.00
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